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DIY micro go-ahead 
by Ralph Bancroft 
Microkcy is going ahead with plans 
to build the unique Forth micro, 
whose spec will be determined by 
users (PCN. issue 12). 

The company was set up by 
Advanced Text Systems to research 
the idea and build the micro 

‘We had no idea what kind of 
response we would get from the 
advertisement in PCN. but reck¬ 
oned that if we got more than 500 
responses there was a go situation,' 
said Microkey's managing director 
Paul Wynter 

In the event there more than 
1,7< Xfrcplies and all have been sent 

a questionnaire seeking more de¬ 
tailed views as to the kind of 
machine people were interested in 
buying. 

A large number of replies came 
from schoolchildren who have ex¬ 
perience of RML. Sinclair Spec¬ 
trum and ZX81 and BBC micros. 
Many of them were critical about 
the machines and were looking for a 
computer lhat would avoid the 
problems they had experienced. 

I am amazed at the level of 
computing knowledge of many of 
these young people,' said Mr Wyn- 
tcr. Typical complaints, he said, 
were about the speed of the 

machines and the quality of the 
keyboard 

Another interesting fact is that 
most respondents were looking for 
a micro costing in the region of 
£400-£500. Most probably they arc 
looking for a new machine they can 
graduate to.' said Mr Wynter 

Microkey has yet to analyse the 
questionnaire responses it has re¬ 
ceived. However, the key features 
of the machine now look as though 
they will include a user choice 
betw ccn the 6502 or 6809 processor 
chips (the circuit board will allow 
either to be plugged in). I28K of 
RAM in two blocksof 64K (they can 

be used separately for two prog¬ 
rams running at the same time, 
opening up the possibility of multi¬ 
tasking with two users), high resolu¬ 
tion colour graphics and the Sony 
microfloppy as the disk drive. 

It has yet to be decided whether 
the drive will be included in the 
price of the standard machine 

Initial inquiries about the project 
are being handled by software 
house Remsoft. Mr Wynter says 
that it is still willing to send out 
questionnaires to anyone who mis¬ 
sed the original ad. 

Rentsoft's address is 
FREEPOST. Brighton BN I IZW 

Switch-on to sharing idea 
Products loosely described as 
peripheral sharing devices are be¬ 
ginning to make their presence felt 

The idea is that in a multi¬ 
computer environment (small busi¬ 
ness or classroom) expensive but 
comparatively little used peripher¬ 
als like printers can be shared by 
several computers without the has¬ 
sle and disruption of physically 
digging around behind or under 
computers to change intertwined 
cables. 

The lop end of this concept 
involves sophisticated computer 
networking where several compu¬ 
ters communicate through a com¬ 

plicated system. often with a central 
file-serving computer. 

Next down the line arc products 
like the Vic/64 Switch (PCN. issue 
1) which monitors the ports of a 
series of computers and automati¬ 
cally links the relevant peripheral 
when it is required. 

Now a company called Softronics 
has announced an even simpler 
solution. At £99 plus VAT the 3-20 
Switch simply links a shared printer 
to one of two or three computers by 
the turning of a dial. The switch, 
claims Softronics. is ruggedly built 
in a rigid and virtually unbreakable 
ABS casing Contact ((>825) 2179. 

Sorcerer 
reappears 

Those of you who were in this 
business before it was a business will 
remember the Exidy Sorccre r One 
of the early casualties of the micro 
market, the Sorcerer vanished with 
the demise of its UK distributor 
EMG Microcentres 

But the Sorcerer has been taken 
up by Project Control and Manage¬ 
ment (01-730 5902). The firm is 
primarily interested in supporting 
existing customers and honouring 
maintenance contracts. However, 
those of you who collect micros may 
just be in time to make a valuable 
cop for your collection. 

Atari XLs on the way Mini Pascal 
for the Beeb 
BBC users who want something 
more than Basic can use a new 
subset of Pascal on their systems. 

For £59 plus VAT the language 
Pascal-T comes in a I6K EPROM 
from HCCS Associates and is 
suitable for teaching and learning 
purposes Jim Golightly of HCCS 
said: Many universities and col¬ 
leges like Pascal and arc using it to 
teach computing. 

‘It'sa language that's gaining a lot 
of popularity 

Pascal-T will be available in two 
weeks' time and Mr Golightly said 
that HCCS will he adapting the 
package for the Epson HX20. 

I fCCS has also produced a Logo- 
Forth for the BBC micro in the form 
of a 16K EPROM Aimed at 
primary school children. Logo- 
Forth is a very simple way of getting 
kids to find their way around their 
machines. 

The program includes catalogue 
disk-files for up to 198 filenames, 
by passing Acorn's Basie-orien¬ 
tated filing system. You can there¬ 
fore save your procedures by name 
and also examine the large cata¬ 
logue contents. The whole package 
costs £59 plus VAT. Contact HCCS 
Associates. 0632 821924. 

Two of the Atari systems that 
grabbed the limelight at Chicago's 
Consumer Electronics Show (PCN. 
issue 14) should be in UK shops 
later this year. 

The Atari 600X1. and 8II0XL 
were the most prominent features 
of Atari's challenge to the Coleco 
Adam and last week in l.ondon they 
headed a bulk launch from Atari of 
systems, peripherals, accessories 
and software. 

No prices or firm delivery dates 
were given hut in the US the I6K 
Atari 600X1. sells for $150 Based 
on a 6502C it has’ built-in Atari 
Basic, a full keyboard with 29 
graphics keys, and compatibility 
with software written for earlier 
Atari home computers. You can 
expand the main memory to 64K 
and play with up to 128 colours at 
any one time 

The 800X1 costs S34MI in the US. 
Another 6502C system, it has 64K 
as standard and shares many of the 
features of the 600XL. 

How these prices will travel 
across the Atlantic is a moot point 
Atari has declared that it isn't going 
to contest the highly competitive 
suh-£l00 business, and a spokes¬ 
man said last week that the Euro¬ 
pean market might be able to 

A striking match of boxes from Atari. 
sustain higher prices generally than 
the US 

Atari hopes the machines will 
recover some lost ground for it. and 
to back them up it unveiled one of 
the letter-quality printers that 
caught several eyes at CES. The 
1027, again with no UK price set. is 
a fairly pedestrian but (in the US. at 
least) very low cost printer 

Two more printers, the 1020 
colour printer capable of four 
colours and lOeps. and the 1025 dot 
matrix 80-column unit that runs at 
40cps. were also demonstrated for 
the first lime in this country. 

These peripherals, along with 

new storage units and other such 
devices as a light-pen. can all be 
attached to existing Atari machines 
as well as to the 600XL. the 800X1.. 
and the two larger systems, the 
I400XL and 1450X1.. These last 
two machines arc due here early 
next year. 

Last but not least the new 
software is an indication lhat Atari 
is still firmly bent on providing 
entertainment New games 
appeared with the new machines, 
and Atari has also made sure that its 
games will run on some other 
systems, among them its great rival 
Commodore. 
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Torch tri-processor 
carries fight to US 
By Ralph Bancroft 
Using the deliberate coincidence of 
American Independence Day. a 
British company has launched a 
triple-processor micro that offers 
the combination of Unix and CP/M 
compatibility. 

The machine is the 700 series 
from Torch Computers and it had 
its first public showing this week. 

The 700 scries has a triple- 
processor architecture with a 68000 
chip to run Unix, using 256K of 
RAM. A Z80 processor provides 
the CP Mcompatibilityandensures 
that the micro can run all the 
software that currently runs on 
Torch's existing machine, which 
has been renamed the C-scries. A 
BBC board with a 6502 is used to 
control all Input and output. 

Also launched by Torch is the 300 
series of w orkstations. With a BBC 
hoard. Z80 and WK of RAM they 
arc designed to provide low-cost 
access to peripherals such as disks 
and printers using Torch's own 
networking system Torchnet 

Torchnct is an enhanced version 
of Acorn's Econct system which 
removes the need to use micros as 
dedicated file-server and print- 
server stations. 

Any workstation or micro on the 
net can access any other machine. 
An attach' feature allows a disk 
drive on one machine to he dedi¬ 
cated for use by a remote machine 
or terminal. 

Two new software packages 
launched at the same time as the 
new micros arc TorchMail Plus (an 
enhanced version of Torch's elec¬ 
tronic mail system) and Tcxtcl 
which allows users to run their own 
inhouse Viewdata service over 
Torchnct. 

TorchMail Plus features a high- 
level compiler called Tobev which 
allows the user to program his 
Torch or a remote Torch. Program¬ 
med events can cither he executed 
immediately or at some lime in the 

The other software announce¬ 
ment from Torch is that in future all 
Torch (.'-Series machines and ZHI 
disk packs will be issued with a 
complete suite of software from 

from America for UN mrv 
Perfect Software Inc Included in 
the suite is a word processor, 
spelling checker, spreadsheet and 
database. 

Prices for the new Torch hard¬ 
ware (excluding VAT) arc £1.244 
for the 301 workstation (synchro¬ 
nous communications cost an extra 
£205) Md £3.190 for the 705 triple 
processor machine with twin floppy 
disks. A hard disk version, the 725. 
costs £5.450. 

The flexibility of the Torch 
hardware was well demonstrated at 
the launch. This news story was 
typed on a C-scries machine using 
Wordstar at the launch and then 
transmitted through to the PCN 
using Torchmail Plus. 

Apple upgrade on the cards 
Fashions come and go but expan- than half what you might pay 
sion boards for the Apple II never elsewhere, and the parallel printer 
seem to go out of season. interface card is similarly cheap at 

Two of the latest arc from the £36.110. 
consultancy and design house The cards measure 4 x 3in and 
Cirlcch. and the prices kxik as trim 2.5 x 2.25in respectively, and they 
as the circuitry Cirtcch s ZH0 are available direct from Cirtcch on 
add-on will cost you £51.75. less 0383729770. 

your Brother EMI electronic typewriter into a Crown R. 
The Crown Ranior runs aa a standard printer with Hne i 
space, auto carriage return and lift-off correction. And included in the price of 
£795 plus VAT you get an IEEE or RS232 interface. The printer is competible with 

and is available from Crown Business Centre, 0323 

Grtech’s 280 add-on. 

More Mates 
due from NCR 
Two more versions of Decision 
Mate V from NCR (PCS', issue I) 
should he in the shops in mid-July. 

The colour and Winchester disk 
versions of NCR's business micro 
scries will cost less than originally 
supposed. ‘The Winchester 
machine is about £I.<KKI less than 
we originally thought.' said Lyn 
Mailey. an NCR sales manager. 

The twin processor (Z80A/8088) 
with integrated lOMh Winchester 
plus floppy disk drive and MSDOS 
w ill he £3,640. Ibc colour machine 
with twin processor plus MSDOS 
and two floppies is £2.410. while its 
original, the monochrome version 
at £1.825. will not change in price 

A technical machine, with an 
H087co-procevsor. is due for release 
in the last quarter of the year 
Networking is expected to be 
available in September. 

International 
Sinclair club 
The International Sinclair User 
Group has made a modest start in 
Burnley. Lancashire, with a mem- 
bershipof a handlul of Uxral people 

But organisers Peter Paton and 
Victor Wchhcr have high hopes. Mr 
Paton said: Wc vc got Sinclair 
Research's Messing, and they will 
be sending us dealer newspacks. 
We re planning microfairs in va¬ 
rious parts of the country, and in 
time we hope to have an annual 
national exhibition, depending on 
the response we get.' 

Anyone wishing to join should 
contact Mr Paton on Burnley (0282) 
53241. The fee. at £10 a year, gives 
you access to a software library, a 
monthly newsletter known as ZX 
Pms and a quarterly supplement 
which you can turn into a user 
manual . Ibis w ill he based on users' 
tips, hints and experiences. 

In addition, the group plans to 
sell hardware and software at 20 per 
cent off the normal retail price. 

Tandys land 
Two new Tandy systems have made 
it across the pond, the Model 4. and 
the Model 100. which is Pro-Tested 
in this issue. 

Ibc Model 4 is an upgraded 
version of the well-know n Model 3. 
The most obvious difference is that 
it isn't that shabby silver colour, but 
inside it's much bigger. Ibc 3 would 
only go as high as 48K. but the 
Model 4 comes with MK as stan¬ 
dard. expandable to I28K. 

Other changes arc a bigger screen 
— 80 by 24 as against M by 16—and 
it's green too! 

A Tandy spokesman said that it 

w ill run all softw are which is written 
for the Model 3. and that it will cost 
£1.499 

Ibc Model 100. on the other 
hand, is a new breed of machine 
We l«x»k at it on page 42 in close 
detail The price is £499 for ihe 8K 
version and £649 for the 24K. Bolh 
can he upgraded to the maximum of 
32K at a cost of £79.95 for each 8K 
increment. 

The third of Tandy's recent 
releases in the US. the small colour 
computer, is not expected to make 
its U K debut until October, accord¬ 
ing to US sources. 
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ACT’s Apricot 
blossoms 

ACT* Apricot: in MMon in October 

By Max PMlips 
Meet the Apricot, a brand-new 
16-bit micro from Sirius-vendor 
ACT Emerging as a top UK 
company through its success with 
the Sirius, ACT decided it was 
about time it had its own micro. 
And the Apricot really is a ease of 
‘all our own work'. 

The Apricot is a very pretty small 
desktop machine The keyboard 
clips to the CPU for carrying, 
though you have to lug the monitor 
round separately or make do with 
the LCD display built into the 
keyboard. 

Inside, the Apricot is a Sirius 
lookalike It's based on a 5 MHz 
8086 with 256-768K RAM and an 
8089 I/O chip; 8087 maths is. of 
course, optional. Storage is pro- 

Brotherly love 
at £500 
The downward trend in the cost of 
high-quality printing continued last 
week with Brother's release of its 
HR-15 daisywheel unit 

For a company that made its 
name in sewing machines and 
portable typewriters Brother has 
produced an impressive device in 
the HR-15. But like many diverse 
Japanese companies steadily musc¬ 
ling in on the micro business, it isn’t 
doing anything by halves. 

The HR-15 has many of the 
quality features of its more expen¬ 
sive siblings (the company has been 
active in the business daisywheel 
market for some time) except speed 
— it plods along at about 13cps. 
Where you gel low speed, however, 
you usually get low price as well — 
the HR-15 costs just over £500. 

Speed is less important these days 
because of low-cost spoolers (see 
page 41). A spooler acts like a large 
buffer You simply download text 
to it from your computer and it 
feeds the printer at the required 
pace — the computer is then free to 
get on with something else. 

Brother has already captured 70 
per cent of the US undcr-25cps 
daisywheel market and hopes to 
have a similar impact here. 

PCN will feature the Brother 
HR-15 in a future Pro-Test. 

vided by twin Sony microfloppies, 
giving 315K each But you can bet 
your Sirius. ACT will offer a 
Sirius-compatible 5'4in floppy and 
probably a built-in 3.5in Rodimc 
Winchester 

Hardware options will include a 
built-in auto-dial auto-answer mod¬ 
em. One of the nicest features is a 
totally soft keyboard featuring a 
two-line LCD display over six 
touch-sensitive function keys. This 
can label the keys or act as a clock 
and calculator for other applica¬ 
tions. 

Software will be based on bun¬ 
dled MSDOS 2 and Concurrent 
CP/M-86 UCSD-p BOS will be 
optional. The Apricot will come 
with the two Basics (Microsoft and 
DRI Personal Basic), a graphics 

By Rath Bancroft 
Would-be Spectrum owners may 
have to wait a couple of weeks 
before they take delivery of their 
machines. 

Last week's theft of a lorry-load 
of Spectrums has thrown Prism 
Microproducts' distribution sche¬ 
dules into chaos. As a result, 
supplies to shops are running two 
weeks behind schedule. 

Prism is advising anyone who is 
offered a cheap Spectrum to get in 
touch with it or TNT. the company 
owning the warehouse in which the 
Spectrums were stored. TNT is 
currently considering offering a 
reward for information that will 
lead to the recovery of the micros. 

The theft couldn’t have come at a 
worse time for Prism, as the 
warehouse had just received a large 
delivery of Spectrums. 'It's the first 
time for a long, long while that we 

kernal. communications software 
and a database package called 3D 

But the best bit is the price The 
Apricot starts at £1.495 with a 
working configuration of twin mic¬ 
rofloppies and screen being only 
£1,750. putting it squarely in com¬ 
petition with existing 8-bit 
machines like the Epson OX 10 and 
the promised Future Computers 
FX20. 

have had so many machines in the 
warehouse,' said Terry Brown. 
Prism's deputy managing director. 

The theft was well planned and 
carried out. he said. ‘Unfortunate¬ 
ly. a lot of people knew that there 
were a large number of machines in 
the warehouse,' he said. 

The problem the thieves now face 
is how toget rid of the Spectrums. ‘I 
can’t sec any of the High Street 
chains like WH Smith having any¬ 
thing to do with someone offering 
Spectrums on the cheap. We are 
checking with all the shops we deal 
with to find out if anyone has 
approached them.' said Mr Brown. 

Prism s problems have been com¬ 
pounded because it has had to wait 
until the insurance company and 
the police have finished their inves¬ 
tigations before being allowed ac¬ 
cess to the warehouse 

‘We don't even know how many 

The Apricot will be built in 
Scotland, but in a curious coals-to- 
Newcastle deal ACT will be selling 
Apricots to Victor, manufacturer of 
the Si11lin ACT claims that the 
Apricot complements the Sirius. 
But it looks likely that it will further 
curtail sales of the I-2Mb model 

The Apricot is billed as a fourth- 
gencraton microcomputer but 
won't be in season until October. 

Interface 
extras for 
the Sharp 
Sharp MZ80A users short of two 
serial interfaces, a Centronics inter¬ 
face. user-definable parallel inter¬ 
face and extra ROM should look at 
a new board from Kuma 

Christened MIB. the board has 
4K of ROM 

It will let you attach various 
printers, and your system can 
become an intelligent terminal or 
electronic mailbox. 

If you want further information 
Kuma is in Maidenhead on 0628- 
71778. 

machines have been stolen because 
we haven’t been able to count what 
is left. All we do know is that the 
gang loaded up two TNT lorries 
with boxes. On that basis we reckon 
that around 3.000 Spcclrums were 
stolen but the figure could be 
higher. When the machines are 
delivered to us they come in 
lorry-loads of 5,000.’ said Mr 
Brown. 

Nor does Prism have any details 
of the serial numbers of the missing 
micros. ‘We have gone to our 
suppliers and they are working out 
what machines were delivered. 

Anyone who is offered a cheap 
Spectrum or may have information 
that will help the police should 
contact their local police station. 
Alternatively, they could get in 
touch with Terry Brown at Prism 
Microproducts on 01-359 7481. or 
Mick Moger on 01-3400254 

Logo logs on the 380Z 
Edinburgh University is plotting t 
wean schoolkids away from their 
Logo turtles into writing fully- 
fledged programs, with an all-bells- 
and-whistlcs version of the lan¬ 
guage on the Research Machines 
380Z micro. 

The Logo in question comes from 
the Edinburgh University Depart¬ 
ment of Artificial Intelligence, and 
it’s one of only a handful of ‘proper’ 
Logos, according to Kenneth John¬ 
son who wrote it. 

' Most of the systems being sold as 
Logo at the moment arc little or 
nothing more than turtle graphics 
routines written in Basic.' says Mr 
Johnson But Logo is actually a full 
programming language, and it is 
able to solve problems that would 
be hard to handle in Basic.' 

Turtle graphics make a good 
introduction to the language, 
according to Mr Johnson, since they 
are easy for children to start using, 
but there's no reason why those kids 
should not go on from there to learn 
the full Logo language — except a 
lack of full Logo interpreters 

The Edinburgh Logo, which is 
being sold by RML for £59. boasts 
all the usual control structures and 
variables whose names may be as 
wide as the screen. 

‘You can build procedures which 
can be recursive and return results.' 
says Mr Johnson. ‘You can create 
user-defined procedures and store 
them in a library, and problems like 
adding up five numbers which is a 
real headache in Basic needs a 
tWO-line program in Logo.' 

Spectrums hijacked 
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Each-way bet 
Jusi when you thought the IBM PC 
look-alike race was well under way. 
the US communications specialist 
Paradyne has entered its own 
outsider 

The Paradyne model, launched 
last week, matches the spec o( the 
PC in most particulars, but also 
covers all bets by offering compati¬ 
bility with the IBM 3270 display 
terminal as well — this is the device 
that IBM has turned into a PC with 
add-ons. 

Vital statistics of the Paradyne's 
PDS VIP include an 8086 proces¬ 
sor. MSDOS operating system, 
dual double-density disk drives 
with a total of 640K and a choice of 
four languages — Basic. Cobol, 
Pascal and Fortran. 

The PDVVIP offers you both 
desk-top computing and IBM 3270 
interaction with the host computer 
And as a complete package for 
£4.600 a keyboard, monitor and 
matrix or letter quality printer arc 
thrown in. 

Future extras in the pipeline 
include 10-40 Mb Winchester hard 
disks. CP/M emulation, graphics 
support and a multi-user operating 
system. 

Software written for the PC will 
also run on the Paradyne micro — 
and as part of the deal the company 
is giving full on-site service. 

First deliveries of the machine 
will be made in a few months' time 
Contact Paradvne on Windsor (95) 
56712. 

EDUCATIONAL GAMES FROM GALAXY 

GET YOUR SUMS RIGHT AND SAVE 
THE WORLD WITH THE 

“INVADER MATHS” 
Featuring the Galaxy Ants — Sharks — Angels — 

Monkey. 
A two cassette package for Spectrum 16K or 48K 
five levels of difficulty for children from 5 upwards 

£8.95 

EDUCATIONAL 

For all students on computer study courses to “O" 
level standard 

A “CESIL” INTERPRETER 
With full instruction booklet for Spectrum 48K 

£8.00 
All prices include P&P 

All cheques and POs to 

GaLaHy Software 
62A WEST STREET. HARWICH 

ESSEX. Tel.(02555) 52446 

Software on 
your radio 
Sending software out over the 
airways is catching on. with Radio 
Victory in Portsmouth the latest to 
transmit tclcsoftwarc. 

Following in the footsteps of 
Bristol Radio West. the first station 
to broadcast data over the airwaves 
(PCN. issue 4). Radio Victory is 
holding a competition, in conjunc¬ 
tion with systems house Automata, 
which involves sending a Spectrum 
program over the air so that you can 

load it directly from the radio. 
The program consists of a line 

from a song, and entrants have to 
say which one it comes from. The 
prize is a £5 gift voucher but plans 
are in the offing for giving away 
games, too. 

Dave Carson, disc jockey at 
Radio Victory, said: 'The response 
has been so amazing that we arc 
looking at ways of making the 
competition available on other 
micros as well. 

The competition will run for six 
weeks until July 30 on an ex¬ 
perimental basis, and will go out at 
1.30pm each Saturday on 95Mhz 
VHF. 

”1 j~SUMMER GIVE-A WAY- " | 

* . tin Cut out and enclose this I 
srf W* .. MAIL *',lrB with your order BEFORE , 

ORDER LV0UCH1R 28th JULY 1983 1 

FREE; 
. DATA. ACCCSS0RY Witt IHtETl <SA£ K rssuirtt nainMy) 

MO VEX MONITORS 
P/UMlMti Smart meui cased with plastic Iron 

Anti-Glare high res tZrtCRT. 12MHz 
Recommended tor 80 * 24 character* 

Green £82.60 + vat £94.99 
Amber £86.00 + vat £98.90 

SMITH-CORONA wa 
TP-I 

Microprocessor comroaad. la 
quaMy daisywheel pooler 
IZOwpm '2cp> nOcpi loord 
STATE: Serial or paraeel 

£485.00 + vat £557.75 

JWL\ 
( Ttie PRINTEHINK butt*' 

Available n Parallel ParaAel lormal only — otter interlaces coming toon these 
buDersareatlracSrvely cased (appros 5 « 5 ■ 2 inches) and are presented* eater 16K 
or ASK versions 

£125.00 mtti75.00 vat-£143.75 £201 25 

BOI.DFIKI.I) LIMITED COMF1TING 
(MAILORDER) 

Seem Knew. Stnte. < amhrtd«r. Tel: Kaonrt i Mir, M0740 
■ For mmerkate attention, please send your cheque PO only (made out lo 

BOLDFIELD UMITEO COAAPUTINGl with dearly written nstruclons 
CLUBS: We oiler additional discounts tor multiple order* Please oquee 

■ DON T FORGET TO INCLUDE THE VOUCHER AND DEDUCT tW FROM 
YOUR PAYMENT' 
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Shopped by a micro 
A service that lets you shop for 
hardware and software via your 
micro has been set up hy Maplin 
Electronic Supplies 

Cashtcl. which stands for Com¬ 
puter Aided Shopping by Tele¬ 
phone. can be used on any micro 
with a modem, according to direc¬ 
tor Doug Simmonds 

The number to dial is (1702 
552941. and any 300 baud modem 
using European standard CCITT 
tones can be used Maplin plans to 
supply ready made modems, but at 
present its modems come in kit 
form, for £49.90. 

Goods you can order include 
micros, games, connectors, mic¬ 
rophones. stereo mixers. PCB 
equipment, panel meters, video 
components, semiconductors and 
tools. 

The service lets you check Map- 
lin's current stock level and price of 
any item, and also any previous 
orders you have made. You can 
place orders by entering the stock 
number and quantity of the item 

want, which will then give 
the appropriate description, unit 
price and total price 

The computer will tell you if any 
item is out of stock. As soon as the 
company has it again, it will be sent 
to you directly, provided you left 
your order on the operator's com¬ 
puter 

Mr Simmonds said: ’The system 
is only four weeks old and very 
busy Last weekend, we had 15(1 
calls and we get a few dozen more 
everyday ' 

It runs during normal office hours 
and carries messages for Atari 
users, since two or three people in 
the company run an independent 
users' group for Atari machines, 
and there are plans afoot for 
contacting other user groups too 

A service for messages is also 
planned by the company. which is in 
Rayleigh. Essex. 

Cashtel has been demonstrated 
recently at the Earls Court compu¬ 
ter fair where it generated a lot of 
genuine interest 

Beeb plots 
Schools should take note that more 
than £250 has been knocked off a 
package enabling you to transfer 
existing routines on the BBC micro 
onto the Strobe Graphics Plotter 

The package consists of the 
Strobe Graphics Plotter. BBCPIot 
Software on disk or cassette and 
interfacing cable. The Plotter and 
cable are made by Strobe in the US 
and distributed by Data Efficiency, 
which wrote the BBCPIot software 

The plotter on its own costs 
£662.4(1. so the actual package 
looks good value at £414. 

Phone the company on Hemel 
Hempstead (0442) 63561 

A bigger Texas — thanks 
to the Lancastrians 
Provingconclusively that not every¬ 
thing is bigger in Texas, a Lan¬ 
cashire company has come up with 
an expansion hoard for the Texas 
Instruments 99 4A 

OA Data Systems of Chorlcv has 
produced a unit that gives an extra 
32K of RAM including extended 
Basic, with two or four ports and its 
own power supplv The board will 
cost £200 and it will he available 
ex-stock in about a month. 

Thecompany'sspeciality isquali- 
ty assurance in the micro business 
and it also sells a number of 
packages for 8- and 16-bit systems. 
The T1 expansion board is designed 
in the UK. 

OA Data Systems is a five-year 
old company with activities in such 
diverse areas as training and soft¬ 
ware development. 

For more information contact 
Chorlcv (02572) 66955 

Machine 
code on 
your Oric 
Machine-code programming may 
not be vital on a PC. but if you w ant 
to get the most out of your micro 
you won t be able to ignore it. 

On these grounds Kcnema 
Associates has produced the Exten¬ 
sion System Monitor for the Oric I 
'll turns the Oric into a proper 
computer.’ says Kenema's Bob 
Green. 

The Extension Monitor is de¬ 
signed to give an environment in 
which you can apply the intricacies 
of machine-code work to your 
system. Its facilities. Mr Green 
says, include memory display and 
change. memory fill. memory move 
and relocate, hex dump, and more. 

Occupying about 5‘*K. it runs on 
the 4KK Oric. It comes with a 
30-page manual 

The software costs £12 from 
Kcnema. Weston-super-Mare 
(0934)21315. 

upgraded Its TS1603H system to giv« 
you a bard disk option with a total 
capacity ol UMb. ThoTS1603H was 
launched with floppies only, but by 

Price* start from £2,395. The Win¬ 
chester is a 5Vdu model with a 
capacity of 10Mb. For mors informa¬ 
tion contact Encotsi on 01-«M 
9687 

Bug Byte’s back 
A music synthesiser that will give 
you the range of an octet leads a 
batch of new releases from Bug 
Byte 

The Liverpool software produc¬ 
er's Music Synthesiser runs on the 
BBC micro and imitates five instru¬ 
ments and three voices at one time 
According to Bug Byte it helps you 
to construct your magnum opus hy 
defining the tunc with one part as 
vou score another part. It costs 
a 90 

Six more games back it up in Bug 

Byte's new catalogue 
For the BBC there is Sea Lord. 

£7.50. an underwater battle with 
frogmen, icebergs and missiles, 
w hile Oblivion, at the same price. is 
an arcade-type game in which birds 
drop bombs. 

In Old Father Time, at £9.50. you 
type in instructions to rescue the old 
man's hourglass and staff before the 
sands of time run out 

Three more games, all at £5.95. 
have been devised for the Spec¬ 
trum. In Styx, you have a laser gun 

gel across the river 
towards Hades. 

Aquarius, at the same price, 
makes you the commander of a 
team of frogmen pitted against 
strangleweed. poisonous sea 
squirts and jellyfish. 

Manic Minor gives you 16 dif¬ 
ferent levels at which to play while 
you look for treasure. 

All these packages arc available 
from independent dealers as well as 
from Boots. Smiths. Lasky's. Cur¬ 
ry's Micro C and Dixons. 
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x.y.^5 
Painting 

BBt£9.95 

NOW BBC SOFTWARE 
IS EASILY AVAILABLE AT 

WH.SMITH. 
When it comes to software for the BBC Micro, 

there’s no question who’s right up your street W. H. Smith. 

Our range of software, from the leading software 
houses^ already covers some 40 programs. And it’s growing fast 

*Acomsoft, BBC, Bug-Byte,Computer Concepts, Micropower Superior Software,Quicksilva, A&F. 

Music Processor 
Quicksilva £14qc 

Number Balance 

r''£11.90 
1 ree of Knowledge 
Acornsoft £9#95 
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THE W. H. SMITH SPECTRUM TOP TEN 
Chosen from our vast range of software for the Sinclair Spectrum 
with particular reference to presentation,challenge,excitement 
and value for money. 

Title Producer K RAM Price 
Vu-File Sinclair 16 £8.95 
The Hobbit Sinclair 48 £14.95 
Flight Simulation Sinclair 48 £7.95 
Vu-3D Sinclair 48 £9.95 
Hungry Horace Sinclair 16 £5.95 
Horace Goes Skiing Sinclair 16 £5.95 
Chess Sinclair 48 £7.95 
JetPac Ultimate 16 £5.50 
Penetrator Melbourne House 48 £6.95 
Sentinel Abacus 16 £4.95 

COMMODORE 64 
Lai^er branches of W.H. Smith now also stock the Commodore 64 
together with a wide range of the latest software. 
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PCN Charts 
You’ve followed the micro charts — now here’s the games lop 30 compiled from both 

independent and multiple sources across the nation. They reflect w hat's happening in high 

streets in the four weeks up to June I6and. like the microcharts, do not take account of mail 

order sales. We’ll be keeping them up to date, showing new positions every two weeks, so 

watch for the changing status of your favourite games. 

The micro charts this week show the number of machines sold in the two-week period 

GAMES 

A 1 (21 
▲ 2 (4) 
▼ 3 (I) 
▼ 4 (3) 
▲ 5 (16) 
▲ 6 (12) 
A 7 (9) 
A 8 (29) 
A 9 (—) 
▼ 10 (7) 
A 11 (-) 
▼ 12 (8) 

A 13 (24) 
A 14 (25) 
A 15 (19) 
A 16 (—) 
▼ 17 (5) 

▼ 18 (6) 
▼ 19 (18) 
A 20 (—) 
A 21 (—) 
▼ 22 (10) 
A 23 (—) 
A 24 (—) 
A 25 (—) 
▼ 26 (23) 
▼ 27 (II) 
▼ 28 (131 
▼ 29 (26) 
▼ 30 (22) 

GAME TITLE 

The Hobbit 

Arcadia 

Donkey King 

Flight Simulation 

Transyhanian Tower 

Horace Goes Skiing 

Parsec 

Gridrunner 

Trader 

Miner 2049er 

Attack of the Mutant C 

Blitz 

Moon Raider 

3D Tunnel 

TIInvaders 

Crazy Kong 

Penetrator 

Panic 

Zaxxon 

Jet Pack 

Schizoids 

Croaker 

Preppie II 

Frenzy 

Maze Death Race 

Flight 

Planet of Death 

Choplifter 

Hungry Horace 

Cosmic Invaders 

I’l BI.ISHER 

Melbourne House 

Imagine 

Microdeal 

Psion 

Richard Shepherd 

Psion 

Texas 

Llamasoft 

Quicksilva 

Rig Five 

amelsLIamasoft 

Commodore 

Program Power 

New Generation 

Texas 

Interceptor Micros 

Melbourne House 

Bughyte 

Datasoft 

l Itimate 

Imagine 

Program Power 

Atari 

Quicksilva 

PSS 

Tansoft 

Artie 

Broderhund 

Psion 

Dragon Data 

MACHINE PRICE 

Spectrum £14.95 

Spectrum £5.50 

Dragon £8 

Spectrum £5.95 

Spectrum £6.50 

Spectrum £5.95 
TI 99 £25.95 
Vic 20 £6 

Spectrum £9.95 

Atari £28.95 

CBM 64 £8.50 

Vic 20 £4.99 

BBC £6.95 

Spectrum £4.95 

TI 99 £17.95 

Vic 20 £6 

Spectrum £6.95 

Vic 20 £7 

Atari £29.90 

BBC £5.50 

Spectrum £6.00 

BBC £7.99 

Atari £21.95 

Spectrum £4.95 

Spectrum £4.95 

Oric £7.95 

Spectrum £6.95 

Atari £29.95 

Spectrum £5.95 

Dragon £19.95 
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PCN Charts 
ending two weeks before publication date (July 7), so they tell the story in the high street 

bet ween June 9 to June 23. Neither mail order nor deposit-only orders are included and the 

prices quoted are for the no-frills models and include VAT. Information for the top-selling 

micros is culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and. like the games, w ill 

be updated every alternate week. Watch the arrows to see how they ’re doing. 

PCN Charts are compiled by MRIB (Computers), London. (01) 408 0250. 

HARDWARE 

MODEL PRICE DISTRIBUTOR 

► 1 (1) Sinclair Spectrum £99 (SI) 

A 2 46) Dragon 32 £200 (DR) 

A 3 (7) Vic 20 £150 (CO) 

▼ 4 (3) ZX81 £40 (SI) 

▼ 5 (2) BBC B £399 (AC) 

A 6 (8) Atari 8(H) £300 (AT) 

▼ 7 (4) Atari 4(H) £150 (AT) 

▼ 8 (5) Oric 1 £100 (OR) 

A 9 (ID New brain A £228 (OR) 

► 10 (10) Lvnx 48 £225 (CA) 

▼ 11 (9) Texas TI 99 £150 (TI) 

A 12 (13) Colour Genie £224 (LO> 

A 13 (15) Commodore 64 £345 (CO) 

▼ 14 (12) Epson 11X20 £472 (EP) 

A 15 (17) Apple IIK £969 (AP) 

► 16 (16) Sharp MZ80A £549 (SH) 

A 17 (20) Sord M5 £189 (SO/CGL) 

A 18 (—) Nascom 3 £549 (LL) 

▼ 19 (14) Jupiter Ace £90 (JU) 

▼ 20 (19) Tandy Colour £240 (TA) 

Top Ten over £1,000 
A 1 (2) Sirius 1 £2,754 (ACT) 

A 2 (3) IBM PC £2.392 (IBM) 

A 3 (4) Apple 3 £2.780 (AP) 

▼ 4 (1) Osborne 1 £1.581 (OS) 

A 5 (6) Commodore 8032 £1,129 (CO) 

A 6 (—) Olivetti M20 £2.754 (OL) 

A 7 (8) DEC Rainbow £2.714 (DEC) 

A 8 (—) Rair Black Box £2.242 (RAIR) 

▼ 9 (5) HP86A £1.541 (HP) 

► 10 (10) Superbrain II £2.070 <IC) 

AC Acorn C omputers ACT - ACT Sinus AP Apple Computers. AT - Atari International. CA Camputcis CCS 
— Colt Computer Systems CCL — Computer Games Ltd #0 — Commodore KC Digital OtC -Digital DR 
Dragon Data EP l| ' CR -Grundy Business HP Hewlett-Packard -IBM 1C—Icarus Computers 
IU - Jupiter Cantab L0— Lowe Electronics LL Lucas U>eic 0C -Olivetti 00—One OS —Osborne Computers 
Corporation SA Sanvo SM — Sharp SI - Sincliar SO — Sord TA — Tandy 11 — Texas Instruments. 
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RANDOM ACCESS 

Share your thoughts in the 
UK’s liveliest micro weekly 
letters columns. Funny, feisty 
or fanciful, your letter could 
win you £10 if it's of star status. 

WRITE TO: Random Access. 
Personal Computer News. 
VNU. Evelyn House.62 
Oxford Street. London W1A 
2HG 

Floored by 
the flaws 

I recently purchased the Vic 20 
computer together with a hook 
called Games for your Vic 20. 
After looking through the 
book. I decided to try a few 
games. I managed to make one 
game work, but throughout the 
program there was a mistake. I 
think it is on line 300. It is 
possible to get the music and the 
colour changes but the compu¬ 
ter spots the mistake and that is 
as far as it goes. 

I also spotted a mistake in 
another game. There is one 
thing about writing programs, 
and that is to avoid the mis¬ 
takes. I bet there are other 
mistakes in programs of which 
you are unaware. 
V Rochester. 
Peckham, London 

That’s a bet I'm not taking up!— 
Ed. 

Sharp points 
for Haine 
After going to my first compu¬ 
ter show I returned from the 
Computer Fair very displeased 
All there seemed to be were 
colour computers (mentioning 
no names) going whizz, bang, 
zap and so on. accompanied by 
much swearing and cursing. 

I have a Sharp MZ-80A (yes 
someone did buy one!) and 
went looking for a better Basic. 
Not a sausage. There was one 
stand that had everything to do 
with the Sharp, that being 
Kuma, but they had not 
brought one to the show. 

One more point. In response 
to Chris Maine’s Star Letter 

(PCS issue 13)sayingthat there 
is one intelligent company 
realising the shortcomings of 
Basic then saying that versions 
are available for most compu¬ 
ters. What is he contradicting, 
himself? Then he says it is a 
bother to load the language 
first. Even worse he says you 
need a disc drive. Well I use 
Fortran. Forth, yes Forth. Pas¬ 
cal. Basic on my MZ-80A and I 

have no disk drive. How he 
convinced you into sending him 
£ 10— well I take that as a syntax 
error. 
Roman Pestha, 
London N8 

No offence 
America 
Let me start — as all other 
letters of this genre do — by 
saying that I enjoy PCS. It is the 
most informative and readable 
magazine of its type that I have 
found. 

However — somehow you 
knew I’d get to the ‘however’ — 
I do wish that whoever does 
your hardware reviews would 
keep his anti-Americanism tc 
himself. I refer to the ‘Atari vs 
Acorn’ review (PCS. issue 16) 
in which you refer to the Atari 
manual as a ‘friendly, Amer- 
ican-style (read nauseating) 
guide'. 

The fact that Americans ex¬ 
press themselves differently 
than the British has been well 
documented and 1 feel there is 
no need to further belabor the 
point. Other articles in other 
issues of PCS have similar 
anti-American biases and state¬ 
ments. You will not find similar 
comments about British-made 
products in American maga¬ 
zines. 

As one of several thousand 
American military persons 
serving in your fair land (read 
potential market), I am tired of 
the constant barrage of abuse 
that I have had to endure for the 
past two years from nearly all 
quarters of British society. I 
would have thought that such 
biases would have no place in a 
quality publication such as 
PCS. 
James Lake, 
Bicester, Oxon 

So offence meant — indeed, 
we’ve many Americans in this 
company, and we only tease 
them a bit ... Ed. 

Oric on 
the agenda 

Does anyone in West Lothian. 
Scotland, own an Oric? I was 
toying with the idea of starting 
an Oric club for the area with a 
view to organising meetings for 
swopping tips. etc. 

At the moment I have only 
my own views on how a club 
should be run but I am open to 
any ideas on this subject. 

If you are interested in start¬ 

ing/joining a group of users in 
our area could you please 
phone me on Whitburn 42673. 
Stuart WiLson 
Whitburn, W Lothian 

In a spin 
over number 14 

With reference to PCS Micro- 
paedia. Issue 13. which shows 
the innards of a Shugart 405 disk 
drive. 

May I point out that the 
component labelled ‘14’. which 
you state is ’The motor — the 
electric motor which moves the 
wheel which turns the belt 
which moves the drive’, is in fact 
the stepper motor which moves 
the read/write head across the 
disk. 

The component labelled ‘13’ 
is in fact the drive motor and not 
as was stated. ‘The magnetic 
coil which generates the magne¬ 
tic field necessary to carry out 
recording’. This statement is 
completely false. As anyone 
with the barest knowledge of 
the operations of a disk drive 
would know (or should know!) 
the necessary magnetic field is 
generated within the head itself 
and is controlled in this case by 
the WRDATA line from the 
host computer. 

Please accept my criticism in 
the spirit in which it was 
intended, as it is a pity to see an 
excellent magazine giving false 
information, no matter how 
insignificant it may seem. 
Simon Birchall 
Haigh, Lancs 

Oh shame, shame, how right 
you are. We put the record 
straight in Syntax Errors, page 
88, of the following issue. Ed. 

New dimensions 
of service 
I have recently had a lot of 
pleasure from a ZX Spectrum 
program which allows me to 
construct full 3D, wire frame 
figures, with perspective, which 
can be rotated around all three 
axes as well as enlarged or 
reduced. Figures are made up 
from lines joining up vertices 
specified by the user. Up to 500 
vertices are available with the 
48K Spectrum, allowing very 
detailed pictures. 

The program notes invited 
comments and suggestions. As 
I had some particular applica¬ 
tions in mind, some changes or 
additions to the program 
seemed very desirable. 

A week later I received from 
Mr Orzechowski a new tape 
incorporating several of my 
ideas which I found to be of 
practical value. I have since had 
two more letters from Mr 
Orzechowski giving me very 
helpful information concerning 
his 3D graphics program. 

As I shall be an Old Age 
Pensioner in a couple of years, 
and am finding that to teach 
myself Basic is no easy task. I 
am particularly encouraged by 
the excellent after sales service 
that I have had from Emsoft of 
Wakefield. Yorkshire. 
SW Scott. 
Altrincham. Cheshire 

Grand Prix 
crash 
In your ninth issue. May 6-May 
13. you carried an article on a 
new software company ‘Micro- 
sonic’. and their first offering 
‘Grand Prix’ for the TI-99/4A. 

On the strength of this I wrote 
off for the game, only to be very 
disappointed with the results. 

I would like to know, does an 
article written in the style of an 
advertisement constitute a re¬ 
commendation from PCS? 
Peter Shaw, 
Tam worth. Staffs 

Announcement of Microsonic’s 
Grand Prix appeared in Moni¬ 
tor (PCN, issue 9) as a simple 
new product report—no recom¬ 
mendations for or against and 
certainly no advertisement! Also 
we cannot sample all new pro¬ 
ducts before announcing their 
existence, but we do test them 
thoroughly before giving a ver¬ 
dict. Even then, or course, 
opinions vary. — Ed. 

Aid for the 
Atari 
I feel I must write to object to 
the review of the Atari game 
OIX. Firstly this is an excellent 
andthoroughly absorbing game 
which avoids the normal 'blow 
'em up' temptation. How your 
reviewer can object to proper 
packaging, large enough to 
contain a decent instruction 
book and project the image of a 
company which provides both 
superb software and the best 
documentation of both soft and 
hardware. I fail to understand. 

OK Atari software is expen¬ 
sive but at least it’s original. 
Brian Curd. 
Swindon. Wiltshire 
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» KUMA « . 
COMPUTERS * 

11 York Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 15Q 
Tel: 10628) 71778/9 Telex 849462 TELFAC KUM 

SOFTWARE LIST—i 

, P/easa add 75*. VA T to *H price: 

\ sinus i 
FORTH £185 00 
Full FIG Forth 
CHEDIT £24 SO 
Character set editor 
ISLES Of ARTUAN £19 SO 
Extensive Adventure game 
OTHELLO £19 50 
With fine graphics 
MAZE RUNNER £14 50 
Thinking Man's Mare Game 
RX £80 00 
File Transfer Program 

TINY WORO £24 50 
Comprehensive Word Processor 
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER £29 50 
The first Z80 Ed/Ass for the 
NewBram 
DISASM £14 50 
Disassembler 
MCMON £14 50 
Machine Code Monitor 

ACCOUNTS £22 57 
Computerised cash/bank book 
DATABASE £22 57 
Information storage 
CARD INDEX £30 43 
Multipurpose data management 
program 
FILE MANAGER £20 00 
Creates and maintains records 
HOME BUDGET £8 65 
Keep track of your home finances 
GOBBLER £8 00 
Negotiate a mate filled with 
hazards 
STAR TREK £8 00 
Save the galaxy from the Klmgont 
COMMODITY TRADER £8 65 
Gamble on the Commodity Marke 
MASTERMIND £8 65 
Guessing Game 
BLOCK HIM IN £8 65 
Obstacle Course Game 
FRENCH VERB £8 65 
2 programme Database 
FRENCH CONJUGATE f8 65 
French verb coniugation 
FRENCH VOCAB £8 65 
2 part Database 
FOOTBALL FORECAST £25 00 
Sophisticated Pools Forecasting 
HORSE RACE FORECASTING 
£24 50 
The Serious Punter's Aid 
TYCOON/PELMANISM £8 65 
Two programmes in one 

I sharp! 
WDPRO (Disc) £79 95 
Professional Word Processor 
MAILPRO (Disci £69 95 

I Mail List for WDPRO 
DATABASE (Disc) £59 50 I Information Storage Solid State 
Recommended 
EASIVAT (Disc) £89 50 

; Compact VAT accounting system 
FORTH (Disc) £49 SO 
Delivery! ba 
ZEN Ed.1 or/Assambier £37 50 

j Editor Assembler C P M 
HISOFT PASCAL 4 (Disci £40 00 
Compiling Pascal C P M 
WDPRO (Cassette) £39 50 
Professional Wordprocessor 
OATABASE V3 3 £29 50 
Solid State Information storage 
EASIVAT (Cassette) £39 50 

1 FROGGER £8 00 
Guide the frogs safely home 
FENDER £5 50 
Fly a high speed space cruiser 
MILLIPEDE £8 00 

I Fight or evade a giant Millpede 
40 £14 50 
Time warping strategy game 
TOMBS KARNAK £8 65 
50 level adventure game 
CAVE DIVER £8 00 
Beat the trolls and find the hidden 
chalice 
LABYRINTH £8 66 
Escape from a 3D maze 
PRUNES OF PENGE £8 00 
First political arcade game 
CAMPAIGN 14 £8 00 
Defend the Universe against alien 
attack 
PELMANISM £8 00 
Memory Teat Game 
MIDAS £8 65 
Pursue a fast, tricky opponent 
GLOBAL WAR IN £10 50 
Can you win WW III 
SCOOP £10 50 
Edit, print and distribute a 
newspaper 
THE TOMB £10 50 
Explore an Egyptian tomb 
COSMIC SCRAMBLE £10 50 
Attack the alien stronghold (Hiscore 
21070) 

FORTH (Disc) £49 95 
Fully structured self extending 
language 
HISOFT PASCAL (Disc) £40 00 
Fast Pascal Compiler C.PM 
WDPRO (Cassette) £39 50 
Professional Word Processor 
FORTH (Cassette) £34 95 
Fully Structured Self extending 
language 
HISOFT PASCAL (Cassette) £35 00 
Fast Pascal Compiler 

: commodore 

DATABASE £21 30 
255 pages of 10 items 
NON VAT ACCOUNTS £21 30 
Up to 80 entries/month 

| Solid State VAT accounting System ENCOUNTER £8 65 
CALC 3 1 (Cassette! £34 50 

| Spreadsheet Calculator 
FIG FORTH (Cassette) £34 95 

j Fully structured self extending 
| language 

FORTH TOOLKIT £ 14 50 
Forth word definitions 
HISOFT PASCAL (Cassette) £35 00 KINGS & QUEENS £10 50 

Tien' Compiling Pascal 
BASMOD £17.50 
Modifies Sharp Basic SA 5S10 

rds ZEN £19 50 
Z80 Editor/Assembler 

ances DISASSEMBLER f 10 50 
Zen compatible Disassembler 

DYBUG £17 50 
Machine Code Program debugger 
MICRO TYPE £39 50 

logons' I Touch Typing tutorial 
5 HOME BUDGET MKIII £14 50 
Market Home accounting system 

CURSED CHAMBERS £10 50 
Adventure game 
QUEST £5 50 
Adventure game 
PAK MAN £8 00 
A great alternative to Space Invaders • 

i PARAGON £5 50 
Adventure game 
CASTLE QUEST f8 50 
The latest new Adventure Game | 

00 ELECTRON 22622 £8 00 
Sting Space game — very fast . 

G FLY ONE £10 50 
Flight Simi l jtor 

ER C8 65 DESK MASTER 1 £29 50 
Rescue a kidnapped gut from thugs Office Aid Calculator program 
GOLF £8 00 DESK MASTER 2 £29 50 
A round of Golf with your Sharp Word Processor 

TREASURE ADVENTURE £10 50 ?ESK *'*STE” 3C2» 50 
Adventure Game Spread Sheet Calculator 
MAP OF THE U K £10 50 DESK MASTER 4 £29 50 
Educational U K Geography Th« Friendly Terminal 

lUEENS £10 50 DESK MASTER 6 £19 50 
tnarchs since 1066 Decision Maker 
>nal DESK MASTER 7 £19 50 

English MonarchS Since 1066 decision wiaxer 
- Educational DESK MASTER 7 £19 5< 
SEND FOR NEW MAY CATALOGUE Editor/Assembler 
- HOME BUDGET £17 35 

SHARPS 

SUPERCALC (Disc) £190 00 
Spread Sheet Calculator C P M 
PERSONAL PEARL (Disc) £185 00 
Program Design Package 
DtSMOO (Disc) £39 50 
Recover lost CP/M Files 
TX (Disc) £80 00 
CP/M File Transfer Program 

I«c4 h... 0" lor iVbimIt— n 

Home Accounting System 
HORSE RACE FORECAST £24 50 
Win or place — it’s a winner' 
COMPUTAX £49 50 
Personal Income Tax Planning 
DATABASE £29 50 
Plus lots more 

□ SIRIUS 1 
□ SHARP A • B 

□ OSBORNE 1 

□ EPSON HX 2 

□ NEW8RAIN 
□ COMMODORE 

□ SINCLAIR 

□ ATARI 
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^amby 
soft i 

WARE 

DRAGON 
ALIEN ODDESSY (PARTS I &2) £9.95 
The first two parts of a gigantic six part 
adventure game set on an alien world. 
SCANNER 13 £8.45 
Destroy the drones and their master, but you’ll 
need to think. No ordinary invader this! 
BOPSWIZZLE £5.95 
A Splendiferous Fun Game. Find the treasure 
but avoid the Smoochers, Yerkles and Wiggles. 

DRAGON a 
Tot TI-99/4A ^ 

SPECTRUM 48 
For the TI-99/4A 
ALONE AT SEA £6.50 
Try and escape the sinking ship, but don’t forget 
your supplies which are hidden somewhere. 
K-64 £6.50 
A Mind-Bender. Cover the squares once only 
using the knight and its valid moves. Easy?! 
For the Spectrum 48 
MYSTERY MANOR £6.50 
Find the murderer before he (or she) finds you 
and your career as Detective Solvitt. 
MASTER CODE £6.50 
Based on the famous game. Try your skill 
against the computer. Youcanbeatit.. 

All available immediately from Bamby Software, Leverburgh, Isle of Harris PA83 3TX. Includes 
our no quibble guarantee. Access orders welcome by mail or telephone: 085982 313. Dealer 
Enquiries Welcome and 48 hour delivery. 

4HMER YOUR HOME COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 

ATARI 400 + 800 EPSON HX20 

—- 

400 + Basic + Recorder 
+ Joystick + 5 blank 
cass. + democass. 

£199.00 
400 as above but with 
48 K £284.00 
800 as above with 48K 

£339.00 

SHARP 
MZ80A 
MZ80B 
PCI 500 
PCI 251 

Dragon 32 
Spectrum 
Oric I (48K) 
Ace 
ZX81 
VIC20 Pack 
CBM64 

£175.00 
from £99.00 

£169 00 
£89.95 
£49.95 

£139.00 
£329.00 

HX-20 £462.00 
QX-10 coming soon 

COMING SOON 
MPF II + Sord M5 

TV GAMES 
£499.00 
£899 00 
£155.00 

£79.95 

Atari + Intellivision 
Soon — Coleco + Vectrex 

All prices inc VAT. 

24 GLOUCESTER ROAD BRIGHTON 698424 
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Scaled a new PEEK in microcomputing? If printed your tip will earn you a fiver. 

If you’ve got something to crow 
about ... a bit of magic that'll 
make the world a better place 
for micro users, then send it to 
PCN Microwaves—our regular 
readers’ hints and tips page. 
We’ll pay you £5 if we print it. 
W e’ll pay you even more if your 
little gem gets our vote as 
microw ave of the month. Think 
on . . . and write to Micro- 
waves, PCN, 62 Oxford Street, 
London WIA2HG. 

The One as a 
time bomb 
Although it’s not in the manual, 
the Otic does have a clock 
accessible from Basic. The two- 
byte number at location #276 is 
decremented every one-hun¬ 
dredth of a second and can be 
used as a timer. 

To set the clock, use DOKE 
#276.n and to read it use 
DEEK(#276). The maximum 
setting is 65535 so the clock runs 
for about ten minutes before 
repeating. 

Try this five-second time 
bomb... 

1000 ZAP 
1010 DOKE #276,65535 . 
1020 REPEAT 
1030 UNTIL DEEK (#276) = 
65035 
1040 EXPLODE 

The clock is interrupt-driven 
via the 6522 VIA chip. So it 
stops whenever the interrupts 
aredisabled. . . that's when the 
screen is scrolled or the cassette 
interface is used. The clock is 
also useful for a Spectrum style 
Randomize. Try DOKE 
#FB,DEEK(#276): DOKE 
#FD.DEEK(#276). 
R Nicholson, 
Sheffield, Yorkshire 

Vic screens 
into place 

Vic owners ... is your screen 
too far up or too far to the left or 
right? Two locations control 
the position of the screen, 
36897 and 36896. The best 
settings on my Vic are POKE 
36897,35: POKE 36896.14. 

The program below lets you 
position your screen at the best 
place for your machine. 
10 PRINT CHRS( 147); ”U: 

UP D: DOWN" PRINT 
“L: LEFT R: RIGHT" 

20 GET AS: IF AS='"' 
THEN 20 

30 IF AS* "U"THENMU = 
MU - 1 

40 IF AS = "D" THEN MU 
* MU + 1 

50 IFAS = "L"THENMA = 
MA - 1 

60 IF AS = “R"THEN MA = 
MA + 1 

80 IF MU <0 OR MU> 125 
THEN 20 

90 IF MA <0 OR MA> 50 
THEN 20 

100 POKE 36897, MU 
110 POKE 36896, MA 
120 GOTO 20 

Philip Harling, 
Horsham, Sussex 

Keep track of 
Newbrain streams 
If you’re developing a New¬ 
brain program. it's quite easy to 
lose track of which stream is 
assigned to which device driver. 
This little routine prints the 
stream number, device driver 
number and port number for 
each opened stream. 

What's more. it may be useful 
to know that the streams print in 
the order they were opened. 

10 FOR N=PEEK (86J+256 
*PEEK(87) TO 
PEEK( 1(K))+256* PEEK 
(101) STEP 6 

20 FOR X-0 TO 2: PRINT 
PEEK(N+X). :NEXTX 
30 NEXTN 

David Mingay, 
Wokingham, Berkshire 

On location 
with the Atari 
Here are a few useful POKEs 
for the Atari. Location 87 
contains the present graphics 
mode. 77 is the counter for the 
‘attract mode' which causes the 
screen colours to cycle if no 
keys are pressed for a long time. 

77 starts off at 0 every time a 
key is pressed. It gradually goes 
up by one until it reaches 128, at 

which point the Atari goes into 
attract mode. So you can stop 
attract mode within a program 
with POKE 77,0 and start it 
with POKE 77,128. 

After a Basic program is 
halted, the line number at 
which it was stopped is con¬ 
tained in locations 186 and 187. 
Finally, the first three bits of 
location 755 control the cursor 
and normal/inverse printing as 
follows: 

Bit 0, if set cursor opaque, if 
dear cursor transparent. Bit 1 if 
set cursor on, if clear cursor off, 
and bit 2 if set inverse printing, 
if dear, normal printing. 

This can be translated to a 
table of POKEs shown below. 

Craig Reading. 
Runcorn, Cheshire 

This one will run 
and run on the Ace 
Ace users who want to create 
auto-run programs should try 
this. 

Suppose the program is 
started with the word RUN, 
type : AUTO SAVE RUN ;. 
Now type AUTO program 
name. Once the program has 
been SAVED, it will auto run. 
so make sure you have some 
way of stopping the program so 
that you can verify it. 

To run the program, type 
LOAD program name. 
Ralph Lorenz 
Solihull, West Midlands 

Don’t CALL us, 
Oric 
A non-useful but very enter¬ 
taining command on the Oric 1 
is CALL 59150. 
J Howarth, 
Hehden Bridge. 

West Yorkshire 

For added satisfaction, power 
up your Oric, enter CALL 
59150and press Control T three 
times — Ed. 

Newbrain bits 

Newbrain users might appreci¬ 
ate a few more snippets from 
the ‘software manual’. CALL 
49373 will reset the machine 
without turning it off. PEN(9) 
returns the width of the 
graphics screen. PEN(7) and 
PEN(8) give its start and end 
address in memory. 
Barry Taylor, 
London NW! I 

Beeb vanishing trick 

It is quite often useful to have 
programs that vanish after run¬ 
ning. On a BBC micro, a good 
example would be a boot prog¬ 
ram that would erase itself after 
it has set up the function keys 
and so on. 

Unfortunately, you can’t just 
put NEW at the end of the 
program. It's a syntax error. 
But you can call the language 
initialisation routines with 
CALL &8000. OLD will get 
your program back. 
K WoLstenholme, 
Deansgate, Manchester 

TI99/4A sprites 
TI99/4A users may have 
noticed a slight quirk when 
using sprites with extended 
Basic. The following program 
displays two large sprites, waits 
for a key to be pressed and then 
moves one of them over the top 
of the other: 

100 DISPLAY ERASE ALL 
110 CALL MAGNIFY(4) 
120 CALLCHAR( 128.RPTS 

C*F".64)) 
130 CALL SPRITE 

(#1.128.11.40.40) 
140 CALL SPRITE 

(#2,128,14.100.100) 
150 CALL KEY(O.K.S):: IF 

NOT S THEN 150 
160 CALL LOCATE 

(#1.80.80) 
170 CALL COINC(ALL.C) 
180 PRINT C 

At 170. CALL COINC is 
used to detect coincidence of 
the sprites. Obviously, this 
should return -1 but most of 
the time returns 0. The problem 
seems to be that there isn’t 
enough time for extended Basic 
to recognise that the sprites 
have hit each other. 

The solution is just to put a 
short delay before CALL 
COINC. Try: 
165FORT = 1 TO2:: NEXT 
T 
Stephen Godfrey, 
Chagford, Devon 
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Lost in a maze of bits and bytes, trapped in a forest of errors, or bugged by Basic? 
Whatever your problem, access our HELP function . . . better known as Max Phillips. 

Write to: Max Phillips. Routine 
Inquiries. Personal Computer 
News. VNU, Evelyn House, 
62 Oxford Street. London 
W1A2HG. 

Timing the 
Laser's fazer 
Ql’m interested in the Laser 

200 which was reported in 
PCN issueS. You stated that the 
manuals had to be re-written 
and the machine wouldn't be 
released for a month. Since then 
I’ve heard nothing about it. Has 
it not materialised? 
Jason Stokes. 
Cannock. Staffs 

A Fear not! The Laser has 
emerged in the trusty hands 

of Computers for All on 0286 
418414. price £70. Computers 
for All has also become the 
main source for that other Hong 
Kong based machine, the Comx 
35, Pro-tested in PCN issue 15. 

Unfortunately, the same 
can't be said for the Texet 8000. 
the Laser's 8K twin. Texet 
seems to have disappeared for a 
quick rethink. PCN will be 
Pro-testing the Laser shortly. 

No sources 
for Sorcerer QI own an Lx ids Sorcerer Mk 

1 32k which I bought at the 
PC W show in mid-1978. Why on 
earth don't you mention it in 
Ihitabasics? 

I was interested in the twin 
disk drive featured in a PCS 
Special ofTer. You said that this 
was for the BBC and other 
micros. Will it work on my 
Sorcerer? What extras will I 

N FJ Schembri, 
Basingstoke, Hants 

A A Sorcerer owner . . . 
those were the days! There’s 

a simple reason why this unfor¬ 
tunate casualty is not in Databa¬ 
ses. You try buying one. 

The twin BBC drives offered 
by PCN will not work with the 
Sorcerer. Well ... not in any 
plug-in-and-go way. The 
phrase 'other micros' should be 
taken with a pinch of salt. 

Some computeiVdisk inter¬ 
faces are designed to support a 
variety of drives ... the BBC 
itself being a good example. 
This isn’t a tremendously sensi¬ 
ble policy. In its favour, nobody 
is dependent on supplies from a 

limited number of sources. 
Against it, everybody gets con¬ 
fused. various disk formats 
grow up. and the manufacturer 
loses out on sales. 

Most systems will support 
only one type of drive, the 
Sorcerer being one of them. I 
suspect that other low end 
manufacturers such as Oric and 
Sinclair will choose this route as 
well. 

The grander 
alternatives 
QPlease could you tell me how 

to make double height char¬ 
acters on the Spectrum? I’m 
writing some programs and they 

would come in very handy. 
Darean Spriggs, 
Leicester 

A As you’ve no doubt 
gathered, the Spectrum 

doesn't come with a double 
height character facility. It can 
be done in software using the 
256x 192 pixel mapped screen, 
but Sinclair has chosen not to. 

The solution is to write your 
own machine code routine. It 
needs to look at the character 
that is to be printed and produce 
an enlarged version of it on the 
screen by using its normal 
height character definition as a 
guide. This would produce 
rather simple characters. 

The alternative is to use 
normal characters to define 
separate bits (either halves or 
quarters) of bigger characters 
and print them together to 
make up the height. You could 
produce really fancy characters 
this way but it does take up a lot 
of memory. 

You can’t do very much 
directly from Basic. It is too 
slow and fiddly. But just to 
show you it can be done, here's 
a little demo program—below. 

This counts in double height 
numbers. It works by copying 
the normal definitions for 0 to 9 
into the user defined graphics 
area from character 144 on¬ 
wards. 

As the definitions are copied, 
each line of pixels is repeated, 
stretching the shape over two 
character definitions. So each 
alternate character from 144 
onwards holds the top and 
bottom of a digit. The sub¬ 
routine at 1000 manages this. 

The subroutine at line 2000 is 
one way of implementing these 
new characters. Just put the 
number in X and GOSUB 2000. 
Positive whole numbers only 
please, unless you want to start 
fiddling. 

Finally, the first few lines of 
the program are a quick loop to 
reconfirm your Spectrum’s 
ability to count. Now. about 
that sideways text . . . 

Help with the 
HIMEM horrors Ql've bought a BBC model A, 

along with a book. 30 prog¬ 
rams for the BBC Microcompu¬ 
ter, by Chris Evans. Many of the 
games have the line CG?H1- 
MEN = 148:CCi?(HIMEN +1) 
= I57:CG?(HIMEN+2) = 3 
which gives a ‘No such variable' 
error. 

I phoned the shop where I 
hough! the BBC and they said 
that they had had similar prob¬ 
lems with the programs on a 
Model B. Can vou help? 
J D Fletcher. 
Sheffield 

A Yes. HIMEN should read 
HIMEM. You will find 

problems in a lot of listings 
books, so you should be pre¬ 
pared todoa little work with the 
manual getting the programs to 

go. 
There are few guidelines as to 

which books are better. Read 
reviews, ask shops and friends 
and try and get the titles of 
known good ones. Try and 
avoid books with typeset list¬ 
ings. Those that reproduce 
programs directly from a com¬ 
puter printout are likely to be 
much more error free. 

10 REM Double double ... 
PFH 
rem dm chars 4-0K speclfua 

d-0 GO SUB 1000 
50 REM count 
GO CL-S 
70 LET X —1 
50 GO SUB 2000. PRINT " f";x; 

) *’ . PRINT 
90 LET X=X-+1 

100 INK X-INT <X/7J #7 
110 POKE 23692,255. PRINT 
120 60 TO O0 

i©00 rem create 0-s dh set 
1010 REM 
1020 REM COPieS 0 to 9 tO DH 
1030 rem «et starting at CODE 14-4 
1040 LET CrUSR CHR* 144 
1050 FOR p=15744 TO 15324 
10G0 POKE C,PEEK p. POKE C+1(PEE 
K P 
1070 LET C=t+2 
1030 NEXT p 
ie90 RETURN 
2000 REM print 
2010 REM 
2020 LET a*=STR* INT R0S X 
2030 FOR P i TO LEN a $ 
2040 LET Z -CODE I a $ l p1 ) -46 
2050 PRINT CHR* (144+2*Z.», 
2050 NEXT p PRINT 
2070 FOR p=l TO LEN a* 
2030 LET I =CODE IS$ip.U-40 
2090 PRINT CHR* 1145+2*11, 
2100 NEXT p 
2110 RETURN 

DM 

Bugged by 
bugs 

Doubt* height in Bask — sm Tb* grander alternatives 

QI think I’ve found a bug on 
the Sinclair Spectrum. Try a 

simple program like this: 
10 PRINT “HELLO” 
20 GOTO 10 

Run it. and when it asks 
•Scroll?’. push SYMBOL 
SHUT and CAPS SHUT then 
press any letter. You get a mixed 
up version of the character set. 
Is it a hug? 
Kevin Harper, 
Newmarket. Suffolk 

A Well, it isn’t a feature. I 
suppose it's technically a 

bug. but it doesn't get in the way 
much does it? It is also quite 
well known — there are too 
many Spectrum owners for 
these things to go unnoticed. 

No doubt somebody has fi¬ 
gured exactly what happens and 
why. It obviously involves the 
two shift keys recalling what's in 
the keyboard buffer (that's why 
the RUN comes back), but I 
doubt that pursuing the grizzly 
details is worth it. 
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ROUTINE IN 5M3M I 
It’s all most 
off-putting 
A Every time I type PIT !5on 

nur school's RMI 380Z the 
keyboard packs in. If I press a 
lot of keys at once, it starts 
working again, except that it 
repeats any letter you type. 
Eventually this stops, hut if you 
try to enter anything it just 
reprints it underneath with a 
question mark. 

Could you tell me why it does 
this? And how do I get it working 
again without switching it off 
and starting again? 
Tom Kane, 
Glasgow 

A Why do you keep typing 
PUT 15 if you don’t like 

what it does? By all means 
experiment with the 380Z (or 
any micro). You can't possibly 
hurt it. but you'll learn a lot 
more if you follow what you're 
doing in the manuals. 

The PUT command sends a 
particular character to the 
screen. In this case, code 15 is 
for Control-O. one of the 
'invisible' characters that has a 
special meaning to the screen. 
So PUT 15 has the same effect 
as typing Control O (hold down 
the CTRL key and press O) on 
the keyboard. 

Control O doesn't pack in the 
keyboard. What it does do is 
switch off the screen ... the 
keyboard still works, you jhst 
can't see what you've typed. 
You’ve evidently learnt the 
age-old trick of pressing hun¬ 
dreds of keys at once as a panic 
procedure. Avoid doing 
this ... it has unpredictable 
results. It's more of a standing 
joke than a serious technique. 

If you look in the manuals, 
you'll discover that Control D 
switches the screen back on. So. 
after a PUT 15, just type a 
Control D (or PUT 4) to get the 
screen back.This Control O — 
Control D feature might come 
in useful. Entering passwords in 
a program, for example. 

Your heavy handed tech¬ 
nique has evidently managed to 
switch the screen back on. but 
it's also crashed Basic. Your last 
symptom — your commands 
being retyped with a question 
mark following — is a sign that 
you're back in the 3M)Z'x CP/M 
operating system. Unless 
you're careful, you will lose any 
Basic program you may have 
been working on. 

Fortunately, the 380Z pro¬ 
vides a unique route back into 
Basic. Type a Control F (you 
know, hold down 'CTRL' and 

press F). You'll get a formid¬ 
able screenful of nasty num¬ 
bers. This is the Front panel'. 
Now type 'J'. The 380Z 
prompts with J >. Enter 103 and 
press 'return'. You should get 
the message 'recovered' and be 
back in Basic. 

If you get the chance, get 
someone who knows to show 
you the relationship between all 
the programs in the 380Z and 
how to move between them. 
You’ll learn a lot more about 
the way the machine works . . . 

The road to 
stardom Q While reading PC.V, an 

inspiration flashed in my 
brain. I’ve thought of a great 
new arcade game, but I've no 
idea how to write a program for 
it. 

Will software companies 
accept ideas and turn them into 
tapes? What guidelines should I 
follow? 

HGouh. 
Sutton Hill. Southgate 

A Many software houses will 
take ideas and turn them 

into products. This is a big 
business, and it's short of ideas 
— the situation is one of 
desperation. But don't rush 
anything — extreme caution is 
in order. 

The usual practice is for the 
inventor of a game to come up 
with the goods and write the 
program. If you can. team up 
with someone who’ll write the 
program for you. Make sure 
that you both agree and sign a 
contract produced by your soli¬ 
citors. 

If you have a progam 
accepted for publication, you 
can expect between 10% and 
20% royalties. You’ll get less 
for raw ideas. Go for a royalty 
deal. The companies should be 
only too pleased, and you’ll 
come off best if the program's a 
success. 

Approach well known soft¬ 
ware houses with products on 
the market. Many of these have 
changed from being a bunch of 
programmers to the dangerous¬ 
ly attractive role of publishers. 
You'll notice lots of small ads 
from unknowns promising 
fame and fortune for little more 
than your soul. Ignore them. 
The good ones will make it. 

Whatever you decide, make 
sure it’s a signed contract that's 
been checked by your solicitor. 
By all means have ideas. The 
industry needs them. But go 
carefully . . . 

MP 

B.B.C. MICRO SOFTWARE 

THREE GREAT ADVENTURE GAMES 

in a strange a 
<y a fierce urag< dangerous land lies a fabulous treasure guarded by a fierce dragon. 

Can you survive the perils that await and recover the treasure or 
will you meet a nasty end!! What is making terrible slurping noises 
deep underground? And what use is the strange Black Cloud? Play 
the game and find out. 

SURVIVOR - The year is 1910. You are sailing on a steamer 
bound for Borneo when there is an explosion and the ship sinks 
Shipwrecked on a tropical island can you survive and escape back 
to civilization or will you end up in someone’s cooking pot!! There 
is more than one ending to this game, not all of them bad! 

FIRIENWOOD - An evil wizard has captured the magic Golden 
Bird of Paradise and imprisoned it in a weird castle in the middle of 
the enchanted Firicnwood. Your quest is to find the bird and set it 
free; in return the bird will give you health and prosperity. 
Beware! Many perils lie before you and every move is fraugnt with 

Each game is priced at £7.48 on cassette or £10.00 on 
disc. 
All the games are text only and written in machine code for high 
speed They require 32K and run on all operating systems. Prices 
include V. A.T. & postage within UK. Send S.A.E. for full range of 

Alt prices include postage but exclude VA T. Cheques and Postal 
1 Orders payable to St P SOFTWARE 

MP SOFTWARE & SERVICES 
Dept. WM. IKSpltal Road. Irewihoremh, Merseyside 162 2AE. 051-334 3472 

o7Hastei^ 64 
MASTER is a totally new concept... a complete package 
for program development. Mow it’s available for the 
C8M 64, with 95 new commands, Including Basic IV... 
as well as Toolkit functions, keyed access to disk, 
screen management, user-definable input zones, report 
generator, 22-place arithmetic, date control, data 
compression, string search, screen plotting, screen 
duap, optional software protection key, and more... 
As well as the CBM 1541 disk, Master can support all 
CBM disk models 4040 to 9090 with Its (optional) IEEE 
interface, and is supplied with a full User Reference 
Manual, Quick Reference Guide and demo programs. 

‘'Vizawfite 64 PRKfI£65^VATf 
Designed especially for the CBM 64, VizaWrite 64 is a 
high-performance, low-cost word processor, with on¬ 
screen formatting. VizaWrite takes full advantage of 
the 64’s colour, graphics and memory features, and 
supports virtually any printer. It can even read text 
from Wordpro, Wordcraft or Silicon Office files... 
Together with VizaSpell, VizaWrite 64 offers the 
ultimate in personal computer word processing! 

oxocxihc luroauattout *oo 151 Mr to ouotco men. oaota ar 
rostntitruoutiratstti. usiuc chcquc. acdSS. aaaciar caao on 
Official oaota. mcriouc oi -ns-tist roa saut-oar Otsraicu. 
rose ratt Merer on catoir oa overseas oaotas. tatr aisi 

Calca Software 
laxtsiot Mouse, xiucsrou hill, suaatr art rqr ret oi-st*-nst 
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COMMODORE 64 
BEST SELLERS LATEST! 

I challenge you to find a better deal 
(Pricm includes VAT A F4F) 

VIC 20 STAR PACK (INCLUDES COMPUTER CASSETTE AND TAPE) £129 

SUPERWORM_ 
NIGHT FLIGHT (3K). 
RABBIT WRITER (16K). 
RABBIT BASE (16K)_ 
RABBITCALL. 
ANTI MATTER SPLATTER 
CRITTERS. 
SKRAMBLE. 
ENGLISH INVADERS. 
PAKACUDA. 
ESCAPE MCP. 
CYCLONS. 
THECATCH. 
PARATROOPERS. 
CENTROPODS. 
MONOPOLE. 
ADVENTURE PACK. 

ABDUCTOR.£5.00 
BLITZKREIG.£3.95 
GRIDRUNNER.£5.00 
ANDRES ATTACK.£7.00 
ATTACKOFTHEMUTANT CAMELS.£6.99 

CHESS (16K).£6.00 
ASTEROIDS_£6.00 
ANOTHER VIC IN THE WALL.— £6.00 
PAN 1C__£6.00 
COSMIADS £6.00 
BACKGAMMON (3K)„.£6.00 
SCRAMBLE..-.£6.00 

FROGGER, SCRAMBLE. PANIC, SPRIPEMAN, CRAZYCONG. EACH £5.49 

SUPERScSlMBLE, SUPERGRIDDER. EACH £9.95 

SPRITE MAKER™™_£6.49 

ZIZARIGHT64. EXCELLENT (PCN ISSUE 16). 
ZIZASPELL 64.30,000WORD SPELLING CHECKERS... 

FORTH (CART)_I- 
MONITOR (CART). 
BONCOI8K). 
TOMBOFDREWAN(16K). 
TRASHMAN (CART). 
PIT (310. 
ASTRO BLITZ (CART). 
BOSS (8K).. 
TANK ATTACK (CART). 
OUTWORL D (CART). 
BLOCKADE. 
AMOK... 
V1CALC ~. 
ALIEN BLITZ-.. 
SKY MATH. 
SPACE DIVISION (3K). 
THE ALIEN (3K)—. 
VICAT (3K). 
HANGMAN/HANG MATH.. 
MATH HURDLER/MONSTER MAZE... 

SEA WOLF/BOUNCE OUT/VIC_£7.95 
CODE MAKER/CODE BREAKER.£6.95 
KOSMIC KAMIKAZE (3 or 8K).£6.95 
MINIKIT.-__£6.95 
GOLF_£6.95 
SPIDERSOF MARS (CART).—£17.95 
CLOUDBURST (CAftT)..£17.95 
RENAISSANCE (CART).£17.95 
SATELLITES ANDMETEORITES (CART).£17.95 
METEOR RUN (CART).-.£17.95 
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN (3K).£3.95 
MIKRO ASSEMBLER (CART).£43.95 
GRAND MASTER CHESS (8K).£15.95 
CHOPLIFTER (CART).£21.95 
APPLE PANIC (CART).£21.95 
SERPENTINE (CART).£21.95 
MANGROVE.£6.95 
COUNTRY GARDEN (8K).£6.95 
KAKTUSI8K).£6.95 
MOTORMANIA.£17.95 

BEAT THAT! 
PLEASE SEND CHEQUES AND P Oo to: 

CRESTMATT LTD 
SOFTWARE SPECIALIST, 

ORIENT HOUSE. 42-45 NEW BROAD ST, LONDON, EC2 

TEL: 01-749 2510 
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READOUT 

The Elementary Apple’ by William 
B Sanders, published by 
Prentice-Hall at £12.70 
(spiral-bound paperback, 150 
pa*es|. 
Many suns have risen and set 
since the dawn of the Apple II. 
So why should Datamost and 
William B Sanders wait till now 
to produce a ’learn it from 
scratch' guide. This exercise 
really has been done so much 
better before — more informa¬ 
tion, easier to read and simpler 
to understand. 

I suppose if you have set your 
heart on an Apple 11 and want to 
learn more about it then this is 
not that bad. It seems such a 
shame that the opportunity for 
a really good book should be 
spoiled by the super-cool, laid- 
back southern Californian 
approach. 

The style of the writing is 
remarkably trite and the illus¬ 
trations look as if they dropped 
out of a Fabulous Furry Freak 
Brothers fanzine. Still, what 
can you expect from a writer 
who adds to his acknowledg¬ 
ments one for his dog! 

For all these complaints, this 
book docs explain a lot of the 
tricky bits associated with the 
Apple, but so do the rivals. 

At least The Elementary Ap¬ 
ple keeps a suitable level of 
humour throughout and main¬ 
tains interest. Other than that. I 
find it hard to recommend it to 
anyone. NC 

PCDtinginsMto your Appte, from Tbe 
DmnmiUry Apple' 

mmm 

The Computer Glossary’ by Alan 
Freedman, published by 
Prentice-Hall at £12.70 
(papefback,298pages). 
The subtitle of The Computer 
Glossary is *it’s not just a 
glossary' — very true. This 
book is an excellent introduc¬ 
tion to all aspects of computing 
as well as being a first-class 
reference for those already 
familiar with computer jargon. 

Unlike many glossaries, it 
deals with many topics at 
length. I looked up 'computer' 
in the glossary to see if anyone 
was capable of defining one of 
the most over-used buzzwords 
in the English language. It was. 

TEE 
CQUPUTEE 
eixmcy 
irs not jujj * ^los»*ny!' 

© 
fo« tVFRyor* by suh 

of course, one of the longest 
entries in the book. There it 
was, in plain English: 'Compu¬ 
ter— a programmable machine 
that processes information.' 
Followed by four pages of 
detailed explanation of just 
what makes a computer. 

Words and concepts with 
their own entries elsewhere in 
the book are printed in 
RAISED TYPE for handy re¬ 
ference. A small touch perhaps, 
but one I’m sure readers will 
appreciate as they work their 
way through. 

You soon become hooked 
and find yourself spending 
hours looking up definitions of 
words you've first heard of 
when reading another part of 
the book. 

The large format is another 
plus. The book lies flat on a desk 
and is printed in big bold type 
(myopics take heart). 

Since The Computer Glos¬ 
sary hails from America there 
are few entries, if any. that 
relate specifically to the British 
computing world. For example, 
the Apple II is listed under 'A' 
while in the ‘S' section there's 
no Sinclair. Perhaps some en¬ 
terprising UK computer buff 
will produce a British version. 

More than 1,000 definitions 
are included in this somewhat 

expensive book. They're even¬ 
ly divided between the theore¬ 
tical and the practical for the 
most part, though there's a 
tendency to steer away from 
some of the more esoteric areas 
of computer theory. 

This is a book that will 
without doubt become dog¬ 
eared in no time. It seems 
destined to find its place as a 
standard reference work for 
hobbyists and professionals 
alike. Highly recommended. 

SM 

’ Firrt Byte, choosing and using a 
home computer’ by Mike Scott 
Rohan, published by EP Publishing 
(0924 82397II at £3.95 
(paperback, 94 pages). 
A glossy number, this, and 
written by a true enthusiast for 
the would-be micro buyer and 
user in a chatty conversational 
style. It is splendidly presented 
with diagrams, illustrations, 
cartoons and impressive colour 
photographs. Moreover, it is 
price-oriented throughout, 
which should reassure the 
prospective buyer. 

Of course, it kicks off with a 
background to computers. First 
principles and all that binary. 
Boole and Babbage. But main 
components are neatly intro¬ 
duced and explained along the 
way. 

The buyer's inevitable query 
Do I really need all that?’ is 

answered by a rundown on what 
you get out of various peripher¬ 
als. Sometimes, we're told, it is 
wise to buy only manufacturer's 
add-ons. 

When it comes to you taking 
that really big step of going out 
and buying a micro the author is 
at pains to point out all the 
possible pitfalls, as well as help 
you establish your needs and 
wants. This is a prelude to a 
survey of currently and soon to 
be available machines with 
details and comments. Of 
course, the prices quoted have 
changed, and even briefest 

Shape •ftMagstocMM, from‘Flrct 

reviews of machines not yet out 
have limitations. 

With the choice of machine 
settled you then sit back and get 
a short introduction to lan¬ 
guages as well as programming 
and how to do it. 

This guide is informative, 
lovely to look at and shot 
through with enthusiasm HA 

‘Making the Most of your Dragon 
32’by Clive Gifford, published by 
Interface Publications (01-794 
4495) at £5.95 (paperback, 295 
pages). 

Following hard on the heels of 
Making the most of. . . series 
of books, here is yet another— 
same format, same rehashing of 
the manuals. same style of dull. 
dreary example programs. 
'Type this one in. you don’t 
have to understand it, it shows 
the full potential of the 
machine’ — that sort of thing. 

I'm not really enamoured 
with this type of work. Educa¬ 
tional-style books for beginners 
such as this should contain an 
index or. at the least. a contents 
section with page numbers. 

References to other 
machines are irrelevant yet still 
appear. However, even though 
the language explanation is not 
brilliant, it is a vast improve¬ 
ment on the standard docu¬ 
mentation. 

One interesting idea is the 
small section on how to make 
money out of your Dragon. 
‘Write articles and features for 
magazines', it extols. Nice idea, 
but you’d better ring with an 
idea for the article first NC 

PCN JULY 7-JULY 13, 1S83 



_ — bock o* cenpwiw wlm *"* a co«n«K*beivw.* 'ange a> 
'tof-o-e from 8UO »YTE ARTIC RASBIT SAIAAAANOER 

PSION. ICl. ACORNSOFT UK. MICROGEN KUMA. EMI 
CENTRESOFT MICROOEAL IMAGINE. UAMASOFT 
QUtaCSIlVA and many mom 

Ail ou' thopt Hav* enihuvohe ond knowledgeable da# 
oil of wbon. have tompleted nwnuloCuto* » <w><g 

MAIL ORDER 
We tpooakw «. fad efboeni Mail Older Sole. Good, wd 
"By Retom' olwoy. 'Ou> of Stock’ podhon. noiibed 
.mntedtolely ond money fefunded All moil Older. to Wigon 
plant* Acce.% and V.to holder. wm<>ly phone you* cord No 
lor prompi dmpaicb Carnage o«d m«uran<# it charged ol 
I % ol o*de* value Mm*num £2 00 
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING 

BOLTON Utomgd* Utt- O *«WI|I t MM 
Id 10204) 13512 dead dido, veto 
PRESTON 49 Itoqe* bnw Io««*o »l •*»• 
Id brut* 10772) 556250 Oetto Ihundo, 
STOCKPORT .itodtoutosn-ipo- 
OwdweSKI HA Id SKxhptoOel 4*0 2415 Clotto Hurt 
WARRINGTON w»~vw. 
- u. WAI ?*• Id Won (09251 1*290 1. - 

ALL (MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES TO WIGAN 

-E_J 
Please send me: 

..joystick, interface, and tape @ £29.90.... [t 

SpectrumD ZX8lD Jupiter AceD 

.interface and tape @ £24.00.  [c 

Spectrum□ ZX8lG Jupiter AceG 

.joysticks @ £7.00.—li 

Spectrum□ ZX81EI Jupiter AceD 
Total including VAT.l£ 

Please make cheques 
and P.O.s payable to: 
Cambridge Computing, PCG 

1 Benson Street, 
Cambridge CB4 3QJ. 

€€ CAMBRIDGE COMPUTING 
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LEASING: PART 2 
John King looks at the ways you can keep your finances on ashort lease. 

Make your micro 
a credit to you 

With the price of micros tumbling day 
by day. you might think that the 
problems of buying computers 

would be considerably eased. But for many 
small businesses, the reverse can be the 
case, simply because businesses that would 
never have dreamed of buying a micro are 
now at least able to consider it. 

Equipment to the tunc of £2*3.000 will 
often be equivalent to .1 qpartei of the 
user’s net income. This means you've got to 
think hard before you decide what to buy. 
but it also means you could have a large 
scale headache financing the purchase. 

It will be out of the question for most 
small businesses to buy a micro cash, so the 
various avenues have to be explored. 
Credit card purchase is a possibility, but 
the scope of this method is limited first by 
your credit limit, and second by your ability 
to make repayments. 

The kind of micro you want will usually 
be beyond your credit limit. and even if it is 
not. credit cards arc only an efficient way of 
borrowing if you repay the debt quickly . A 
small business rolling over a £2 .(KM) debt on 
credit card at an interest rate of 20% + per 
annum is probably not going to last long! 

St) other avenues must be explored. 
Your own bank should be your first port of 
call. but over the past few years both banks 
and finance companies have been deman¬ 
ding stronger security, and even personal 
guarantees from directors. 

There are a number of HP/leasing 
methods you'll want to look at. Among 
others, you could consider leasing purch¬ 
ase. leasing secondary hire, sale and 
leaseback and secured loans. It's worth 
noting that the method you eventually 
choose will depend on. and possibly affect, 
the nature of your business, as these 
methods are linked to capital allowance 
claims and eligibility for reclaiming VAT. 

The table on page 23 should help you 
compare hire purchase and leasing. HP 
generally requires a deposit of up to 20%. 
with repay ments plus interest over two to 
five years. Depending on the agreement 
you enter into, the interest rate can be fixed 
at the time of purchase, or linked to. say. 
bank base rate. 

A bank loan is superficially the same as 
the sort of IIP agreement you’d enter into 
with a finance house — and note that. even 
if the shop arranges your HP. you’ll almost 
inevitably end up with a finance house — 
but there are some important differences. 

First, the rate of interest will tend to be 
lower. and the term of repayment will tend 
to be shorter. Second, a bank loan doesn't 
tie you to one particular supplier, so you 
should be able toshoparound. and get your 
micro cheaper. 

Banks and finance houses vary greatly in 
the terms and conditions of their loans. 
Generally they require repayment over 
two or three years, with occasional excep¬ 
tions for different periods. Repayments 
are usually made monthly. However, they 
are usually only willing to make a loan 
covering 80% or so of the purchase price. 

In certain methods — leasing, for 
example — you may have to put down the 
first few months' rental in advance as a 
deposit. Naturally this will have a signifi¬ 
cant effect here on the cash flow of the 
undertaking. 

Banks themselves do not go in for hire 
purchase agreements, but all the major 
clearing banks operate loan packages. 
There is often a small extra payment 
included in the repayment schedule to 
allow for an insurance element. 

One point in their favour is that they are 
begining to recognise micros and high 
technology equipment as a special case. 
This is in part because of the potential for 
expansion of the loan during its period, ie 

for extra software, peripherals and new 
cards. Too often there is a frequent but 
agonising realisation that the hardware 
needs improving or that the programs 
which were originally bought have cither 
been upgraded beyond recognition or 
cannot do the job for which they were 
originally intended. 

Banks and finance houses are now 
developing various ground rules for this 
sort of business. And they are paying more 
attention to leasing as a financial tactic. 

Technically a lease is a contract for the 
hire of a specific asset. The lessor (finance 
company) retains ownership, but conveys 
the right to use the asset to the lessee for an 
agreed period of time in return for the 
payment of specified rentals. 

There are two main forms of lease. A 
finance lease is one where the user pays for 
everything, and in return earns everything 
from the use of that asset. But he does not 
have legal ownership. An operating lease is 
usually for much less than the period of the 
useful life of the asset — however, the 
finance company normally assumes re¬ 
sponsibility for repairs, maintenance and 
insurance. 

Almost all the leases set up for micros are 
finance leases, although in many instances 
there is a choice between a normal 
lease/purchase and a lease/secondary hire. 
There is a difference between these two in 
their treatment of VAT. In the former 
VAT is paid at once, while in the latter 
VAT is included in each of the repayment 
amounts. Some of the major points of 
leasing are as follows: 
■ If you do any self employed work, 
rentals may be offset in full against taxable 
profit. 
| Since the finance company retains the 
title to the asset, no additional security will 
be required. And since the company can 
claim capital allowances this helps to 
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A NEW ELAN 
WILL BE 

LAUNCHED ON 
SEPT 14. 

Elan Home Computers start up on September 14. 
Elan Computers Ltd., 31-37 Hoxton Street, London N1 6NJ. 
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LEASING: PART 2 “ 

reduce the necessary rental payments. 
■ While the primary period is agreed at 
the start, at the end of the loan agreement 
you can choose to continue to use the goods 
for an almost nominal amount, rather than 
the asset being sold to a third party. 
■ The key point is often felt to be the 
certainty of budgeting, since the rentalsare 
fixed in advance and generally do not vary 
even if interest rates fluctuate. 
| For larger companies, minor changes 
can be brought in. For instance, the 
interest rate may become variable or 
packages can be developed covering 
multiple purchases over a period of time. 
This may even exceed the life of individual 
items. 

Hire purchase is a different kettle of fish. 
The buyer gets full legal ownership as a 
matter of course—but usually at the end of 
the chain of repayments. For the same 
underlying legal reasons it is now the buyer 
who can claim capital allowances and 
thereby gain the relevant tax advantage. 
Because of this the Finance company, 
which now loses this benefit, will want a 
higher rental. 

Servicing is a frequent problem. Once 
the asset is bought, servicing is the 
responsibility of the new owner, while 
during some forms of hiring servicing can 
be included. In such cases it often seems 
that servicing is performed more quickly. 
As a corollary to this a special financial 
offer is not worthwhile if the back-up is 
useless. 

Remarkably few buyers consider how to 
plan their financial affairs so as to get the 
benefits of being part-time self employed. 
The only thing which makes such claims 
reasonably acceptable to the taxman is the 
inflow of at least some income from the 
new activities. Generally most micro 
buyers will not be able to alleviate VAT— 
nor will they easily be able to claim tax 
allowances or interest payments against 
tax. 

A major advantage of the type of 
purchasing agreements offered by most of 
the High Street shops is that there is seldom 
any minimum base level. Leasing is seldom 
considered unless the cost involved is at 
least £3.000. and it is rare that an ordinary 
mortal considers such a purchase. The 
scale of involvement does frequently hit 
£1.000 or more at the outset, but it is only 
over a period of time that a system will 

Bank loan 

Repayment 
over 

monthly cost loan APR 
immnmI 

permiuniratr i Basic +insurance Basic +insurance 

I year £91.50 £95 £1,100 £1,140 18.5% 

2 years £50 £52 £1,190 £1,250 18.7% 

3 years £36 £38 £1,300 £1,375 18.4% 

4 years £29 £31.50 £1,400 £1,510 18.1% 

5 years £25 £27.50 £1,500 £1,660 17.8% 

leasing 

Repayment 
over 

Purchase Secondary v rental 
monthly cost total cost monthly cost total cost 

2 years £49 £1,200 £46 £1,110 

3 years £36 £1,300 £32.50 £1,160 

4 years £28 £1,350 £24.50 £1,180 

5 years £24 £1,450 £20.50 £1,230 

Tfc* ikMt figure* ikM typical rvpeymvntkatmg figure* tor a keek £1.000 wwlll of gee*. Tlw Montage* 
◄ Ma« • cewpoey »nd aMe to claim toi aftewanert ar* mad* obvious by too figure* tor aacaabary rental 
Insurance muff be taken into account if you ga for a bank loan, at you ready 4o need tbe protection. HP figures 
have boon omitted because they nary to muck. 

build up to the £3.000 plus range 
Banks do not have an official points 

systems for calculating whether or not to 
allow a loan, but they do require a fair deal 
of information. A typical form will need to 

show income from all sources, mortgage, 
rent, rates, other HP and fixed outgoings, 
including credit cards ere. They'll want to 
know your employment and housing 
movements over the past few years, and 
will probably ask for a couple of refer¬ 
ences. 

The finance companies are concerned 
with the buyer's ability to repay, so for this 
reason they are much less willing to lend to 
self-employed people. If you are self- 
employed . or if you are a borderline case. it 
can make a real difference if you can say 
with reasonable proof that you will be able 
to make some income by using the new 
asset. Everyone should tell themselves ten 
times before breakfast that it is not that 
hard to find some method to earn money 
with a computer. 

It is important to think about the 

secondary factors which should affect the 
financing decision. Included in these arc 
obsolescence, resale value and upgrading 
possibilities. The buyer must be sure that 
his purchase will remain worthwhile 
throughout the repayment period, and 
hopefully for a while longer. Generally if 
he is buying a system for more than. say. 
£50(J and if the system is one of the few that 
takes off. there will probably be a 
reasonable variety of hardware and soft¬ 
ware improvements available. 

Once you have your new computer, 
you’ll be able to prepare for your next 
purchase by analysing the problem with 
financial assessment programs. 

The key problem is generally how to 
allocate the cost of the package between 
immediate — ie capital — outlay and 
gradual — ie income — outflow. This 
decision is crucial but the determining 
factors arc often very personal. What is 
important is that you should begin to plan 
your financial activity. 
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STREET SIMM’S 

Wh 
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by * action / 7* » 

<^|p Addictive Games thebe' /' /* - / 

for SPECTRUM 48K 
AND ZX8116K * / 

/__—VERSION 

^^This superb game is now available from branches of 

W.H. SMITH * and BOOTS. 
Manage your own team in this exciting game of skill which 
vividly captures the drama and excitement of real football. 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 
★ 4 DIVISIONS ★ F A CUP ★ PROMOTION & RELEGATION ★ 

★ TRANSFER MARKET ★ TEAM SELECTION ★ 
★ SAVE GAME FACILITY ★ ★ ★ AND MUCH MORE! ★ ★ ★ 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY ABOUT IT:— 

► /f YOU have always wan tod to manage a football team, FOOTBALL 
MANAGER, from Addictive Games, is for you — The game is ideal for 

a football fanatic but the most interesting thing for us was the 3-D 

graphics used to create the goalmouth action — the game is a winner. 

SINCLAIR USER FEBRUARY 1983 

> Although /’m no great football fan, / really eryoyed playing this game 

— excellent use is made of colour and user-defined graphics. The game 

is very logically put together, so that the development of strategy and 

tactics has a real effect For example, one of my teams got through to 

the fourth round of the FA. Cup where it was beaten by a second 

division side. This upset morale and meant that our promotion bid 

failed. Perhaps / should have given up the FA. Cup run and held some 

good players bach — the possibilities are endless. Brian Clough had 

better watch out I 

* SPECTRUM VERSION ONLY. ZX COMPUTING FEB/MARCH 1983 

ALSO AVAUABll f ROM THC fOtlOMHC SHOPS 
BUFFER MICRO SHOP London 
MICROWARE 'Leicester 
ANIROG COMPUTERS Horley Surrey 
SUCCESS SERVICES ‘Walsall 
THE COMPUTER SHOP Newiasfle 
DRAGON BYTE Leeds 
A HO 01 HI R GOOD COMPUTIR SHOPS 

PRICES 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 48Kf6 95 7X81 16* f 5 95 
30 GRAPHICS ONlv IN SPECTRUM VERSION 

To Order send Cheque P O payable to 
ADDICTIVE GAMES Dept PCN P O Bn. 278 
Conn.burrow M.lton Keynes MK14 7NE 

PI IASI STATl COMPUTIR 



LYNX SOUND 
There's more to cat music than a night on the tiles. Ted Ball takes command of the Lynx. 

Giving a rather feeble, poor-quality 
tone through a small pizeo buzzer, 
the Lynx finds it difficult to produce 

the eloquence of C3PO or the beats of the 
latest single. However, it is possible to have 
fun with simple tunes and sound effects. 

Of the two Lynx Basic commands BEEP 
and SOUND. BEEP is the easiest to use 
but is more limited in the sounds it can 
produce. 

You can. however, get simple sound 
effects with BEEP. For example the 
following program gives repeatedly rising 
and falling tones, making a recognisable 
siren noise: 

10 FOR N = 25 TO 75 
20 BEEP N. 1.63 
30' NEXT N 
40 FOR N = 75 TO 25 STEP -1 
50 BEEP N. 1.63 
60 NEXTN 
70 GOTO 10 

Some preparation is required before 
playing tunes on the Lynx. The BEEP 
command works with the wavelength and 
number of cycles in a note. For music you 
want to be able to give the pitch or 
frequency and the duration of the note. It is 
easy to convert from frequency to 
wavelength with the formula: Wavelength 
= Velocity of sound/Frequency. 

The velocity of sound is approximately 
1.11)0 feet per second, and you can look up 
the frequencies of musical notes in Hertz 
(cycles per second). From this formula you 
can calculate the wavelength of any note in 
feet. 

The Lynx manual gives no indication of 
what units the wavelength ih the BEEP 
command is measured in — it simply says it 
must be a number from 0 to 65535. To find 
this out you can use a stopwatch. You will 
find that BEEP 0.50000,63 takes 4.1 
seconds to execute, and BEEP 
10,50000,63 takes 8.6 seconds to execute. 
The 4.1 seconds with wavelength 0 is the 
overhead for generating 50,000 cycles, so 
the time taken tor sO.IKXI cycles at 
wavelength 10 is 4.5 seconds, which gives a 
frequency of 50000/4.5 = 11.111 Hz. We 
can now calculate that a Lynx wavelength 

Lyrical 
for the 
of 10 is actually 1.100/11.111 = 0.99. or 
near enough 0.1 feel, so the wavelength in 
the BEEP command is in units of one- 
hundredth of a foot. 

The musical scale works on an exponen¬ 
tial basis, with an increase in pitch of one 
octave being equivalent to doubling the 
frequency of the note. The intervals 
between 12 notes in an octave. A, A#, B. 
C.C#.D.D#.E,F.F#.G.G#. sound the 
same to the human ear. but it is the ratios 
between the frequencies that arc the same 
and not the differences. 

The standard frequencies for musical 
notes are based on A above middle C 
having a frequency of 440 Hz. so from the 
doubling principle we can see that the A in 
the next highest octave will have frequency 
880 Hz, the A below middle C will have 
frequency 220 Hz, etc. 

To calculate the intermediate notes start 
from the frequency of A and get the 
frequencies for successive notes by multi¬ 
plying by the twelfth root of 2. The 
following program will calculate the fre¬ 
quencies. and the wavelengths to use in the 
BEEPcommand, for the octave containing 
middle C. 

It will play the notes as they are calcu¬ 
lated. 

10 LET R = 2**( 1/12) 
20 LET N- 220 
30 FOR I = OTO 12 
40 LET W = INT(0.5 + HOOOtVN) 
50 PRINT N. W 
60 BEEP W. 100.63 
70 LETN = N*R 
80 NEXT I 

This program calculates the following 
frequencies and wavelengths: 

lilts 
Lynx 
Note Frequency Wavelength 
A 220 500 
A# 233.082 472 
B 246.942 445 
C 261.625 420 
c# 277.182 397 
D 293.664 375 
D# 311.126 354 
E 329.627 334 
F $49 227 315 
F# 369.993 297 
G 391.994 281 
G# 415.303 265 
A 439.998 250 
It is easy to modify the program to give 
wavelengths for other octaves. 

The SOUND command is rather more 
difficult to use. as the manual does not give 
explicit information. It is possible to find 
out something about how it works by trial 
and error. 

To begin the experiment type in RE¬ 
SERVE &9000 to make it safe to use 
memory from address 9000 hex onwards, 
and type in the following program: 

10 POKE &9100.0 
20 FOR J - 1 TO 255 
30 PRINTJ 
40 FOR I = &9000 TO &90FE STEP 2 
50 DPOKE 1.65535 
60 NEXT I 
70 SOUND 49000,100 
80 NEXT J 

This will produce a series of faint clicks. To 
get more sound changes are necessary. 

Lines 40 to 60 arc filling the 256 bytes of 
memory from 49000 with 255. If you 
change line 50 to DPOKE I. J+256 you’ll 
get odd-numbered bytes filled with 1 and 
even-numbered bytes filled with the value 
of J. Running the program now will 
produce short beeps, increasing in volume 
as J increases, reaching a maximum 
volume for J = 64. It will then drop to the 
minimum and increase again. Only six bits 
of the number in the memory are used, and 
the volume of the sound depends on the 
difference between the contents of two 
consecutive memory locations. 

To confirm this, change line 50 to 
DPOKE I.J+16065 so you'll get odd- 
numbered bytes filled with 63. Running 
the program now you will hear the voume 
starting at maximum, decreasing until J = 
63 then jumping to the maximum again 
whcnJ = 65 (equivalent to J = I w hen only 
the low six bits arc used). 

You can continue this experiment by 
trying different formulae in line 50. or 
changing the program to fill the memory 
with different types of sequences of values. 

Sound commands in Basic 
BEEP 
wavelength ii to 65535 
number of cycles 11 to 65535 
volume 11 to 63 

The BEEP command produces a note whose pitch and duration are determined 
by the wavelength and number of cycles. A low number for the wavelength gives 
a high-pitched tone. Higher numbers give lower pitch, and very high numbers 
produce a series of separate clicks. 

SOUND address 
delay between outputs: 11 to 65535 

The SOUND command converts the contents of the computer’s memory from 
the specified address onwards into noise, ending when it finds a zero in the 
memory. 
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£39 95 

‘WORK STATION’ V DE-LUXE VDU OPERATORS CHAIR 
FULLY ADJUSTABLE SEAT, FULLY 
ADJUSTABLE SPRUNG BACK AND 

_ UPHOLSTERED IN RICH BEIGE 
TWEED COFFEE’ FRAME, TWIN 
WHEEL CASTORS OPTIONAL 
SUPPLIED KD. ASSEMBLED IN 

SECONDS. 
^ Video 1: Seat height 410 560mm on glides 

Video 2: Seat height 450 600mm on castors 

^ £29 95 £29 95 
PROFESSIONAL WORK STATION WITH COFFEE FRAME. TEAK MELAMINE 
WORKTOP AND COURTESY PANEL AND CASTORS FITS ALL LEADING MICROS 
Model A: 610mm deep. lOlOmm wide, 695mm high 1 Supplied K D 
Model B: As above + 305mm x 1010mm upsland / Assembled in minutes 

J To: WORK STATION FREEPOST, PROSPECT 
MILL, HINDLE STREET. DARWEN, LANCS. 
Tel: 0254 775727 

| Please send me: 

□ Model A (n £39.95 + £4.95 p&p 
□ Model B (a £49.95 + £4.95 p&p 
□ Video 1 (n £29.95 + £3.95 p&p 
□ Video 2 (a £32.95 + £3.95 p&p 

Please allow 14 days for delivery 

I enclose cheque/postal order payable to: 

WORK STATION’ for £- 

Or: please charge my Access account no. 

PUT EARS ON YOUR APPLE . . 

VOICE INPUT MODULE 

CUSTOM MADE 
INTERFACE CABLES 

AT TRADE PRICES 

DESCRIPTIONS: 

16 Channel Spectrum Analyzer 

6803 High Speed Processor 

8K Byles RAM. 4K Bytes ROM 

Utility Diskette With- 

Vocabulary Builder/Editor 

Vocabulary Trainer 

Recognition Software 

Vocabulary Tester 

Merge Vocabularies 

Changes Vocabulary 

11 Application Vocabularies 

Microphone, users' manual 

and all necesary cables and 

Local Environment Control 

Data Input and Retneval 

Control Systems 

Games and Entertainment 

Word Processing 

Industrial Automation 

Business 

Education 

Programming 

Price 
£899 Inc. VAT 

We can supply interlace cables to suit all your requirements 
at unbeatable prices 

3m RS232 Screened cable.£19.50 
+ 70p per additional metre to any length 

Professional quality DYSAN & BASF diskettes 
per box 10 51/4' 

DYSAN BASF 
SSSD.£25.70 £17.50 
SSDD £29.00 £22.00 
DSDD.£36.50 £25.50 
DSQD .£47.00 £31.00 

Scotch DC300A V*" data cartridges.£17.00 
KDS TeleVideo 950 compatible VDU.£650.00 

A WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 

SPECIAL OFFER. . . FREE linear word processor 
with every order over £30.00 

C.G.D. LTD 
181 Lower Richmond Road, 
Richmond, Surrey TW9 4LT. 

Tel: 878 7661 

ACCESS orders welcome Prices exclusive of VAT Postage free 
Write or phone for full details of all our products and services 
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I PCN PRO-TEST 
SOFTWARE 

Max Phillips asks whether Digital Research's Personal Basic is a dream interpreter. 

Personal Basic talks 
your language 
It's not every day you meet a brand new 

shiny Basic. And when you do. you can 
expect to spend weeks delving into its 

weird, wonderful and frequently murky 
depths. 

But not wit h the new £ I (Ml Personal Basic 
from Digital Research. Personal Basic is 
an interpreter for CP/M-86 systems, and 
you’d find it hard to tell from Microsoft 
Basic if you met it on a dark night. 

It might seem odd to launch a new Basic 
that’s more or less the same as an old Basic. 
The story begins long, long ago. in a galaxy 
far away . . . Digital Research used to 
supply operating systems (CP/M) and 
Microsoft had the Basic to go with it. 

More recently, there's been a little strife 
between the two companies and their 
16-bit operating systems. CP/M-86 and 
MSDOS. At some point during this fabled 
clash Microsoft quietly withdrew support 
for its Basic under CP/M-86. 

In terms of the story. Microsoft just 
pulled out the rug from under its rivals. 
Even now, people still feel the need for 
Basic. The answer had to be a new 
supported CP/M-86 interpreter. One that 
wouldn't alienate the hundreds of pro¬ 
grammers who grew up on Microsoft The 
answer had to be Personal Basic. 

Features 
PB (must we call it that?) is the equivalent 
of Microsoft's standard Basic 86 or 
MBasic. It's written in BCPL, and ran with 
around 43K of free memory on the review 
IBM PC. Apart from a few oddments, the 
only major additions are a range of unusual 
debugging tools. 

Personal Basic will do tricks like single 
stepping programs, on-entry syntax check¬ 
ing and so on. The emphasis is not on 
program performance but on program 
development. 

And the emphasis is in the right place. 
Personal Basic is for the casual program¬ 
mer and novice. DRI has CBasic as its 
‘professional’ tool. So PB should be easy to 
learn and easy to use. It is. . .toanextent, 
but the opportunity to go the whole hog 
and provide masses of disk-based develop¬ 
ment utilities — global editors, cross 
referencers and so on — has been missed. 

Personal Basic doesn't have support for 
modern developments such as graphics, 
sound and keyboards with function keyson 
them, so there’s a horrible feeling of 
working with a powerful and expensive 
machine with your hands tied behind your 
back. 

But you can get round this, just like 
people do with Basic 86. You have OS 

Ok old demo 
Ok list 
List of DEMO.BAS 

goto 20 

print i 

goto 20 
it* i<11 then 
ii i<1l then goto 20 

configure routines that set character sets 
and keyboard definitions. BLOADed 
graphics support and fancy BIOSes with 
lots of PRINT CHR$. Thanks a million. 

What people need these days is a Basic 
that supports the hardware it's running on. 
like Microsoft's GWBasic. developed for 
the IBM. does. GW supports sound, 
graphics, communications, joysticks and 
soon and soon. 

Personal Basic has none of these — not 
yet. So meet Son of Personal Basic. PB2 isa 
new version of the interpreter scheduled 
for November. It will provide compatibil¬ 
ity with GWBasic under the Digital 
Research GSX graphics standard, but 
though it may be right, it is also going to be 
late. 

The review copy was minus its packag¬ 
ing. but the format will be the usual DRI 
A4 plus binder manuals — and hopefully a 
nice, shiny box. 

Documentation 
PB scores in documentation, and not just 
for its standard and complete reference 
manual modelled closely on Microsoft's 
documentation. PB comes with a tutorial, 
and this is a vital part of any Basic 
interpreter and a dreadful omission from 
Microsoft's stuff. 

The tutorial is spot on. It’s not the kind of 
patronising kiddy thing you get with a 
home computer. but a straightforward and 
sensible text. It’s ideal for the sort of 
serious newcomer who might meet PB. 

My only quibble is that it stops short, 
with more complex topics being run over 
into the reference manual. Fortunately, 
the reference work is in the same easy¬ 
going style as the tutorial, and DRI has not 
fallen into the trap of having a gap between 
tutorial and reference works big enough to 
swallow users whole. 

Getting started 
Booting Basic couldn't be simpler, as 
because Personal Basic has no machine 
dependence, it doesn't need to be instal¬ 
led. You just type BASIC and hit return. 

There doesn't appear to be any of the 
magic command line options you can use 
when starting Microsoft Basic. This is good 
in parts, as you don't have to reserve space 
for random file buffers bigger than 128 
bytes (/S: under Microsoft). PB can do all 
this dynamically, up to a 4K record buffer. 

Unfortunately, you can't include a 
program name on the command line and 
get Basic to load and autostart the program 
for you. and experiments with SUBMIT 
failed to fudge this. It's a serious drawback 
wherever there are normal people trying to 
use your programs. 

In use 
If you've used Microsoft Basic, it won't 
take long to adapt. Features and perform¬ 
ance are both closely matched. The 
important differences arc for develop¬ 
ment. 

PB names its programs — you can 
include a file name after NEW and PB will 
remember it. It appears on LISTings and 
you can type just SAVE to save your 
program. SAVE won't overwrite an ex¬ 
isting file, but you've got REPLACE, and 
this will. Typing REPLACE every ten 
minutes or so is an easily picked up and 
healthy habit. 

Programs are loaded from disk using 
OLD rather than LOAD. Quite why this 
arcane word has re-emerged is unclear. 
Most of tomorrow’s Basic programmers 
will associate OLD with recovering NEWd 
programs. Acorn style. 

As you enter lines. PB checks them for 
syntax. You get the polite ‘Something is 
wrong’ message plus a helpful omission 
mark under the offending characters if you 
make a mistake. 

But even if the line is wrong. PB accepts 
it. When you LIST the program, offensive 
lines have a question mark beside them. 

This unique and apparently strange feature 
is a lot better than it first seems. You can 
give a listing to a non-programmer, and 
say. ‘type that in'. The typist can bash in the 
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The new 
TI Professional Computer. 

If you want the business edge, 
it’s the answer. 

Today’s business manager is 
faced with a world of questions, 
often tough. Questions about 
productivity. Cost control. And the 
bottom line. 

To help you come up with 
sharper answers and alternatives, to 
give you the business edge, we intro¬ 
duce the new Texas Instmments 
Professional Computer. The one 
with the power, the expandibility, 
the easiest-to-use keyboard, 
extremely high resolution graphics, 
and a broad array of software. 

All the leading operating sys¬ 
tems and programming languages 
are available. You can use many 

popular application programs from 
the best software suppliers to help 
you create spread-sheets, do word 
processing, construct graphics, 
communicate with other data bases 
or create your own. 

All of which lets you control 
assets, manage your time, and make 
projections for tomorrows 
performance - today. 

And for a clear “hard copy” 
printout of information, you can 
rely on the new 850 Series printers, 
made by Texas Instruments 
especially for the new TI 
Professional Computer. 

The TI Professional Computer 

helps you make better business 
decisions based on better 
information. With the performance 
and reliability you expect from TI. 

In short, it’s the answer. 
For full information phone 

0234 223000 or write to 
Texas Instruments, Manton Lane, 

Bedford MK41 7PA. 

Texas ^ 
Instruments 

Creating useful products 
and services for you. 

System Unit 
16 bit. 8088 microprocessor 
64K byte RAM. expandable to 256K bytes 
4K byte graphics display memory 
5-slot expansion bus 

Keyboard 
Specially designed low profile 
Popular typewriter layout 
97 keys, including 12 function keys 
Separate numeric keypad and cursor control 
clusters 
Tactile response, for quick positive entry 
Upper and lower-case letters 

Display Units 
12 inch monochrome (green phosphor) or 
13-inch full-colour. 25 lines x 80 columns 
High resolution. 720 x 300 pixels 

Mass Storage 
Built in 320K byte diskette standard 
Additional internal storage of 320K byte 
diskette, or 5 or 10 Mbyte Winchester disks 
optional 

Communications Options 
TTY. 3780 
3270 SNA stand alone 
3270 BSC and SNA cluster 

Operating Systems 
MS- DOS Digital Research" CP/M-86® 
and Concurrent CP/M -86!" UCSD p System* 

Languages 
BASIC. COBOL FORTRAN. Pascal 

Applications Software 
Over 100 programs available from the most 
popular software vendors such as Microsoft. 
Ashton Tate. Micro-Pro. IUS. Sorcim. MPSL. 
Lifeboat and others 

Printers 
150-cps TI 850 Series for most applications 

FOOTNOTES MS OOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation CP/M 86 and Concurrent CP/M-86 are trademar ks ol Digital Research Inc UCSD p system is a 
trademark of the Regents ol the University of California 



<27 program, ready for the programmer to 
come back. LISTit. and correct any errors. 

Debugging is great fun under Personal 
Basic. TRON and TROFF provide the 
usual line number trace, and you’ve also 
got TRACE and UNTRACE, which lists 
the line to be executed as well as its 
number. These two can be selective. Ifyou 
specify a list of line numbers with the 
commands, only those lines count in the 
trace. To avoid confusion, lines which are 
selected for tracing are flagged with a *t' in 

LISTings. 
FOLLOW and UNFOLLOW (Yuk!) 

print out variables and their values 
whenever they change. Programs arc 
interrupted with Control-C. but this 
doesn't return you to Basic's command 
level. Instead, you land in ‘break mode' 
prompted by Br. The other way into break 
mode is to use the helpful BREAK and 
UNBREAK (Double yuk!) BREAK lets 
you specify break-points at certain lines in 
the program. Breakpoints are flagged in 
LISTings witha'b'. 

What can you do in BREAK mode? 
Anything you like. Most of the commands 
you'd want to use while debugging work as 
normal. You can list bits of program, print 
variables, fiddle their contents and so on. 

CONT resumes execution of the pro¬ 
gram. STEP lists and executes the next 
line. Even aged Basic hacks will have fun 
with this. If the program hangs, you can hit 
Control-C and then STEP round the 
offending loop. But newcomers who learn 
on Personal Basic will have problems 
working with levscr things. 

Talking of lesser things, there's the line 
editor, and this is the weak link amid all 
these wonderful new tools. It'sopc of those 
horrible nasty old serial-based line editors, 
and not a good one at that. You get into it 
with EDIT, or by pressing Escape if you 
want to edit the current line. It'salso worth 
complaining that you can't automatically 
retype the last command. The line editor 
prompts with Ed (not a reassuring choice) 
and lists the line to be edited with the cursor 
below it. You space along the line, blindly 
wreaking havoc with a set of Microsoft 
style single letter commands. 

Behaviour is unusual. To insert, you 
type T followed by the characters to insert 
and a return. But be warned — I inserts 
before the character above it. not after it as 
on almost all similar editors. Typing X 
return leaps onto the end of the line being 
edited rather like X under Microsoft's 
editor. And you can’t edit line numbers in 
order to copy lines. Curiouser and 
curiouscr. 

There is an excuse for having a serial 
editor. But it’s not a good one. Obviously, 
if you are working with a teletype for a 
terminal (teletype: elderly VDU with 
paper where the glass should be) you can't 
provide fancy on-screen editing. 

But of course, more than 90 per cent of 
CP/M-86 users have screens—usually with 
fancy graphics. And there's no reason why 
there shouldn't be two editore. either as a 
switch in the Basic source for different 
machines or simply two commands in the 

| finished product. 
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PB also won't let you have lines longer 
than one screen-line unless you personally 
put in the Line-feed. And one last moan 
. . . RENUM uses a disk file as a scratch 
pad. It's very unusual for a renumber to 
need this. I wouldn't mind, but PB forgets 
to delete the file (BASK.WRK) after¬ 
wards. 

Error messages are remarkably clear 
and helpful. But ‘you cannot divide by O' 
should be fatal. PB prints a warning, and 
continues happily with the program. It's a 
dangerous (if not fatal) error on the part of 
the designers. 

There are a few extras in the language. 
LOG 10(X) is a quick way of writing 
LOG(X)/LOG( 10). FLOAT converts an 
integer into a single precision number. 
There are a few extras in the language. The 
OScommands DIR and ERA arc available 
from Basic. ERA erases files even though 
the Microsoft equivalent of KILL is also 
there 

DIR is a sore point. Microsoft Basic uses 
FILES — a command not present in 
Personal Basic — to list the directory. It's 
possible to use FILES AS MBasic to list 
files which fit the file specification in AS. 
Under PB. DIR AS searches the directory 
for a file called AS. so there could be 
conversion problems here. 

The only other point that might cause 
trouble is that there are differences in the 

floating point accuracy. Programs which 
rely on maths may give different results. 
But then it is the programmer’s fault if he or 
she is careless enough not to be wary of 
floatingpoint maths. Bcyondthat Personal 
Basic is everything you heard it would be. 
A 16K Microsoft Basic. 

Verdict 
Personal Basic is a real success, and 
newcomers and casual programmers will 
enjoy its extended development aids and 
friendly documentation. But it's a shame 
that we'll have to wait for graphics support 
and a real pity that the line editor is a mess. 

Personal Basic fills a hole now ... a 
carcd-for Basic under CP/M-86. Hopeful¬ 
ly. come November, the shortcomings will 
be removed. 

RATING 
Features 

Overall value 

Name Personal Basic Application Basic 
intcrprcier System < P/M-86. MP/M-W. Price 
tionPuMalwr Digital Research Format Disk 
Language H CPI Outlets Selected 
manufacturers and dealers 

HOW PERSONAL BASIC COMPARES 

Personal basic line editor commands 

A Ignore changes and restart edit 
[n)C Replace n characters with characters following C 

[n)D Delete characters 
E End edit. Same as ‘return' 
Escape End insert 
H Delete from cursor to next line feed then enter insert mode 
I Insert the characters following I 
N Delete characters up to the character following K 

L Cursor to left of line 
Q Quit edit without changes 
R Cursor to end of line 
S Moves cursor to next occurrence of character following S 
X Moves cursor to end of line and enters insert mode 

Personal Basic extensions 

BREAK DIR ERA FLOAT FOLLOW LOG 10 OLD 
REPLACE STEP TRACE TRON TROFF 

UNBREAK UNFOLLOW UNTRACE 
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QUESTION 
WHERE CAN I BUY 

NEWBRAIN A’ 32K FOR £268.00 
NEWBRAIN ‘AD’ 32K FOR £298.00 
SINCLAIR ZX81 IK FOR £48.00 
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 16K FOR £99.00 
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 48K FOR £129.00 
ORIC-I 48K FOR £168.00 
SINCLAIR ZX PRINTER FOR £39.00 
SINCLAIR ZX81 RAM PACK FOR £28.50 
SEIKOSHA GP-250X PRINTER FOR £260.00 
SEIKOSHA GP-100A PRINTER FOR £215.00 
BMC BM12E GREEN MONITOR FOR £100.00 
SANYO SCM12H GREEN MONITOR FOR £100.00 
SANYO SCM12N GREEN MONITOR FOR £85.00 

CARRIAGE: 1 item £4.00, 2 items £3.50 each, 3 items £3.00 each, 4 or more FREE 

ANSWER:- 

l^dag85s22S!!S5SSEIiSS 
FOR ACCESS BARCLAYCARD PHONE ORDERS, 

PLEASE RING (0532) 449722 
MICROCELL COMPUTER SYSTEMS. 44 NEWBRIGATE, LEEDS 1 

FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST 

TOTAL E 
♦ CARRIAGE f 

TOTAL ENCLOSED C 

: Q PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO 
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OSBORNE Double Density <5J< 
EPSON FX80 £4933 <$7 

£1425* 

OSBORNE 80 AT 
Column Double 
Density EPSON <</ 
FX80 £2433 
£1625.^™” 

r FREE DATABASE 

PACKAGE FOR ALL 

^ ORDERS RECEIVED 

^ BY JULY 31st 

• Prices + VAT 
& Delivery 

CjT AUTHORISED OSBORNE MAIN DEALERS 

A/eurf2\ PlDbiub':* 
Mtomors 

Buy from the NewBrain Specialists 
NtwBriin Models A and AD 1 

Expanded NewBrain systems f call for prices 
All the leads, cables etc J 
Software Technical Manual fbO 

Printers Epson FX80. RX80. Shmwa CP80. Juki 6100etc 
From €789 • VAT 

Recorder SanyoOR 101 DataRecorderC39 ♦ €5 85VAT 

NewBrain Software Selection 
BRAINZAP ASSEMBLER (W) An interactive assembler/editor 
opening up the world of Z80 machine language E9 95 
MONITOR IW) The memory manager Examine, alter, fill. move. 
dump. save. load. run. print, convert, etc. E8 00 
DISASSEMBLER <WI Unravel the secrets of the NewBrain s ROM 19 95 
DATABASE IGI Includes sort and search on any field, and 
many other useful features €19 95 
CHESS I Gr I The one you've been waiting for' €14 95 
LIFE SEARCH IW) (Adventure) Fills the NewBrain and can 
take two lifetimes to solve1 €9 95 
BRAINTEXT (Wl An easy to-use and very practical W/P €1? 00 
STAR TREK IWI Rid the Galaxy of the Kl.ngon menace 
if you can! €9 00 
QUADRAX/SPACE BATTLE (Gr) Two for the price of one €9 95 
BRAINWRITER (B) All the W/P features you’ve been waiting for' €34 50 
LOAN & MORTGAGE (W) Vital information for savers 
and borrowers €9 95 
9 HOLE GOLF IW) Random holes Fairways and 3-D 
putting. (Variable wind) €7.00 

Key to Software suppliers 
B Brainwave. G Gemini. Gr Grundy. W Watkiss Computers 

Please wnte/phone lor full lists of NewBrain hardware Bt software etc 

AUTHORS - DO YOU HAVE A PROGRAM WE MIGHT SELL? 
MAIL ORDER - F ree delivery for orders over €5 
To obtain your NewBrain etc, ring us on Stevenage (0438) 817439 
l Access accepted) or send cheque/PO/Access number to 

ANGELA ENTERPRISES 
4 Ninmngs Lane. Rebley Heath. MM 
Welwyn. Herts AL6 STD ^ 

Spectrum 
£4.95 

THE WIZARD S WARRIORS: A fast moving 
game that matches developments in your 
skill as a player by becoming increasingly 
more devious. By offering to you the full 
range of options you can chooee how to control 
your warrior throught the maze. A full 
implementation of this program enables such 
features as a continuous series of sound 
effects, arcade quality graphics, double-point 
scoring, and-for the very artful-bonus lives 

FORTH: A full implementation Ideal for 
writing fast moving arcade type games 
Allows the full colour and sound facilities of 
the Spectrum to be used Future Microdrive 
enhancements will be made available. 
ADVENTURE ONE: Features a save game 
routine as the game can take months to 
complete 

'A remarkably good version well 
worth the money ..Sinclair User... 

MAZEMAN: A fast action me game that 
reproduces the spirit of the original 
'..ts very accurate and fast.’ ..Which Micro'... 

CHESS 1.4: Ten levels of play with this mJc 
program 
Good graphic screen display. 

'In a class of it’s own.’ Your Computer. 

INVADERS: Very fast me action. Includes 
mystery ship and increasingly difficult screens. 

Spectrum 
£4.95 

ZX81E4.45 
ZX81 £5.95 

7 MAES AFALLEN, BOW ST.. DYFED, 
SY245BA_ 

24hr Ansaphone 0970 828851_ 

l®1 A 1 X JI 
1 * 
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PCN PRO-TEST 
SOFTWARE 

Machine code takes you to the heart of your micro. Ted Ball grapples with an assembler and Toolkit. 

Into the Spectrum Astron is a Z80 assembler and editor 
for the Spectrum, and can be used on 
a 16K or 48K machine. 

There are three parts to Astron: a small 
Basic program, and two machine code 
programs — the assembler and the ‘Tool¬ 
kit/Editor’. In the 48K version the two 
machine code programs are loaded 
together, but a 16K Spectrum does not 
have enough memory to hold both of them, 
so you have to keep reloading when you 
want to change from one to the other. 

Features 
Assembly language source code goes 
into REM statements in lines of Basic, and 
you can type in and edit the source code 
using the Spectrum’s Basic editor. 
Astron’s Toolkit/Editor gives you extra 
editing facilities, including searching for 
and replacing strings in the source code, 
copying, moving and renumbering blocks 
of lines, and auto line-numbering with 
REM for entering source code. 

The assembler accepts standard Zilog 
opcode mnemonics, but is very limited and 
non-standard in the syntax that it will 
accept. Labels must begin with a capital 
letter but otherwise can be of any length 
and include any characters, but upper and 
lower case letters in a label are not treated 
as distinct. So, for example. FRED and 
Fred are the same label. 

Because any sequence of characters 
beginning with a capital letter is regarded 
as a label, opcode mnemonics and register 
names in operands must be in lower case. 

Numeric constants may be in decimal or 
hexadecimal. but hex numbers must be in a 
non-standard form, beginning with 
instead of beginning with a decimal digit 
and ending with ‘H’. Binary and octal 
constants, required by the Zilog standard, 
are not allowed. 

The biggest limitation, however, is that 
no expressions can be included in 
operands. 

Astron allows a few directives, org. 
datab, dataw (instead of the usual defb and 
defw).defs, defm, and equ( which has to be 
used in the form of equ 100 CONST, 
instead of the usual CONST equ 100). 

There are many more non-standard 
details in Astron. and all the advanced 
features of the Zilog standard — macros, 
conditional assembly etc — are missing. 
However, these advanced features are 
rarely found on small machines and no 
assembler for the Spectrum includes them. 

On the positive side. Astron does allow 
you to assemble a program into a different 
area of memory from that in which it will 
run. so you can assemble a program to run 
at addresses used by the source code or the 
Astron machine code, and you can assem¬ 
ble a large program in sections, carrying 
over part of the symbol table by using 
‘permanent labels'. 

Nmm Astron AeeAcattM Z»>as*emNcr$j 
ZXSpectrum. 16Kor48KPHe*£9 95* 
DK trollies l td I nn 2 Shire Hill Industrial 
Estate. Saffron Walden. EssexCB11 3AX 
Fat—1C assent Lafaf Basic and machine 
code (MM> Mail order and dealers 

IcP qq out_ 
Presentation 

The cassette provided for review was 
unlabclled. and as the IhK version is on 
one side and the 48K version on the other. I 
had to label the cassette for myself. 

The documentation consists of a small 
eight-page booklet which is mostly taken 
up with a description of the commands 
for the assembler and Toolkit functions. 

In use 
There was no problem loading the tape, 

and the program auto-runs when it has 
loaded. However, although the instruc¬ 
tions give a brief but clear explanation of 
the assembly and editing commands there 
is very little on the actual syntax required. I 
had to find out by trial and error what the 
assembler would and would not accept. 

The program has a main menu that you 
use to get the assembler, toolkit, and a few 
other functions, and a separate menu for 
the toolkit. Most of the functions provide 
their own prompts but in order to stop in 
the middle of a procedure you have to 
know how to break out of INPUT. The 
program does not ask for confirmation of a 
command, even when deleting lines. 

Most of the assembler and toolkit 

functions take you back into Basic when 
they have finished, so to continue you have 
to run the program again. 

There are several options for the output 
provided during the second pass of the 
assembly: you can get no listing, object 
code listed on the screen with or without 
scrolling after each screenful, or object 
code listed on the ZX Printer. The listing 
consists of addresses in decimal, object 
code in hex (an annoying mixture), and the 
source code, with directives and labels 
highlighted. All labels and their values are 
printed at the end of the listing. 

The assembler is reasonably fast — it 
took about three seconds to assemble 100 
lines with no listing, and about eight 
seconds with a listing on the screen. 

Reliability 
Astron provides very few of its own error 
messages and most of the error messages 
you get are the usual Basic messages. 

However the Basic messages arc related 

to the cause of the error. For example, 
when the avsembler stops becatise of an 
undefined label in an operand the message 
is ‘Variable not found'. The documenta¬ 
tion says nothing about the error messages, 
so you have to work out what they mean. 

There are several bugs in the assembler, 
and it will produce object code from invalid 
source code without giving an error 
message. 

The assembler's syntax-checking iscom- 
plctely inadequate, many bugs being due 
to HL. IX and IY being treated on the same 
footing throughout, although there are 
many differences in the way these registers 
can be used, and many more bugs are 
caused by the assembler skipping to the 
next instruction as soon as it has found 
something it can assemble. 

Verdict 
Although Astron has some good features 
in the assembly options and the toolkit, it 
cannot be recommended in its present 
form. Apart from the bugs, the numerous 
non-standard points in the syntax make the 
assembler unsuitable either for use while 
learning Z80 assembly language or for 
serious programming, and its inability to 
handle expressions is a serious limitation. 

The documentation is inadequate for a 
learner, even in conjunction with a good 
textbook, and experienced Z80 program¬ 
mers will have problems in finding out 
what the assembler will accept. 

RATING 
Features 
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Walter Knight finds the Brainwriter a justifiable expense for the Newbrain._ 

The Newbrain writes 
The Newbrain has a good deal of 

potential, but so far the support from 
software houses has not been great — 

perhaps because everyone has assumed 
that when disk drives and CP/M come 
along in a couple of months the market for 
dedicated software will dry up. 

Still, at least one software producer has 
come out with the goods for this neglected 
micro. Brainwriter, the newest offering 
from Brainwave Software, is a package 
which allows the unexpanded Newbrain to 
be used as a handy word processor with 
some fairly advanced facilities. 

Brainwriter is supplied either as an 
EPROM for installation in the Grundy 
expansion box. or on cassette. In the 
EPROM version, which I tested, there are 
three pages of up to 79 columns by 66 lines 
— in the taped version there are about two 
and a half. 

The difference is caused by the fact that 
the tape program occupies about 8K of 
memory. 

Features 
Once the program is loaded, a menu 
appears offering 12 options: Create docu¬ 
ment, Load and save it. Display and amend 
it. Print it. Format and re-format. Search 
for word. Search and replace. Right 
justify. Copy, Set printer speed, and Exit 
the program. 

Choosing option 1. Create document, 
invites you to format the fmt page, 
choosing left and right margins anywhere 
between the second and 79th column, and 
any number of lines up to 66 per page. You 
are then presented with an 80-column line 
of dashes, with the right and left margins 
marked as you have set them, and a 
flashing cursor in the ‘home’ position. 

All the keyboard functions arc avail¬ 
able. except that you cannot perform 
calculations, nor can you reach Basic from 
within the package. 

Printer control codes are inserted into 
the text following ASCII code 27. gener¬ 
ated by Keying Graphics/opening bracket 
(easier to do than to read about) When 
your page is complete, it can be entered 
into the memory with ‘Escape’ — or you 
can abandon it at any stage by keying 
Stop’, which prompts the question 'Do 

you want to stop y/n'. in case you have 
inadvertently hit ‘Stop’ at the end of a long 
page of text. 

‘Escape' eventually brings you back to 
the menu, where you can re-format the 
page by setting new margins or page- 
length. justify each line to the right-hand 
margin, replace any chosen word with 
another — it docs this automatically for all 
occurrences — send the page to the 
printer, or start another page. Text can be 
copied from one page to another, or from 
one part of a page to another part of the 
same page. 

Documentation 
Documentation comes in the form of a well 
written nine-page printout explaining all 
the control commands. The EPROM 
version comes with printed diagrams 
showing how and where to install the chip 
in Grundy's expansion box. This is a bit of a 
disappointment since although there are 
four vacant slots, the first three overwrite 
Basic, the operating system, and the 
graphics — which means in effect that you 
pay around £55 for a single slot. 

However, it does give you the program 
up and running just five seconds after 
switching on, and it does leave the cassette 
player free to load pages of text without 
constantly changing tapes. 

In Use 
Apart from the copying function, all 
Brainwriter's options are carried out on 
the screen in front of you. Re-format, for 
instance, sets up a blank screen to the new 
dimensions, and then writes the text to it 
letter by letter at about 120 letters per 
minute, pausing for word-wraparound to 
operate. 

Anything you have managed to enter to 
the left of the margin is lost by Re-format, 
as are any lines left over at the bottom of 
the page There is. however the chance to 
reject the re-formatted page by keying 
’Stop’, which returns you. via the menu, to 
youi original layout. 

All the functions certainly work, but 
some have drawbacks. I find the word- 
wraparound annoying, because it is slower 
in operation than my usual typing speed — 
so I am already part of the way into the next 
word before word-wrap has worked. 
Within its limitations — mainly a tendency 
to lose bits of text typed outside the pre-set 
margins — the Re-format function is 
effective, though slow in operation, and 
inclined to leave spaces at the beginning of 
lines where it has brought a word down 
from the line above. 

But the most serious drawback of 
Brainwriter for me. as a fast if inaccurate 
typist, is that the New brain’s normally 
quick response to the keyboard is very 
much reduced. This is apparently a 
function of the fact that cursor movement 
is handled by a subroutine. 

Constant GOSUBs and RETURNS 
stack up to slow the operation of the 
program down to the point where letters 
are missed from words typed in at any 
speed - producing, for instance, from the 
beginning of the previous sentence. 'Thi i 
pprety fnton' in place of This is apparently 
a function’. Very irritating if. like me, you 
arc the kind of typist who looks more at the 
keyboard than at the screen. 

However, this stack can be deared by 
keying ‘Stop’, and then answering No to 
the prompt — and the advantage of the 

system is that it neatly overcomes one of 
the Newbrain’s resident bugs, which is that 
using the insert' function further than 24 
lines down the page causes the screen to 
dance a maddening jig before settling 
down to display the line you are working on 
at the bottom of the screen, no matter 
where it was when you started on it. 

For those who use a TV set rather than a 
monitor, this can put the line out of sight, 
so Brainwriter deserves praise for over¬ 
coming this Grundy design fault. 

Reliability 
Although I tried hard, mis-using Escape. 
Stop and Control keys. I could neither 
crash the program nor inadvertently lose 
the data. The only real weakness of the 
program seems to be the slow response to 
the keyboard. 

Verdict 
Overall, Brainwriter scores on its ability to 
manipulate text within and between pages, 
in any format, word by word, line by line or 
page by page. The no-nonsense 80-column 
display means that you sec your page laid 
out on the screen just as it will appear in 
print—which makes word processors of 50 
or so columns seem like toys by com¬ 
parison. 

The added facilities of Re-format. Right 
justify, and Search and replace are well 
thought out and easy to use. The prompts 
are all in plain English, and the most 
technical thing you will need to know to use 
it is the baud rate of the printer if you want 
to alter it from the pre set 9600. 

The most likely users of Brainwriter will 
be people who want to get into affordable- 
word processing w ithout laying out a lot of 
money. With a basic Newbrain costing 
around £234, a cheap printer for £250-£300 
and this package, you can be up and 
running for less than £600—not bad value 

Students, teachers, academics and jour¬ 
nalists should all be reasonably happy with 
it, and until the Grundy disk system comes 
along, Brainwriter does provide a cheap 
and available word processing system on a 
machine well suited to the purpose. 

Nmm UrainuTiii-i Application W ord processing 
package System Newbrain Price £41.40 
(EPROM) or £36 (cassette) PuMMmr 
Brainwave Software 2-3 Bclchamp Road. 
nibury-juxta-Clarc. Halstead. Essex. (0787) 
237 831 Format EPROM or cassette Outlets 
Mailorder 
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SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR 

^UEI Announce 
The Lowest Cost Daisywheel Printer 

Only E395+VAT 

i 
TEXTWRITER 

A Typewriter/Printer at a price you can afford 

• 1 years warranty • 75,000 Character Ribbon Life 

• 20 c.p.s. • 10, 12, 15 Pitch 

• Bold Print and Automatic Underline • Own Carrying Case 
• Logic Seeking 

LONDON A THE SOUTH 

COMPUTER PERIPHERAL SUPPLIES 
Unit 20. Stadium Way 
Battle Farm Trading Est. 
Reading RG36BX Tel:0734 418383 

MIDLANDS A THE NORTH 

TECHNICARE PRODUCTS LTD 
22 Sansom Walk 

Worcestershee Tel : 0906 29290 

Please send me further details 

Name 

Address 

Tel No 

Regional dealer enquiries welcome Local government liable 



ORIC MCP 40 
COLCXIR PRINTER 

t’s here, the exciting new 
ORIC MCP 40, Colour- , 

Printer. Packed with i 
quality ORIC featureal 

to start building^! 
your ORIC a 4 

ORIC 
ORIC PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LTD Coworth Park Mansion. Coworth Park. London Road. 

Sunninghill, Ascot Berks. SL5 7SE 

Superbly styled and quality engineered to provide 
4 colour hard copy, for home and business use. 

Just look at these leading features: 

• Quality hard copy on plain paper 

• Superb graphics and text capability 

• Prints 4 colours — Red, Green, Blue and Black 

• Designed to match the futuristic style of ORIC 1 

• Plugs straight into your ORIC — printer lead supplied 

The ORIC MCP 40 - Setting new standards in 
Micro Computer Printers. ORIC The Real Computer Systei 

ORIC products available from:- 
WH SMITH DIXONS GREENS LASKYS MICROC’ 
MICRO PERIPHERALS SPECTRUM COMPUTERS FOR ALL 

and hundreds of independent dealers. 



| ORKM16K! 
f VALUE PACK 1 

OR1C 16K plus £30* 

'worth of OR1C Software 

for ONLY 

, £129.95^ A 

FORIC-l 48K1 
VALUE PACK I 

OR 1C 48K plus £40* 

worth of ORIC Software 

for ONLY 

. £169.95 w j 

ORIC 1 16K & 48K Micros 
• Superb Styling 

• Ergonomic keyboard with 57 moving keys 

28 rows x 40 characters high resolution 

• Teletext/Viewdata compatible graphics 

• 6 Octaves of real sound plus HI*F1 output 

• Centronics printer interface and cassette port 

• Free user manual, cassette recorder lead and 

Driver game included. 

ORIC 1 Todays best value in real computer systems. 

To be launched within the next few 
weeks - the revolutionary 

ORIC 3 MICRO FLOPPY DISK DRIVES, 
with incredible access time and data 

storage capacity. 

Other peripherals to be launched this year... 

It is One's policy to continue to expand our 
product range, in order to offer our customers a 

c omprehensive. professional. Micro Computer 
system, at a realistic price. 

We believe that with the launch of our MCP 40 
colour printer, and our combined computer/software 
value packs, we will continue to lead the small micro 
market in both quality and value. 

'Titles rn.iv vary *ub|ect to availability but the approximate value will not. 

c Copyright ORIC PROtXJCfS INTERNATIONAL 1983 
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mmssm 
David Janda lights up as PCN 

The ZX81 
on-line Communications will probably be the 

next big area of interest in personal 
computing. 

Happily, you no longer require a 
sophisticated micro and expensive 
peripherals to communicate with database 
or mainframe computers. Cobra Market¬ 
ing has released the Quantum Jump, an 
asynchronous RS232 interface for the 
humble ZX81 which enables you to ‘hook 
up’ via an acoustic or hard wired modem 
(PCN issue 10. Peripherals) through the 
telephone system. And Cobra is soon to 
release an acoustic coupler for around £60. 

The Quantum Jump comes with some 
relevant Terminal Management System 
software. The hardware plugs on the edge 
connector at the back of the ZX81 and the 
cassette software turns the micro into a 
‘dumb terminal' for transmitting and 
receiving data at 300 or 1200 baud. Cobra 
does not guarantee the operation of the 
interface at 1200 — due. I imagine, to the 
slow screen-printing speed of the ZX81. 

The hardware comes as a small black 
plastic ABS box looking rather like a 
RAMpack. It has a male edge connector at 
the rear so the ZX printer or RAM can be 
added as well. The unit will not work with 
another printer. 

Three feet of cable leads from the 
interface to the plug, which can be 
connected to either a 3-pin DIN or 25-way 
D-type socket. 

"nieTerminal Management System 1000 
software supplied comes with a seven page 
manual describing the features and use. 
There is a variety of transmission formats 
available, and the software is very flexible 
considering its host computer. 

During operation you can scroll by line 
or flick through by page. The screen can be 
expanded to23 lines and lower-case ASCII 
can be transmitted. or text can be output to 
the ZX Printer. 

Although there is no 75 baud transmit, 
so you can’t dial up Prestel. you can use the 
300 baud service instead. The only oper¬ 
ational problem was that the machine 
tended to crash quite often, but this could 
be down to the early production software I 
was using. These problems will apparently 
be ironed out by the time the unit hits the 
streets. 

Cobra is setting up a service on Telecom 
Gold which will allow users to phone up 

and order items by Access and Barclay- 
card. I used the Cobra Quantum Jump to 
dial up the service. 

Before any service is used the software 
has to be set up by accessing the ‘front 
panel’ of the TMS software where such 
things as parity, scroll and page mode can 
be entered. The number of the service is 
then dialled and the receiver placed into 

used as a dumb terminal. Only upper case 
letters (and numbers) can be displayed on 
screen, but it is possible to send lowercase 
as well as control codes. 

Any receiving graphic or unrecognisable 
characters such as ‘(a ' will be printed as a 
graphics character. 

It is worth noting that many bulletin 
boards and mainframes ope;ate at 72 
characters per line and the ZX8I will 
‘wrap’ the words down onto the next line. 
This looks a little confusing at first but 
some services allow you tospccify what line 
length you’re using. 

Cobra says the Quantum Jump has given 

agree. Although interactive computing 
cannot be done, you can access the many 
bulletin boards and viewdata services. 

Before you decide to opt for com¬ 
munications. it is also worth bearing in 
mind the cost. A Quantum Jump will set 
you back £30. an appropriate plug £3 or £4 
and an acoustic coupler (the cheapest) £50 
to £60, totalling £80 to £90. You also have 
the costs of the various information 
services . . .beware, it can be expensive. 

Name Quantum Jump RS232 interface 
Computer /.X8I and ZX Spectrum Price £30 
Contact ( i>bra Technology. 378 Caledonian 
Road. Islington. London Nl. 
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Nearly 400 Programmes in stock 
including Imagine, Bug-byte, Llamasoft, etc. 

Ring for our Price List 

COMPUTERS 
Unit 19, Daniel Owen Precinct, Mold, CH7 1AP 

^ Telephone: Mold 56842 A 400 inc BASIC £149.95p 

. 800 £299. 

ATARI 48K LYNX £225 

VIC STARTER PACK£139.99p 
ORIC 1 48K £169.95p 

Phone Orders Welcome on 0352-56842 

NEXT DA Y DELIVERY A VAILABLE Please ring for details: 
I enclose cheque/P.O. for £_ 
or please debit my Access Card No. 

NAME_ 
ADDRESS 
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Barry Miles tests an eight-way ROM board from Jaytee, one of an attractively priced series. 

COMMODORE PIN-UP 
Fbr a number of years now, the empty 

sockets on the printed circuit boards 
of Commodore computers have been 

the subject of considerable interest. 
The first use was a source of satisfaction 

to the software producers, and an irritation 
to the users in many cases: putting a ROM 
in one of .the sockets gave security to the 
software producers. 

After a while other uses came along. 
Programmers' aids such as Toolkit were 
developed, and the availability of EPROM 
programmers and EPROMS at greatly 
reduced prices enabled many users to do it 
themselves. But there was a snag. The 
sockets were of low quality and were not 
designed for repeated insertion and re¬ 
moval. and after a few such manoeuvres, 
they became sloppy and unreliable. 

This opened the way for entrepreneurial 
activity, and a number of boards started to 
to appear offering peaceful coexistence to 
a number of EPROMS, some with manual 
switching and some under software con¬ 
trol. The maximum number of ROMs was 
eventually reached at eight per slot and the 
boards were rather expensive. 

Against this background it is encourag¬ 
ing to note that the price reductions 
prevalent in the industry at the moment are 
reaching this type of product. Jaytec 
Electronics, of Heme Bay. has come up 
with a range of such boards at very 
attractive prices, and in a variety of 
configurations to suit most people. 

The simplest board to use is the 
eight-way board controlled by a single- 
position switch which can be set into one of 
eight positions by means of a small 

screwdriver, or a strong fingernail. The 
board measures .V/i x 6in and is supplied 
with three self-adhesive feet with which 
you can stick the board in a convenient 
place inside your computer, or indeed on 
the table beside it. 

Construction 
The components are of good quality, and 
the Texas Instrument sockets used arc of a 
spring-loaded type which really click 
home. They are even able to grip firmly the 
legs of another socket. 

This sounds a rather strange idea, but 
one of the uses to which these sockets have 
been put is to install various brands of 
proprietory RAM. This has enabled peo¬ 
ple to put any program they like into the 
memory at locations Hex AOOO and Ilex 
9000, and also to put copies of any ROMs 
which they own onto a disk and load them 
into RAM at will, thereby reducing wear 
and tear on the sockets. 

These RAM devices are quite expen¬ 
sive. typically £60. and breaking a pin 
usually destroys the product. Cautious 
users are inclined to mount such devices in 
a carrier for safety. 

The only technical criticism I would level 
at the board tested is that the layout of the 
sockets is not consistent. 

My electronics engineering friends tell 
me that good practice insists that pin one is 
lined up consistently on any printed circuit 
board, even if this causes the tracks to be 
longer, and the board larger or double¬ 
sided. as a result. 

The Jaytee board has each row of four 
sockets lined up so that pin one is along the 

centre of the board. Thus if you move a chip 
from one row to another, you must 
remember to turn it through 180 degrees, 
otherwise you will reverse the polarity and 
destroy the chip. This is very serious, 
especially if we are talking about the 
protection ROM fora frequently used, and 
perhaps vital, program. 

Jaytcc does its best to warn you about 
this: the individual sockets each have pin 1 
clearly indicated with a white triangle, and 
a black blob of paint on the board close to 
pin 1 emphasises the situation, but I cannot 
help feeling that somebody will make this 
mistake, and once is too often. 

Additional products available, but not 
tested, are similar boards which are 
switchable in software through the user 
port, including ones with a facility to have 
one board connected to each of two 
sockets, and have the whole lot controll¬ 
able in software from the user port. 

Verdict 
The prices for these boards arc extremely 
low. and the producers deserve to succeed. 
Members of the Independent Commodore 
Users group even get a discount. 

With the reservation about the pin 
configuration, the products are highly 
recommended 

Nam Jaytcc ROMEPROM Pager Price i.26cx 
VA I Capacity up to 8 2716 or 2532 or 
equivalents Tetal capacity 32K, switched in 4K 
byte blocks Connection 12m 24 pin dip to 24 pin 
header assembly as supplied Sappitnr J.ivlcc 
Electronics Services. 4 Halford Close. Herne 
Bay. Kent. 022735254. 
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Barry Miles tells a baudy tale of Interface Systems’ new Printer Interface Buffer 

n the early days of microcomputing, 
users were more tolerant of hardships 
and irritations than they are now. We 

used to put up with integral VDUs which 
were at the wrong height for comfort, had 
barely adjustable brightness, and fuzzy 
characters. Similarly we put up with very 
noisy printers with the same stoicism. 

Things are changing now — users 
demand, if not comfort, at least conveni¬ 
ence. This applies right across the board 
and printers are no exception. Some 

want the fastest print obtainable, and will 
go for a good quality dot matrix printer 
working at. say. 160cps(the Epson FXKOis 
a good example). Others will want daisy- 

wheel quality. 
They will find speed is restricted, often 

to as low as 30 cps. or even 17. Now this 
poses problems in terms of throughput. If 
your printer is going to take half an hour to 
print something out. you often do not want 
the rest of the machinery to lie idle during 
that time. The better word processors 
don’t put you in this position. because they 
permit background printing, but this does 
not solve the problem if your particular 
computer does not support this, or if the 
program you are running does not lend 
itself to it. 

What is really required is a device to 
which the computer can dump its data at 
the fastest transfer rate the computer is 
capable of, and then send it to the printer at 
the rate at which the printer can cope with 
it. leaving the computer and disk drives 
free for some other task. 

This is perhaps more important in 
business situations where time is money, 
but even the enthusiast places a value on 
time, and wants to get on with the job 
rather than watch a printer do its thing. 
Even watching logic-seeking taking place 
loses its fascination after a while. 

Printer buffers do exactly this—it’s just 
like having an extremely fast printer 
hooked up to your machine. The data is 
stored in the RAM of the buffer, and off 
you go with some other task. Many printers 
have buffers of up to 16K built in or as an 

New buffer 
on station 
optional extra. This is often not so 
convenient as a separate buffer, because 
you may find that pressing the button on 
the printer to take it off has no effect until 
the buffer is empty. This is a bit sad if the 
reason for wanting to stop is for something 
important, like a paper jam, or an 
incoming phone call. 

Interface Systems of Bexhill on Sea has 
produced a series of buffers which should 
go a long way towards solving the problems 
I have mentioned. The designer of these 
products previously designed a sort of 
multiway buffer, which could connect 
'anything to anything'. but this led to a high 
price of around £350 and the average 
owner used only part of the circuitry 
available inside the box. 

Configuration swop 
The new approach is refreshingly sim¬ 

ple. The idea is to provide a buffer which is 
suitable for the user’s current configura¬ 
tion. and to be willing to do a swop when 
the machinery is changed. Thus you may 
start with a Centronics to Centronics 
parallel buffer. and later change it to IEEE 
to IEEE! 

The current model range includes 16K 
and 48Kcapacity. in Centronics to Centro¬ 
nics. RS232 to RS232, and IEEE to IEEE 
configurations. We tested the Centronics 
48K version. 

The device takes data from the compu¬ 
ter at a rate of up to 10.000 characters per 
second, and is both small and robust. It 
mcasures5 x 5.25 x 1.5in. and is very light. 
It comes with its own transformer, which is 
integral with a 13 amp plug and input and 
output cables of 0.5m and lm length 
respectively. Longer cables are available if 
required. The connections are of the usual 
36-way Centronics type. 

Other versions offering IEEE to Centro¬ 
nics, I EEE to RS232. RS232 to Centronics 
and Centronics to RS232 are in the 
pipeline, together with a full Duplex 
RS232. 

For the less technically minded reader, 
the bottom line is that, having got hold of 
the appropriate model for your machinery. 
you simply hook it up together, and switch 
on. The LED comes on and stays on if 
everything is OK, and away you go. 

The most interesting feature is that you 
regain control of your computer almost 
immediately. If you send 48K of data to the 
printer. and that at 30cps this will take your 
printer 30 minutes to digest. I find this 
extremely attractive, as someone who has 
recently disposed of a fast daisywheel in 
favour of a much slower one, principally on 
the grounds of less noise and more 
ergonomic satisfaction. 

There is a fully detailed manual, with all 
the technical data in it to enable you or your 
dealer to make sure that the device will suit 
your computer and printer, and to enable 
you to troubleshoot. The fact that the 
buffer is made in the UK and can therefore 
be changed here is an added advantage. 

I found absolutely no problems in 
operation, and recommend the product. 
The extra cost of t he 48K as against the 16K 
is only £30 plus VAT. and that seems a very 
small price to pay for being able to add 
extra data to the queue. 

Mama Printer Interface Buffer KaMlMtmr 
Interface Systems, Trenton House. 16 
Evcrsley Road. Bexhill on Sea, East Sussex 
TN40 1 HA. 0424 225656 Details Data transfer 
rate 10000 baud, dependent on computer 
capability Varalaaa Centronics parallel to 
Centronics parallel, others available Mae£139 
to £159 dependent on memory size 
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immbp 
The Tandy TRS-80 Model 100 offers real micro mobility. Richard King reports from a park bench. Almost as soon as I saw the Tandy 

TRS-80 Model 100,1 decided to give 
it what must be the ultimate test of a 

‘truly-portable’ micro . . . writing the 
actual review on the machine itself, 
unaided. The machine, I mean. 

I hereby swear that I wrote this entire 
text on the Tandy TRS-80 Model 100.1 did 
so stretched out on my sofa at home. on the 
Bakerloo line, in a cafe over lunch, and 
on a bench in Soho Square, among other 
places. 

It's an amazing sensation to be walking 
down the street, have an idea of something 
worth including in the review, and then and 
there to be able to switch on the machine 
and add it. Get some pretty odd looks, 
though, but it’s a great conversation- 
starter. 

Presention 
The machine comes in a substantial 
cardboard box with adequate foam pack¬ 
ing. Included are a large ring-bound 
manual, a small (and very useful) quick- 
reference guide, and a rather nasty 
leatherette carrying-case. This needed a 
pocket for the little book at least. 

The manual is to the usual Tandy 
standard. It's clear, tersely printed, in very 
wide spacing, and probably uses a lot of 
trees. Certainly, the two books do their 
job, especially the quick reference guide. 

This alone makes the machine com¬ 
pletely useable, even if not totally under¬ 
standable. I only collected the machine at 
2.30, and during the afternoon I used it to 
do a bit of fiddling, but didn't do anything 
much apart from clear up the garbage left 
over from the previous occupant. 

I don't normally expect to get really 
conversant with a new machine in less than 
a week (unless it uses stuff like boring old 
WS.COM), certainly not enough to do my 
job on it, but I soon felt sufficiently 
confident to have started writing this just as 
the nine o'clock news came on. 

Construction 
This is the first machine from Tandy which 
doesn't look (with some due respect) 
tatty. 

For some reason, voluptuous curves on 
an essentially rectangular box give a 
machine an air of cheapness, especially 
with certain colours, and more so if it’s dull 
silver. 

The Model 100 is considerably more 
angular than its precursors, and is moulded 
from black and off-white plastic. The keys 
are full-sized typewriter style, correctly- 
spaced and there’s a real spacebar for once. 

It is almost exactly the same size as an A4 
magazine (like this one), and about two 
inches thick. 

Like any real portable .there are sockets 
and hatches of all kinds, on all surfaces, as 
well as a couple of switches and a 
thumbwheel control for display contrast. 

The overall construction, while not 
being intended to be dolt-proof, seems to 
be quite sufficiently solid to stand up to the 
treatment which most delicate-but- 
portable equipment receives. 

Porta 
perfe 
The 8K by 8K RAM chips (top left) an 
the back of the keyboard shows th 

The main board is quite dosety packed, but there are more densely packed boards. 
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ction 
the display driven (bottom left) are package-type, while 
ten calculator-type microcircuits which drive the LCD 
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Screen 
The display is very impressive. For the first 
time in my experience of using portables. I 
actually felt that I was using a real machine. 
with a proper screen. Before I get jumped 
on, I am excluding ‘moveables’ ... the 
kind of portables that need mains power to 
work. 

There are eight lines of 40 characters, 
which isn’t that many after 80 x 24, but 
oddly enough, it doesn't feel at all 
cramped, even though it doesn't resort to 
horizonal scrolling. I think this is because 
320 chars is a pretty solid paragraph. A 

bigger screen would be nice, but not 
necessary. 

The major benefit of an LCD screen, 
quite apart from its being flat, is the fact 
that it gets more contrasty the brighter the 
ambient light; the reverse of the CRT, 
which is useless in bright sunlight. Certain¬ 
ly, it helps to have a good bright light over 
one shoulder when you’re using it. 

The actual characters are made up from 
a 5 x 7 matrix, arranged so that there are 
sort-of-true descenders. The actual dots 
are quite sizeable, larger than the Epson 
HX-20 with which this machine competes, 
so perhaps Tandy could have squeezed 
more, small characters in. I don’t think it 
would have improved it any. since the size 
chosen makes for comfortable reading 
even on a moving Tube-train. 

The character-set is very complete, with 
the usual ASCII set. as well as line and 
block graphics, lots of little doodly things 
including a telephone, a couple of little 
men and a house. a collection of mathema¬ 
tical symbols complete with real fractions, 
as well as a whole lot of vowels with 
accents. The total comes to 223 displayable 
symbols. 

Since the screen is a liquid crystal 
display, the speed of response is not 
particularly fast, but then it isn’t slow 
either. There's many machines driving 
TVs more slowly. 

Keyboard 
The keyboard is a pleasure as well. The 
touch is light, but not at all slushy, it has all 
the proper keys in sensible (but not 
particularly standard) positions. For ex¬ 
ample. the apostrophe is on an unshifted 
key on the far right. This will doubtless 
annoy some people, but it is very quick to 

use. 
In most other respects the keyboard is 

fairly ordinary, until you start using the 
GRPH. CODE or NUM keys, which 
effectively remap the keyboard, CODE 
and GRPH act as SHIFT keys, except that 
they produce symbols. There are. in fact, 
six completely different sets of characters 
produced by this machine, since the actual 
SHIFT keys work at the same time as the 
GRPH and CODE keys. 

The slightly odd (and marginally frus¬ 
trating) thing about the keyboard is that 
these symbols (which have perfectly good 
ASCII codes) are not produced by keys 
with related codes. This is because the 
arrangement of the keyboard is totally 
illogical (qwerty) whereas the graphics 

demand some kind of logical arrangement. 
For this reason, Tandy appears to have 

’moved' everything about to make some 
kind of sense. I can't argue with the idea, 
but I also wish it were slightly easier to 
remember where everything is. 

There are two locking keys, labelled 
CAPS LOCK and NUM the former 
needs no explanation, but the NUM key is 
really neat . . . unless it’s locked down 
when you don’t expect it. in which case. y64 
get a33 25nds 6f f4nny st4ff! 

What it does is convert a section of 
keyboard into a numeric keypad. The keys 
concerned are 7,8.9. U.I,O.J.K.L. and M. 
These produce 7.8,9.4.5.6.1.2,3. and 0. 

I don’t really need anything like this 
myself (and until Tandy produces some 
kind of spreadsheet, neither do many 
others) but it will be very useful for people 
who do a lot of number entry. 

There is a row of function-keys across 
the top of the keyboard, just underneath 
the screen. There are eight programmable 
ones, a set of four predefined ones, 
labelled PASTE. LABEL. PRINT and 
BREAK/PAUSE, and four cursor-keys at 
the extreme right. 

PASTE is used tocopy whatever is in the 
PASTE-buffer into the keyboard-buffer, 
as though it were being typed very fast. 
This may be done anytime, anywhere, 
which can produce some hilarious results. 
Shades of Lisa ... it works just like the 
clipboard. 

LABEL is used to toggle the command¬ 
line labelling. This uses the bottommost 
line of the screen to put up explanations of 
the current definitions of the eight func¬ 

tion-keys. 
PRINT will transfer the contents of the 

screen to the printer, and if shifted, will 
dump the whole file. 

Any operation may be temporarily 
halted by pressing the PAUSE key. but if 
you SHIFT it. the process will be termin¬ 

ated. 

Storage 
All over the place . . . that’s where. The 
Tandy Model 100 considers all output 
devices as forms of storage. You can store 
programs or data-files on the CAS: device, 

which is the tape, or you can keep them in 
the machine itself by using a device called 

RAM: 
For simple output, there arc the LPT: 

and LCD: devices, which arc the printer 
and the screen. About halfway in between 
the real storage and the (unreal. I suppose) 
‘copying’ devices lies the COM: device. 

This uses the RS-232 port on the back of 
the machine. Naturally, it could be used for 
a serial printer, but in view of the 
supporting software (of which more, 
later), it is mainly intended as a com¬ 
munications line. 

The reason I describe it as a kind of 
halfway house is because it can be made to 
act as though it were a device from which 
one can load-and-run programs. Normally 
a Comms line transmits data which is filed 
and then it can be EXECed into the 
BASIC. After that you type RUN or 46 ► 
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Backplane Backplane 
up to + up to 
3 cards 4 cards 

ZX Spectrum 
expansion— 
—start with one card 
extend up to seven cards! 
The pnce/computer power ratio of the Spectrum is tremendous 
but up to now its lacked one major thing compared with other 
Z80.48K computers costing many times more - expandability 

U-M»crocomputers have been the UK leaders in Apple 
Expansion cards but with the Spectrum we ve had to provide the 
means to expansion (3 and 4 slot backplanes) as well as the 
initial range 
USP-ADAP a back to back adaptor needed when you buy your 
first card and later for the backplane 
USP-BBP3 a buffered 3 slot back plane, meaning it won t 
mterlere with the Spectrums operation It will generally require an 
auxiliary power supply either home built or the USP-Power 
supply unit (available later) A side connector allows use of the 
ZX punter and microdnves 
USP-BPE4 - provides a further four slots after you have the 
USP-BBP3 
USP-PROT - Prototyping card - use to design and test your own 
circuits 
USP-232D - dual channel senal RS232 interface using the 
sophisticated and very powerful Z80DART chip Includes 
LPRINT and LUST patches and a terminal emulator program 
Baud rate 75-9600. full handshaking available Manual 50 pages 
USP-I/O - general purpose parallel interface using the versatile 
Z8OPI0 chip Use to connect to parallel printers, music 
synthesisers, plotters. D-to-A. and A-to-D. converters, relays. 
LED's. It provides two 8 bit input or output ports with 
4 handshake lines Manual 30 pages 
USP-CENT a kit for use with the USP-1/0 for Centronics 
compatible printers Includes cable from USP-1/0 and LPRINT 
and LUST drivers 

| KQ Spectrum Expansion 
make it easy on yourself 

Future plans 
We ve got a further 5 boards at the design stage and plans for 
more after that But our policy is not to announce until they are 
actually in production with stock on the shelves Sorry! 

U-Microcomputers Ltd., Winstanley Industrial Estate. 
Long Lane. Wamngton, Cheshire. WA2 8PR 
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whatever, and away it goes. 
On the Model 100 these intermediate 

steps may be automated. I didn't have time 
to get deeply into this area, but I strongly 
suspect that this is where much of the real 
flexibility of this machine lies. For exam¬ 
ple , you could send a program to the Model 
100 instructing it to send back a copy of the 
RAM: directory, then you could return a 
list of required files. This list could be saved 
as a RAM: file itself, and using it, the 
files could be chosen and transmitted. 

You can even do so at specified times, 
which again could be input at the remote 
terminal, sent to the 100, filed and used, 
then the time-file could be deleted. 

Expansion 
A considerable amount of expansion is 
built in; much more than you would think 
from taking a quick look at the outside. 

Almost the first thing you notice when 
you peer around the back is a pair of large 
sockets. One is labelled PRINTER, and 
the other RS232. There is also an 8-pin 
DIN socket for the cassette lead, and a 
well-recessed RESET button. 

On the left side is a plastic pop-off cover 
with the letters BCR embossed on it. 
Removing it reveals a 9-pin Cannon 
D-plug. and this is where the bar-code 
reader plugs in. 

On the other side is the power-socket, a 
normal low-voltage co-ax. of the type 
which often falls out and spends its time 
delivering 6 volts to the carpet. I n front of 
that is the thumbwheel adjuster for the 
screen-contrast, and the power switch. 
This last is almost flush with the surface, so 
that it won’t be switched on by mistake. 
Switching off is less dangerous, since any 
files are automatically saved by hitting f8. 

On the bottom are two hatches and a 
slider switch. The hatch at the back covers 
the battery-compartment, which takes 
four pcnlight cells, providing power for 
about 20 hours of continuous use of a 24K 
machine, and about 8 days of power for the 
RAM with the rest of the machine switched 
off. 

The front access-hatch reveals some 
much more interesting things . . . one's a 
damned great 40-pin DIL socket, which 
the documentation says carries the system 
bus, and the other is a 28-pin ROMpack 
socket, rather like the ones on HP-41Cs. 
This is for add-on ROMs. 

I am told that the system bus will be used 
to provide a connection to a larger box. 
probably with disk drives, but which will 
allow the machine to drive a TV or 
monitor. This will put the Model 100 in a 

class all its own. 

Operation 
If all that has gone before has whetted your 
appetite, then this section will cause 
permanent brain damage. 

In use the Tandy Model 100 is quite 
simply unbelievable! I know it isn’t very 
polite to say so, but for the first time Tandy 
has produced a machine which is actually a 
pleasure to use. In fact I'd say that it’s far 
better than anything else in its price range. 

When you turn on the machine, a 

directory of all RAM: files appears. At the 
top left there is a Visi-type cursor. Moving 
this around with the cursor-movement 
keys (just like VisiCalc) and pressing 
ENTER will select a file for use. 

There are three main kinds of files: 
system (BASIC. TEXT. TELCOM, 
SCHEDL and ADDRSS), text files, which 
havethesuffix DO (document) or BA for 
Basic, and machine-code files with the 
suffix. CO (presumably for .COM, d la 
CP/M). 

A very clever feature is the way that the 

Centra: Expansion bus connector and program 
expansion socket. Right: Battery hatch. Below 
(top to bottom): Bar-code wand socket; power 
switch, screen contrast and 6V socket; reset 
switch, RS232, Centronics and cassette ports. 

machine puts you into the correct environ¬ 
ment for the type of file. Selecting a file 
with the .BA suffix will drop you into 
Basic, and will then attempt to run the 
program. A bit of a pest when you know 
that the program isn't complete, but no 
more. 

Picking a .DO file will put you into the 
editor, and choosing a .CO file will just run 
it. 

The TEXT program is in most respects 
really good, as it should be considering it’s 
the most used piece of code in the machine. 
It is generally used as a straightforward 

editor, but it’s also used by the EDIT 
function of the Basic. 

When used for normal text, it is 
reasonably quick and simple. The whole 
screen is used, unless the LABEL function 
is on. and the special control keys such as 
DEL/BKSP. TAB and so on are fully 
active. Cursor moves may be done with 
either the cursor-keys on the top right, o 
by control key combinations. 

These latter are assigned such functions 
as 'move to top of text’, ‘move cursor to 
right end of line- and so on, but I confess 

that apart from moving to the top or 
bottom of text with W and Z. I didn't use 
them much, since the SHIFT key ’ampli¬ 
fies' the cursor-keys, making them do their 
normal jobs, only more so. 

So when unshifted, the cursor-left key 
moves one character at a time; when 
shifted, it moves one word at a time; when 
’controlled' it moves to the left end of the 
line. Up goes one line at a time; shift-up 
moves one screen, and control-up goes to 
the top of the file. 

The result is that these provide quite 
sufficient control to have written this 
review, edited it. decided to move bits 
around, without any need of the extra 
controls available. And I’m a messy writer 
... I usually write the middle bits in rough 
form, then the intro, then I fill in the 
middle, tack on the conclusion, go back to 

the middle again and fiddle with it until I'm 
happy, and finish up by rewriting either the 
first or last paragraph, or even occasionally 
both. 

That needs a really flexible and effective 
editor. 

This one is. My only complaint is that 
there doesn't appear to be any ‘search- 
and-replace' function. Find. sure, but you 
have to do the alteration by hand. For some 
reason I didn' t seem to miss it, which is odd, 
since I'd normally damn outright any 
editor lacking this. Don’t ask me why, I 
don't know. 

The thing I liked most about it, though, 
was the way that it automatically wrapped 
words so that they were not broken at the 
ends of screen-lines. Even more cleverly, it 
doesn’t do it in Basic. 

The Basic is pretty good. too. In most 
repects it’s a fairly normal Microsoft, 
complete with line and point drawing 
commands, single and double precision 
reals, and so on. It doesn't have WHILE 
. . . ENDWHILE, or REPEAT . . . 
UNTIL, but those are just handy and make 
for easier reading. They can be synthesised 
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perfectly well with loops and conditions, 
though they will be less legible. I admit. 

The differences come in the facilities 
added to it specially for this machine. 
There are. in particular, several interrupts 
generated by the function-keys, the clock, 
or the COM: device. 

These are used by an expanded ON 
command, so you get ON TIMES 
GOSUB. or ON COM GOSUB. which 
will jump you to a subroutine to handle it. 
The function keys do the same. and a subt le 
blend of these facilities, together with 
some elegant code to handle things, will 
produce a very powerful tool. 

I can’t say as much for the other ‘system’ 
programs. These aren’t exactly impress¬ 
ive. especially in view of the fact that an 
emulation of them, in Basic, would consist 
of about twenty lines. Admittedly pretty 

complicated ones, but still not a lot. 
Worse, two of them are in almost all 

respects exact duplicates of each other. I 
refer to SCHEDL and ADDRSS, the 
notebook and address book, respectively. 
What these do is allow you to search a file, 
and to print the result on either the screen 
or the printer (but not. as far as I can see, 
the RAM: COM: or CAS: devices). 

Neither of them allows you to add, 
change, delete or otherwise modify the 
data. If you want to do that, you call up the 
editor which has a perfectly good ‘find’ 
facility of its own. as well as the ability to 
send stuff to the printer. 

These two programs are a very feeble 
attempt at a filing system, which don’t do 
much between them apart from clog up the 
directory. A shame after the editor. 

There is a socket under the front 
underside access-hatch which takes ROM- 
packed software, and a Tandy spokesman 
suggested that such things as a good filer or 
a spreadsheet could be plugged in here. 

True, they could be, but I feel strongly 
that the aforementioned programs would 
be so widely used that they should be in the 

system, leaving the expansion socket for 
programs to do astral navigation, seismo- 
graphic analysis, or something. 

The TELCOM program isn’t the same as 
the other two, but it can’t be much bigger 
either, since most of it’s done by either the 
INPUT# file, variable-list or OUTPUT# 
file, variable-list commands, after a COM 
ON, which enables the communications- 
interrupt, and an OPEN “COM: con¬ 
figuration” which actually opens the line. 

The minor details of collecting the text 
from R AM:, or stashing it there as it comes 
in, are mere exercises. 

It’s worth saying (so I will) that a better 
program could be written by a reasonably 
good programmer in a matter of days. 
Tandy has proved that it can do it with the 
editor . . . what made it get so lax with 

TELCOM. ADDRSS and SCHEDL. 

However, all is not lost. With the superb 
facilities offered by this machine, it is only 
too easy to overcome this limitation by 
doing exactly what I’ve suggested . . . 
writing your own (highly sophisticated) 
filing, communications, or spreadsheet 
programs. The last would be a beast, but 
far from impossible, especially if the actual 
work can be done on a better development 
machine. Not that it couldn’t be done, just 

SPECIFICATION 

Price 

RAM 
ROM 
Text screen 
Graphics screen 
Keyboard 

Interfaces 
OS/Language 
Distributor 

Software included 

that the Model 100 isn't totally suited to the 
job. 

In sum, the software is good in parts. If it 
were to be augmented by a better 
file-handler and a spreadsheet it would be 
unbeatable. 

Another Tandy spokesman said there 
will be a spreadsheet, but that it’s destined 
for the expansion socket. Nice, but there 
goes my astral navigation program. 

Support 
All Tandy equipment is sold through its 
own shops, and is not available through any 
other outlet. This has its pros and cons, 
particularly if you don't happen to have a 
Tandy store near you. but it docs mean that 
you can get it attended to by any Tandy 
outlet worldwide. 

The level of outside support will depend 
very much on the amount and quality of the 
technical information available or squeez¬ 
able from Tandy itself. I would make the 
comment that this machine is bound to sell 
to a much wider audience than the 
company has reached before, so they 
absolutely must get away from the 'Well it 
works with Tandy equipment, and we 
neither know (nor care much) about the 
rest.’ attitude. 

This machine could sell very well among 
people who already have a perfectly good 
computer, and despite what Tandy im¬ 
agines, relatively few have the TRS-80 logo 
on them. But it will only do so if those 
people are absolutely dead sure that they 
will be able to get help in connecting it to 
their ‘home machine’. 

Verdict 
Given enough tries, anybody's going to get 
it right eventually, and with the Model 100, 
Tandy has. It isn't perfect, but it's a lot 
better than anything else around, and all 
the faults (by my reckoning) are in the 
support-software, rather than in the sys¬ 

tem itself. 
To enumerate. I would have liked a 

search-and-replace function in TEXT, a 
decent configurable card index instead of 
ADDRSS and SCHEDL, a more flexible 
TELCOM, and a spreadsheet if it isn't 
practical to build that into the FILER (and 
why should it be?). If it had those I could 
live happily with it as a portable extension 
to my home-base computer system. 

Come to think of it, even without the bits 
I want, I probably will anyway! 

£649 for 24K version 
80C85 running at 2.4 MHz 
8K expandable in 8K increments to a limit of 32K 
32K 
40 x 8,5 x 7 dot matrix 
240 x 64 
57 keys, 8 programmable function keys. 4 command keys. 4 
cursor keys 
Cassette or in RAM 
Centronics, RS232, cassette, bar-code reader 
Menu-system & Microsoft Basic 
Tandy (UK) 
Basic. Edit. Schedl, Addrss. Telcom 
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SPECTRUM 

Pass 
the ouzo 
Him Backgammon System 
Spectrum 16K/48K Wee £5.95 
PuMMmt I lewson Consultants 
0491 36507 Farm at Caw tie 
Language Basic 0(her rantawa None 
Out Ms Mail order 

There is no doubt that the best 
place to play backgammon is 

in a Greek taverna on a hot 
day with a generous supply of 
ouzo to hand, but due to a 
distinct lack of all three it is 
back to the trusty Spectrum to 
try and brush up the game. 

First impressions 
The tape from Hewson Con¬ 
sultants comes well docu¬ 
mented. with four pages of 
instructions on the insert, both 
about the game in general and 
this version in particular. 
While the rules are necessarily 
brief, there is certainly enough 
information for the absolute 
beginner to learn how to play, 
though if you want to know 
about tactics too. you‘11 need' 
to read up on the game. 

In play 
This version is purely you 
against the Spectrum, which is 
preferable to sacrificing some 
quality just to enable two peo¬ 
ple to play — if you have a real 
opponent you should be using 
a proper board, not the TV 
screen. But within that limit, 
the menu presents you with 

four options: a single game, a 
points series of up to nine 
games, a gambling series at 
£10 per game, each player 
starting with £200. or finally a 
demonstration game. 

On the right of the screen 
are the two large dice, while 
the information printed below 
the board shows the previous 
move as well as the current one. 

If you make an invalid move 
the computer points out exact¬ 
ly what was wrong, and sug¬ 
gests the move you might have 
made instead, if that applies. 

The counters are easily and 
quickly moved by inputting 
first the start point (lettered 
from A-Z) and then the num¬ 
ber on the dice. In deliberately 
trying to crash the program or 
get away with an incorrect 
move, my opponent never be¬ 

haved other than impeccably, 
letting me get away with no¬ 
thing. It offers you eight levels 
of play, the response time on 
the highest being as instan¬ 
taneous as the beginners' level. 

Verdict 
Given the confines of I6K. this 
is a good value game for those 
just learning Backgammon. 

The operation is smooth and 
clear, with plenty of time to 
study moves. 

But the more experienced 
player might prefer to look 
round for a tougher opponent 
— or book that holiday in 
Greece. 

Mike Gerrard 
RATING 
Lasting appeal 
Playability «««« 
Use of the machine 
Overall value ««« 

BBC MODEL B 

Hurricane 
Acorns? I Name Snooker Syrtam BBC Model 
B Price £9 95 PeMaber Acornsoft. 
4A Market Hill. Cambridge CB2 
3NJ, (0223) 316039 Fermat 
Cassette Outlets Acorn dealers 

With Acomsoft's Snooker for 

the BBC micro there is a strong 
temptation to spend most ot the 
game walking around the moni¬ 
tor stroking your chin and 
chalking an imaginary cue. If 
you can persuade a cigarette 
company to donate some free 
samples, so much the better. 
This game is a taste of the big 
time. 

First impressions 
The green ball. in order to stand 
out against a green table, is 
coloured light blue. The brown 
is pink and it throbs noticeably 
to enable you to distinguish it 
from the pink ball. The cue. 
which you construct by pressing 
the appropriate keys, grows in 
the direction of the shot rather 
than behind the cue ball. 

Snooker is short on visual 
prompts but the booklet covers 
most eventualities. The ones it 
omits present themselves soon 
enough. 

In play 
Snooker's cue is an implement 
of limited precision. Its length 
gives you strength in the shot, 
its angle gives you direction, 
and you can select topspin or 
backspin to actually play the 
ball. But the direction is not 
always exactly what you im¬ 
agine it to be, and your judge¬ 

ment of strength is practically 
useless because strange things 
happen when the cue ball 
strikes its object. 

Cannons of exaggerated vio¬ 
lence send balls all over the 
table from the mildest shot. 
Topspin and backspin are 
apparently transferred from 
the cue ball to the ball struck 
and the mayhem is even more 
pronounced. It is possible to 
play a subtle shot with great 
gentleness but this seems to 
have more to do with luck than 
skill. 

Otherwise the game pro¬ 
ceeds easily enough. Nomina¬ 
tion of colours is straightfor¬ 
ward; when you’ve potted a 
red. a bar at the foot of the 
screen shows you what has been 
pocketed, and token sound 
effects can be ignored. 

You can refine the direction 
of your shot by changing the 
order of commands with which 
you build your cue (or, presum¬ 
ably, by using a joystick — I 
used an ordinary keyboard). 

One quibble — when the 
white goes down you aren't 
allowed to determine where in 
the D to position it. 

Verdict 
This is a shadow of the real 
thing, but fun nonetheless. 
Over time its main shortcoming 
will be the difficulty of making it 
into a game where skill counts, 
but that will only really count 
against it with people who know 
how to handle a cue. For 
anybody else it is probably as 
good a way of mis-spending 

your youth as any. David Guest 

RATING 
Lasting appeal 

Playability «««« 
Use of machine 
Overall value 
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Pete Gerrard faces death by camel, droid, pod. meteorite. Black Rider and bore 

Commodore combat 
# 

This week it's time to take a 
look at a clutch of the latest 
arcade-action style games for 

the Commodore 64. 
Some arc good, some are 

undeniably had. while others 
are merely indifferent — but 
certainly, new releases for the 
64 are starting to come in thick 
and fast. Among the goodies 
arc Attack of the Mutant 
Camels. Gridrunner and Sha¬ 
dowfax: bad is Tank Atak. and 
merely indifferent is Rox 64. 

graphics, incredibly fast re¬ 
sponse. and an addictive quali¬ 
ty that will have you reaching 
again for the joystick before 
you can say Darth Vader. 

Attack of the 
Mutant Cam- 
els/romLIama- 

3 VJ E soft, is a gem! 
■™ " Enemy aliens 

have abducted some normally 
harmless camels, and turned 
them into 90ft high, ncutro- 
nium-shielded laser-spitting, 

death camels. 
As defender of the planet 

Earth, your mission is to des¬ 
troy these camels by setting 
your highly manoeuvrable 
spaceship into position and 
firing repeatedly at them until 
their neutronium shields are 
reduced to nothing and they are 
annihilated. 

As you’re doing this, they arc 
slowly marching towards your 
scanner defences, and if they 
reach them you are destroyed 
in a devastating display of 
graphical pyrotechnics. 

The camels, six per screen, 
have two main weapons. One 
fairly harmless missile wanders 
vaguely in your direction, and 
you can withstand four hits 
from that. The other missile is 
lethal. and homes in on you with 
frightening accuracy, taking 
one of your five lives in the 

process. 
Destroy all six camels, and 

you have to dodge a hail of 
rockets before progressing on 
to the next screen, where you 
find more camels. There are 31 
levels in all. and I defy anyone 
to get to the end without 
cheating. A brilliant piece of 
software, which shows just 
what the machine can really 
do. Great sound, stunning 
graphics, incredibly fast re- 
what the machine really can 

Another game 
from Llama- 

WM soft. which 
JH makes you 
^ wonder why all 

computer arcade games can¬ 
not be like these two. 

Upgraded from an earlier Vic 
20 game, it puts you in charge of 
the Gridrunner. a spaceship 
sent out to combat the invading 
hordes of enemy droids. 

The fast action all takes place 
on a grid, which features a 
variety of enemies out to des¬ 

troy you. 
The gridsearcher squads con¬ 

sist of linked droid segments 
and as they move across the grid 
they must be destroyed. Hit 
one. and the rest of the squad 
splits up into two smaller seg¬ 
ments. and so on until you have 
a number of individual droids 
whizzing about the place. 

Collision with these is lethal, 
but even when you hit one they 
have two final weapons. Any 
one you hit turns into a pod, 
which lodges itself on the grid, 
and these must be hit a number 
of times before final annihil 

ation. 
If left alone they gradually 

change shape until finally un¬ 
leashing a bolt of energy at you. 
This bolt is lethal, and must be 

avoided. 
Also on the rampage are the 

X-Yzappers. which roam about 
the boundaries of the grid, 
periodically firing bolts of ener¬ 
gy across it. Again, a hit from 
one of those is usually deadly, 
and another one of your five 
lives disappear in a cloud of 

vapour. 
With a bonus life achieved 

after successfully destroying 
every droid, you move on to 
the next level, and more 
of everything. 

There are 31 levels in all. and 
at the top level I can guarantee 
your destruction after about 
five seconds! 

Another fast and furious 
game, it’s difficult to grow tired 
of this one. It uses the power of 
the 64 to the full. 

J ' • V Alas for Super- 
soft, this game 

E7 p is a disaster. 
H yJ B Based on the 

" popular arcade 

game of usually the same name. 
it is hopeless. 

You are in front of a range of 
mountains, out of which come 
various machines bent on your 
destruction. Using very simple 
line graphics, tanks, pods and 
saucers come at you. and you 
must train your sights on them 
before shooting and hopefully 
destroying them. 

Points are scored for each 
one you hit. and a primitive 
early warning system tells you 
when more enemy are in range 

Slower than Geoff Boycott 
crafting a century. this game has 
no lasting appeal. Better sound 
can be obtained from the Spec¬ 
trum. and the graphics arc a 
joke. 

Forget it. 

Bmm The opening 
HI 
WM describes you 
JH as being in 
~ charge of lunar 

defences against a barrage of 
deadly meteorites. 

Your defence module is 
equipped with three lasers, 
which can fire vertically up the 
screen or diagonally to left or 
right, plus a special ‘panic 
button’, which you can use four 
times only in case of dire 

emeitenc) ( 
You survive for as long as you 

can. but each meteorite getting 
through does just that little bit 
more damage to the lunar 
surface, until, ultimately, you 

are wiped out. 
The game is tediously slow, 

and your ship cannot be moved, 

thus affording only limited de¬ 
fence possibilities. Only one 
mivsile can be fired at a time 
(you gain points for each 
meteorite destroyed, plus a 
bonus after each attack wave), 
and although you're promised 
an ‘awesome mothership dis¬ 
play’ if you manage to save your 
base. I’ve seen more awesome 
sights around Piccadilly Circus 

on a Saturday night. 

Slow, boring and predict¬ 
able. Llamasoft has made a 
great mistake here. On the plus 
side, the program can be listed 
(it’s all in Basic), and beginners 
to the art of programming can at 
least see how the sprites are 
manipulated and the sound 
generated. 

Not worth £4.95._ 

•M j ' ry“ You are the 
legendary wiz- I 
aril Gandalf the 

R White, riding 
■“ Shadowfax. the 

swiftest steed ever to grace 

Middle Earth. 
Towards you are riding wave 

after wave of Black Riders, 
some slow, some fast, but all 
with one mission in life: to 
destroy you! 

One touch from a Black 
Rider means instant death, so 
avoid them at all costs. How¬ 
ever. to justify your status as a 
White Wizard you must destroy 
them by hurling bolts of awe¬ 

some energy. 

From such a scenario has 
sprung many a dreadful game, 
but this is very much an excep¬ 
tion to the rule. 

The superb graphics as Gan¬ 
dalf gallops along, the sound of 
the horses' hooves as the Black 
Riders charge to meet you. and 
the interesting way of firing, all 
add up to a very good and 
addictive game. 

The bolts you fire will ex¬ 
plode only when you take your 
finger off the fire button, and a 
rider can be killed only w hen a 
bolt is detonated next to him. 
Rapid eye-finger co-ordination 

is required. 
Points are scored for each 

rider you kill, and the longer the- 
game progresses the faster the 
action gets. There are no dif¬ 
ferent levels of play. Superb! 

I lnirwft 49 Mount Pleasant. 
Tadlcv. Hants. tel(l7356-4478— 
Rox.£4 95;Gndrunner.£8.50: 
Attack of the Mutant Camels. 
0.50. 
Superwlt. Winchester House. 
Canning Road. Wcaldstonc. 
Harrow.Middlesex.td01-«»l 1166 
—Tank Atak. IX 
Poxtern Ltd., PO Box 2. Seven 
Hampton. nr Andoverford. 
Cheltenham. Gloucestershire. tel 
0242-82741 —Shadowfax.£7.99 
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Please send me[J32K RAM Pack/3 (a £49 99 
Software Number [J 32K RAM Pack (« £59 99 
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PLANTS AND PYTHONS 

VIC 20 

In the 
snakepit 
Nmm Serpentine Syrt* M 
Unexpanded Vie 20Mee£24 95 
PuMtabarCreative Software FaraMt 
Ca rtndge Language Machine code 
OMnnar*— Probably (or the 
Commodore 64 (MMi 
Audiogenic, PO Bo* 88. Reading. 
Berkshire. (0734)586334 

No. nothing to do with the pond 
in Hyde Park — this game is a 
variation on a Centipede 
theme, with just a dash of 
Pacman thrown in as well. 

Objectives 
You control a serpent, which 
runs about a maze trying to 
avoid being eaten by other 
serpents. 

You can attack them, but 
only from the rear, so that you 
don't have to face their mouths. 
After a number of attacks they 
become shorter than you, turn 
green, and can then be attacked 

from the front. 
Meanwhile, you are attemp¬ 

ting to survive long enough to 
lay some eggs and raise some 
young. The hostile serpents 
also lay eggs from time lo 
time. but these arc merely there 
to provide a points scoring feast 

for you. 
These eggs serve another 

purpose: when a serpent lays 
one it also loses a segment, and 
thus will eventually become 
short enough to be attacked. 
But if you try laying an egg 
when you're too short, you will 
simply lose a life. 

So you must roam about 

the maze, eat the enemy and 
their offspring, while staying 
out of trouble and laying your 

own eggs. 

In play 
The action starts immediately, 
but you'll have to spend an 
annoying second or two cen¬ 
tring up the Vic’s screen with 
the joystick: why can’t prog¬ 
rammers manage to get the 
screen to somewhere where 
you can actually see it? 

The graphics and sound are 
none too wonderful, but at 
least suffice to make every¬ 
thing distinguishable. 

Once you have started, you 
realise an immediate shortcom¬ 
ing. Pressing the fire button on 
the joystick halts everything. 

Now this might be very useful 
if the 'phone rings, but on some 
joysticks it’s almost impossible 
not to press the fire button 
while you’re trying to hold the 
stick steady. 

Having successfully eaten all 
the serpents, another screen 

of faster and more vicious 
snakes appears, and so it goes 
on, getting more and more 
difficult, until the inevitable 
happens and you get eaten. 

Verdict 
An original idea (albeit based 
on two different existing ones), 
but the game is not too long in 
losing its initial appeal. 

Play it at a friend’s house by 
all means, but sadly not a game 
that I recommend you to 
purchase yourself. Pete Gerard 

SPECTRUM 

Bed of 
snails 
16K/48KPHee£5 501 
Ultimate PUy the Game 0530- 
411485 f mwmt Cassette language 
Machine code (Mats W H Smith. 
Menzie*. Sinclair dealers, mail 
order 

If this is based on an arcade 
game then I’ve regrettably mis¬ 
sed it, as I’m sure I’d remember 
one where, instead of killing 
aliens, you had to encourage a 
Thyrgodian Megga Chrisan- 
thodil to grow in your back 
garden. 

Objectives 
This amazing plant starts life as 
a tiny shoot at the bottom of the 
screen. and your task as Robbie 
the Robot (who looks more like 
a blue owl to me) is to keep the 
garden pests at bay for the few 
minutes it takes this miraculous 
flower to grow up and bloom. 
That may not sound too excit¬ 
ing if you're more used to 
defending the universe and 
other simple tasks, but it pro¬ 
vides a game that's as challen¬ 
ging and amusing as any I’ve 
come across in recent months. 

In play 
The plant is growing up the 
middle of the screen, and in the 
garden walls on either side are 
five crevices, in which are 
tucked three different types of 
spray cans, one for each of the 
various pests whose pleasure it 
is to nibble at your bloom. The 
instructions describe these as 
Interstellar Space Slugs. Scut¬ 
tling Leeches and Menacing 
Midges, though I'd describe 

them as snails, bugs and wasps. 
First come the snails, crawl¬ 

ing out of the empty crevices, 
and you must discover which 
spray can despatches these to a 
snaily celestial bliss. The wrong 
spray merely stuns them a 
moment. This part is none too 
difficult, as Robbie moves 
about smoothly and speedily, 
picking up bonus points by 
helping himself to growbags, 
watering cans etc. 

Keeping the creatures at bay 
is his main task, though, as too 
much nibbling will cause the 
plant to die, or at least reduce 
the number of leaves and 
slow down its growth rate. 

The plant could be described 
as a sunflower when it finally 
bursts forth, if it wasn’t for the 
fact that it’s purple, but once it 
has bloomed it’s back to square 
one with a new shoot and a 
new wave of pests. 

Progress is impeded by the 
fact that if they’ve nothing 
better to do, the nasties will 
occasionally have a nibble at 
you instead of the plant. You do 
have four lives, and one of the 
easiest ways of losing them is by 
going to deposit your spray can 
on a crevice only to find a pest 
emerging just as you get there. 

Verdict 
An excellent and amusing game 
with a difference, colourful and 
quick, it should provide a 
challenge to anyone, even if 
you don’t have green fingers. In 
fact if you play the game as long 
as I did, you’ll probably end up 
with red ones from too much 
bashing the keyboard or 
joystick. Mike Gerard 

RATING 
Lasting appeal 
Playability 
Use of the machia tt ft ft W 

Overall value 
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Slot Mutant Herd" into your VIC 20 computer 

and all ot a sudden plutonium crazed mutants will try 

to eat you alive 

Keep a lookout for falling boulders. They’ll 

crush you to death at any second 

Avoid these successfully and all you have to do 

is save the world by destroying the heavily guarded 

Mutants eggs 

Ore Attack” (on ATARI 400/800/1200) isn’t 

exactly childsplay either 

Imagine yourself standing on the battlements 
of a castle defending your Kingdom against an army 

of ferocious Ores 

Watch out for the hail of deadly crossbow bolts 

You’ve only got two lives to lose 

And you've only got a few rocks, a sword and 

boiling oil to defend yourself 

Lose your head and you'll be decapitated 

If your hands aren't sweating after that try our 

other action packed titles 

There's "Fourth Encounter" (on VIC 20). an 

exciting new game with 3 skill levels 

The challenging “River Rescue" and “Music 

Composer" are also on VIC 20 

And to make the blood rush to your head the 
successful “Submarine Commander" is now available 

on VIC 20 

Or, if you’ve got ATARI 400/800/1200. there's 

the anxiety provoking "Jumbo Jet Pilot' as well as the 

best selling “Submarine Commander," 
“River Rescue" and "Kickback!' all m the 

shops now 

Buy any one of THORN EMI 
Computer fpmesand you II have to fight 

off all your friends to use it 

The world's greatest computer games. 
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ISLAND ESCAPE 

SPECTRUM 

Suffering 
Safaris! 
Nana Spectrum Safari System 
Spectrum48KPltee£5 95PsMMmr 
AJ Rushton. 194Shay Lane. 
Walton. Wakefield. W York*. 
(0924) 2S0736NnMlCas*ette 
MMiMail order 

Safaris are dangerous enter¬ 
prises. and A J Rushton's 
Spectrum Safari is no excep¬ 
tion. 

The game's appeal lies main¬ 
ly in its perverse (and some¬ 
times irritating) wit. While 
many other computer games 

revel in violence and death, 
there's enough of an element of 
black humour in Safari to make 
it a healthy excercise in pure 
fun. 

Objectives 
The objective of Safari sounds 
simple enough. You and two 
other intrepid explorers must 
reach the southeast corner of an 
island on which you are trap¬ 
ped, starting at the northwest 
comer of said island. On the 
way you and your fellow worth¬ 
ies must trade with members of 
various native villages for food 
and the boat you need to leave 
the place. Only one of the 
villages has the boat, however. 

Sounds easy, right? Wrong. 
This island has more tricks up 
its figurative sleeve than Man¬ 
drake the Magician. 

The game's real challenge 
lies in trying to outwit a variety 
of nasty creatures that pop up 
on screen with alarming reg¬ 

ularity. Unless you perform the 
tasks outlined by those beasties 
you’re dead meat. 

You must also be able to 
make canny deals with the 
natives for food. Otherwise you 
can lose members of your party 
through starvation. 

First impressions 
This is a game with any number 
of possible courses of action. 
But at the same time Safari's 
opening set of instructions are 
clear, concise and relatively 
free of mumbo-jumbo — a 
pleasant relief. 

The game's witty style is 
apparent trom the beginning as 
the instructions flash on to a 
decidedly off-beat musical 
accompaniment. 

The cassette sleeve gives no 
indication of Safari's high quali¬ 
ty. Rushton and friends should 
have been a little more market¬ 
conscious. perhaps, and de¬ 
signed a more visually appeal¬ 
ing package. 

In play 
You move your exploration 
party north. south, east. or west 
by hitting, logically enough, 
one of the N. S. E or W keys. 
But there’s not a lot of moving 
about in Safari. Before you've 
moved more than two or three 
steps in any direction you’re 
likely to meet one of the 
animal challengers. 

Before moving anywhere it's 
important to remember that 
each time you move, each man 
uses up one food pack. So it's 
best to try to walk in a straight 
line towards your goal, the 
southeast comer of the island. 

The island is divided into 

open country, with a lake 

surrounded by a swamp in the 
centre. Aslhe game's instruc¬ 
tions make clear, it's wise to 
avoid the swamp as much as 
possible, despite the fact that 
native villages are located just 
inside its boundaries. It was my 
bad luck to fall victim to the 
dreaded swamp, and I found 
my party had been reduced by 
one man even without the 
intervention of an animal. 

About those animals. The 
difficulties posed by these crit¬ 
ters vary widely. For example 
there’s a lion whose purpose in 
life is to try to get you to 
remember his name. 

This he does by flashing his 
name on the screen ever so 
briefly. If you type his correct 
name into the computer good 
for you. If not. you become 
Leo’s (or Herbert’s or Chris's) 
dinner. 

It should be mentioned that 
the lion announces his presence 
with a tasteful electronic ver¬ 
sion of the opening bars of The 
Lion Sleeps Tonight. 

Similarly, animal challenger 
Bruce the Koala's arrival on the 
scene is heralded by a brief 
rendition of Waltzing Matilda. 

Unfortunately cute little 
Brucie is quite likely to bring 
tears to the eyes of the unsus¬ 
pecting Safari player who must 
guess which of 100 eucalyptus 
trees Bruce is hiding behind. 
You’ve six chances, and should 
you fail, another explorer bites 
the dust. 

Bruce is rather sporting, 
though. and gives you clues like 
‘Pretty Good For A Pommy’ 
when you're hot on his trail. 

Less wonderful is the arcade- 
style Maze of Crocodiles, which 
is much more a test of skill than 

friendly Bruce amid the trees. 
Negotiating this takes some 
quick thinking and a fair degree 
of manual dexterity. Should 

you fail, that awful Funeral 
March comes on again. 

Other animals the intrepid 
Safari player will encounter 
include the Mathematical Mar¬ 
mosets. who are displayed in 
alarming profusion on screen in 
just a few brief seconds. If your 
estimate of their number is off, 
then it's goodbye to you. 

There is also the snake shoot, 
in which you have a set amount 
of time to shoot off a series of 
arrows at the dreaded snakes, 
who will reduce you to so much 
adder fodder should you fail to 
kill enough. 

But the award for Safari’s 
most frustrating foe goes to the 
Kicking Sheep. Here you’ve 
got to guess which of the sheep's 
legs will kick next. If you don't 
obtain a score of at least five 
correct guesses in the ten 
chances you have you're out. 
This is one of the few weak 
areas of the game, as it’s 
well-nigh impossible to guess 
correctly. 

Should you be skilful — and 
lucky — enough to get past all 
the other animal menaces you’ll 
eventually reach the edge of the 
sea and make your escape. 

But since that's rather hard to 
do, Rushton has thoughtfully 
provided a practice mode that 
enables you to hone your skills 
against any of the various 
animal challengers. 

Verdict 
An excellent game, well 
thought out and beautifully 
executed. Safari has great 
sound effects and graphics that 
are neither gimmicky nor 
confusing. Steve McClure 

Lasting appeal A AAA 
Playability A AAA 
Use ef machine A AAA 
Value for money A AAA 
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THE FLEXIBLE COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR THE FUTURE 

SOFTWARE 
(available on cassette only Prices include VAT and post and 
packing) 

ORIC FORTH language Requires 40k machine 
Price £15 90 

ORIC BASE tor the maintenance of personal and small 
business information Requires 48k machine 
Price £1540 

ZODIAC adventure game Requires 48k machine 
Price £1039 

ORIC CHESS Requires 48k machine 
Price £1039 

ORICMON A complete machine code monitor Either 16k 
or 48k machines 
Pnce £15.90 

HOUSE OF DEATH game Requires 48k machine 
^ Pnce £1039 

MULTI GAMES PACK 2 Requires 48k machine 
& Pnce £7 30 

✓>14 ORIC MUNCH game Requres 48k machine 
^ Pnce £835 

One Products are pleased to announce the release of the 
four-colour printer 
The Pnnter uses standard 4} inch paper and is switchable 
between 40 and 80 characters per line 
The writing mechanism is a clever arrangement of four 
miniature ball-point pens (red. green blue and black inks) 
There are 15 programmable character sizes and four different 
drawing angles 
The pen plotting facility allows the drawing of complex 
diagrams and pictures 
The pnce includes an integral power supply and printer lead 

You may place your order by phoning our telesales number on ELY (0053) 2271Z2/3/4 oi by compiling the postal form below 

Payment may be made by cheque postal order 
Barclaycard Visa a Access 

Name 
1 | ' ~ 

All cheques and postal orders should be made _1 
payable to Tansoft Ltd 1 
Foe cxedrt card payment please quote Access. | _ 
Barclaycard Visa No 

AH orders sbc-ild be sent to Tans^t Ltd. Full oaks* brochure and software catalogue TOTAL 1 All outer b si x - ild be sent to Tans^lt Ud. Full oolow brochure an.! software cawiogut - -__1-i- 
3 Club Ms'.vs, Ely. Cambs C87 4f W is avteteble on request Trade enquiries welcome. All prices are nduswve o< VAT 
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PCNProgramCards 
We complete the bargain basement home 
word processor for the BBC model B this 
week. Since originally testing the program 
and seeing its worth we’ve been making 
occasional use of it to produce some of the 
shorter articles in the magazine. PCN 
practises what it preaches! 

No doubt the sharp-eyed among you 
have recognised James Bridson’s name as 
the author of a variety of hints and tips for 
BBC users peppering our Microwaves 
columns. Obviously a man intent on 
sharing his knowledge and experience — 
and more power to his programming! 

Nudge, nudge 
For all you Sinclair Spectrum gamblers we 
have a simulation of a standard fruit 
machine from L Martin. It seems that 
Rugby League is in danger of losing some 
of its following, what with this contribution 
from Whitehaven. Cumbria, and Philip 
Green’s Atari rendering. Pirate Island, 
from St I lelens only a couple of issues ago. 

L Martin's program contains all the 

requirements of a normal fruit machine 
and yet it gives you the chance to increase 
the features available. 

One or two things, we noticed, could be 
adjusted to user requirements: for exam¬ 
ple. the facilities to show a greater fruit 
machine-like window, plus the fact that the 
sound could be used as an attraction 
feature, as in the arcade technique. 

Our Program Tally last week suggests 
that some of you might be feeling hard 
done bv. notably the proud owners of the 
Vic 20. MZ80K, Lynx. 7.X81. Colour 
Genie and TIW/4A machines. These are 
all tying for last place in the number of 
published programs, with only one set of 
ProgramCards each. Well, we can only 
point out that the ball is in your court. . 

A RUN for our money 
We pay for published programs on a sliding 
scale which takes into account length, 
complexity, originality and the program- 
mingskill demonstrated in the program. So 
why not give us a RUN for our money? 

As well as the cash, you receive the 
satisfaction of seeing your byline on the 
ProgramCard — which will, of course, be 
snipped out and filed away in the libraries 
of thousands of micro enthusiasts through¬ 
out the country. 

Send your contribution, on disk or 
cassette, together with a plain paper listing 
and brief summary notes to: 
The Programs Editor. Personal Computer 
News. VNU. 62 Oxford Street. London 
Wl A 2HG. 

All disks and cassettes will be returned as 
soon as possible after evaluation or 
publication, at our expense. 

Program panel 
PCN has built up a panel of experts for 
assessing submitted programs. 

If you are interested in becoming one of 
these referees please send details of your 
experience and specialities, mentioning 
expertise in any particular machines, to the 
Programs Editor at the address given 
above. 

ro<IProgravfiCards 

'WordProcessor Card5of9 
BBC model B BBC Basic James Bridson 
continued 

'0t*.OCAL po»X, m 
l»po«X«4pX^<yX*Bo> r J4»J ««t 

- <yX-^4>ANU<pX l43AO> l»€N pX*pX«fa 

lV**VDu:i,*X,yX* ENOPfttJC 
IV7W»ROCdowo 
l«n**V[XJ * l#KX. *Xl FNDf FrtR. 
1990PR0Cop 
^HR»VDu;i* *X,yX« kNOPNOC 

1590-1670 Routine to dear text storage 
area 

1690-1890 Routine to deal with line word 
overflow and wraparound 

1910-2000 Routine to facilitate use of 
cursor for editing purposes 



SHEAF 
SOFTWARE 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
DISTRIBUTORS 

We supply the video trade with computer 
software from most leading houses 

WE CAN SUPPLY YOU 
Large discounts available — minimum orders 
only 5 mixed programmes 

LOW LOW PRICE! 
Dealer starter packs available, export wel¬ 
come, we pay VAT, TVA, BVT and customs 
(Douane) 

Ring/ Write: 

SHEAF SOFTWARE, 
GRESHAM HOUSE, 

PRINCE WILLIAM COURT, 
SHEAF STREET, 

DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS, 
Daventry (03272) 78025 

FCN JULY7-JULY 13.1V83 
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2«10 
lOIFDEF PROCprlnt 
203dL0CAL a IX 
2040VDU I,to 
2W50F0* •IX-11198 TO ItIB7 
lOfcOVDU 1,7aIX 
20/ONE* T 

«>• 

2110CCF PROCload 
2I20L0CAL y«X 
rt’-OFRINT TAB (O, 24) 1SPC ( 70) I 2:40PBINT'TAB<i>.24l!"Int.«rt tape and h.t cr 2l5t>yaBX*FNtap»ore.i 11 
21tO:F yetX-EALEE THEM PRGCchc! -• EN^RIX 
2J7e.LOAO “Te.it file" 3000 
2IOOPROCchoice 
2INCNWMX 
2200 
22IOOEF PROlcdv* 
2220L0CM. you 
223«PRINT TAB<0.24> ispc (79)« 
2240PRINT TABU».24)|“Ineert tips nd hit CP 
22S0yaBX-FNtapeorcHlt 
224.0IF yeeX-F«ESE THEM FROCcOe.cet ENDPROC 
.. Mt.fttf 3000 3FW 

22VOEMDFROC 
2300 
23S00EF PROCcpvn 2320L0CAC blX.CIX 
2330PR1NT TAB (A,24)I5PC < 79)I 
2340F-RINT TAB<o, 24) te.iny Bp »-*• 
23S0t,i%-FN>nput 
22eOFRINT TAB to,24)ISFC.791 t 
2370PR1NT 170.(0.24)1 "Opening_Flej 22B0F0R ctX-i62B7 TO (pX*<yX«8u>• '« 
23*!07ctX-',(cIX-t)IX) 
2400NEXT 
24I0FOR CIX-(pX-(yX»0O>. X, TO lP\.i 24207c IX>32 2430MEIT 2440FROCcT>otce 

2020-2090 

2110-2190 

Routine to print data from text 
area. Set tor printers at 
80-character width If your 
printer allows greater width then 
send CR" (AsC (13)) after 
each 80 characters using 
IF((A1%-12287)DIV80) = 
<A1%-12287)/80THEN 
SEND-CR- 
Routine to load text into 
memory 

2210-2290 Routine to save text to cassette 

-1> < E- tj FKit»“, 

2310-2450 

n 

Routine to allow opening of 
spaces in text tor insertion 

PCNProgramCards 
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2460 
247O0EF PROCc1o%o 
24BOLOCAL blX.clX 
24«NJPf(INI lAHto, 24)|SPC<79)» 
2SOOPRINI I AH (O. .-4» | "Mo*. Mny epaen clo«Pd ‘l 
2510blX-fNinput 
2S20PRINT TAB (if, 241 ISPC<79> « 2fS30PRINT TAEM««, 24) I “Uoftinq_I>Imm MitH| 
2S40F0R clX«<pX« (y%*BO) ♦ XI TO U6207-bI>) 
2338?CiX-?<C IX*bIX> 
2S60NEKT 
2S70F0R c IX- (!628 '-t>lX« 1 » 10 16287 
2S0O''clX*32 
2S90WEKT 
26<HfPRUCchoicp 
261 OENUPPOC 
2620 2630DCF PROCvwst 
2640L0CAL yo«X 
24S8PRINT TAB <e, 24 > »SPC(7^)| 
266ifPRlNTTABUf,24)t‘Ar# you *ur* I 
2670y««X*pNy»«orno 
2600IF ym%\ THEN CLSt FND 
26<WPROCchoic» 
27OOCM0PROC 
2710 
2720DCF PROCc1var 
2730L0CAL v»«X 
2740PRINT TAB<0,24)<SPC<7?>| 
2730PRINT IABU»,24)t Ar# you *ur«?~» 
27fcOy%%X-FNy**orno 2770IF yooX-FALSE THEN PROCcKoiCffl EN2PRCC 
270OPRINT TAB (O, 24) t‘Cl oaring_Pleat* Mrt^l 
2788PROCMpty 
20OOPROCchoi c# 

2470-2610 Routine to close text file area 

2630-2700 Routine to exit Word Processor 
—but only if sure 

2720-2810 Routine to dear text file area— 
checks allowance of this 
function 
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Introduction 
One thing’s certain about the Sinclair 
world - there’s never a dull moment. 

Every month sees new software 
and new hardware, produced by 
Sinclair enthusiasts, or produced by 
Sinclair itself 

The magazines do a fantastic job 
of keeping you up to date with the 
input of enthusiasts We want to keep 
you in touch with Sinclair’s own 
developments. 

Every month, there’ll be a Sinclair 
Special in this magazine 

Sometimes, inevitably, there won’t 
be anything new to say - we want to 
break away from the breathless 
announcements of hardware and 
software you just can’t buy 

But when something new is avail¬ 
able, we want you to have accurate 
information - fast You'll find it here 

This month, we’re giving you the 
latest information on the recom¬ 
mended retail prices of Sinclair 
equipment. They're our prices, and 
you may well find things cheaper (or 
dearer) in the shops. If they’re 
cheaper-terrific! Snap them up. 
Note, however, that from us the 
ZX81 is down to £39.95 

We re also announcing six superb 
new Sinclair cassettes for the Spectrum, 
and three more which make full use 
of the ZX81. There's an order form at 
the back of this Special 

Next month but there, next 
month is another story! Watch (as 
they say) this space 

Nigel Searle. 
Managing Director, 
Sinclair Research Ltd. 

Spectrum-latest recommended 
retail prices. 

16Kwas £125.00 
16Know£99.95 
48K was £175.00 
48K now £129.95 
ZX Printer was £59.95 ZX Printer now £39.95 

ZX81 was £49.95 ZX81 now£39.95 



Six new ways to make more 
of your Spectrum. 

Take a look at these brand-new titles 
Each is an outstanding new program 
using the full potential of the Spectrum, 
for games with stunningly animated 
graphics, for strategies of fiendish 
cunning, for masterly applications of 
computing capability 

Cyrus-IS-Chess Based on the Cyrus 
Program, which won the 2nd European 
Microcomputer Chess Championship 
and trounced the previously unbeaten 
Cray Blitz machine. With 8 playing levels, 
cursor piece-movement, replay and 
take-back' facilities, plus two-player 
option The 48K version has many addi¬ 
tional features including an extensive 
library of chess openings For 16K or 
48K RAM Spectrum 

Horace and the Spiders Make your way 
with Horace to the House of Spiders, 
armed only with a limited supply of anti- 
spider-bite serum. In the house, destroy 
the webs before the spiders can repair 
them Then destroy the spiders, before 
they destroy Horace! Undoubtedly the 
creepiest Horace program ever produced! 
For 16K or 48K RAM Spectrum 

Computer Scrabble The famous board 
game, on-screen - with the whole board 
on view! A huge vocabulary of over 
11.000 words. Full-size letter tiles, four 
skill levels - the highest of which is 
virtually unbeatable. For 1 to 4 players 
For 48K RAM Spectrum. 
(SCRABBLE trademark and copyright licented by 
Scrabble SchuUrechte und Handel* GmbH - a J W Spear 
and Son* PLC subsidiary 1 

Backgammon A fast, exciting program, 
with traditional board display, rolling dice 
and doubling cube. Four skill levels For 
experts - or beginners (Rules are 
included - it's the quickest way to learn 
the game) For 16K or 48K RAM Spectrum 

FORTH Learn a new programming 
language, as simple as BASIC, but with 
the speed of machine code Complete 
with Editor and User manual. For 48K 
RAM Spectrum. 

Small Business Accounts Speeds and 
simplifies accounting work, produces 
Balance Sheets, Profit and Loss informa¬ 
tion and VAT returns Complete with 
User manual. For 48K RAM Spectrum. 

Overleaf-your Sinclair order form. 



Three new ways to get the 
best out of your ZX81. 

The range of Sinclair software for the 
ZX81 continues to grow. 

These three new cassettes offer two 
totally different challenges to you and 
your ZX81. The games - like so many 
ZX81 games today - really do use the 
ZX81's capability The FORTH program is 
a fascinating extension of your own 
computer understanding 

Sabotage Defender or attacker? The 
choice is yours in this exciting game 

Be the Guard and defend the randomly 
placed boxes of ammunition inside the 
compound - or be the Sabateur and 
attack the ammunition! 

Written by Macronics for a ZX81 with 
16K RAM Cassette price £4 95 

City Patrol You are the Commander of a 
laser-firing ship Your task is to intercept 
and destroy alien suicide ships 
descending on your city Judge your 
rating as Commander by how many aliens 
you destroy and how much of your city 
survives. 

Written by Macronics for a ZX81 with 
16K RAM. Cassette price: £4 95. 

FORTH Discover a new programming 
language which combines the simplicity 
of BASIC with the speed of machine 
code. 

FORTH s compiled code occupies 
less than a quarter of the equivalent 
BASIC program and runs ten times as 
fast. It is fully extendable by the addition 
of user-defined commands 

Free User-Manual and Editor Manual 
with each cassette. 

Written by Artie for a ZX81 with 16K 
RAM Cassette price: £14.95. 

How to order 
Simply fill in the relevant section(s) on 
the order form below. Note that there is 
no postage or packing payable on 
Section B Please allow 28 days for 
delivery. Orders may be sent FREEPOST 
(no stamp required) Credit-card holders 
may order by phone, calling 01-200 0200 
24 hours a day 14-day money-back option 

sindaii- 
Sinclair Research Ltd, 
Stanhope Road, Camberley, 
Surrey, GUI 5 3PS. 
Telephone: (0276) 685311. 

To: Sinclair Research Ltd, FREEPOST. Camberley, Surrey. GUIS 38R. ORDER FORM 

Section A: hardware purchase 

{ 1 i 

Oty Item 

ZX Spectrum - 48K 

Code 

3000 

Item Price Total 
C S 

129 95 

Oty Cassette 

FOR SPECTRUM 

Code 
Item Price 

ft 
Total 

£ 

ZX Spectrum - 16K 
ZX 81 (including 1 2A Mams Adaptor) 

3002 
1003 

99.05 
3995 

G22/S Backgammon 
G23/S:Cyrus-(S-Chess 

4021 
4023 

595 
9 95 

16K RAM pack for ZX81 1010 29.95 G24/S Horace & the Spiders 4022 5 95 
ZX Printer 1014 39 95 G25/S4>crabble 4024 1595 

1.2A Mains Adaptor, for use with 1002 7 95 LI /S FORTH 4400 1495 
ZX81 computer/ZX Printer com¬ B6 IS Small Business Accounts 4605 12 95 
bination (only required if you have 
an early ZX81 with 0 7A Adaptor) FOR ZX81 
Printer paper (pack of 5 rolls) 1008 1196 G25: Sabotage 2124 4 95 
Postage and packing orders under £90 0028 295 G24 Oty Patrol 2123 4 95 

orders over £90 0029 4 95 LI: FORTH 2400 14 95 
TOTAL £ TOTAL £ 

• l enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Sinclair Research Ltd for £ 

•Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account no: 
• Delete/complete as applicable | | . | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | (Please print) 

| Signature__| |Mr/Mrs/Miss ill 

Address | , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111 LA 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 -1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ill! I | PCN907I 
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2B70DEF MOCprinttrulKt 
2B40LOCAC*,b 
2B50PRINT TADIO, 12l|-Pv*llal or aarl*! printer (P/BI". 
2B*«»FI4, 1 
28/Oa-GET 

2830-3050 Routine to allow userto 
configure program lor 
appropriate printer output 

2880IF MOT ((a-8«l DR (*-1121 OR <*-831 ON (a-11511 THEN 2870 
2890IF (*-801 ON (•>1121 THEN 3040 ELSE »F«5.2 
2908PRINT TA8I0, 1411"Select t>4ud rat# and th»n RETURN i " 
291*f>fl|NT* *75, 15*. 100, 1700,2400,4000.9000, 1920# 292*vdu e.s.H.H.H.e 
29J0INFOJT 6 
2940IF NOt <<6-75) OR <6-15*1 OR <6-3*0) OR <b-1200> 

OR <6-9600> OR <6-19200)) THEN 291* 
2950If 6-75 THIN 0 18,1 
2960IF b - 150 THEN *F K8, 2 
2970IF 6-3*0 THEN •) «fi, : 
2900IF b-l200 THEN •)«H.4 
2990IF 6-24*0 THEN »f X0,3 
3000IF b - 40m* I HEN »FXH.6 
3010IF 6-96440 1)4 N •f*H. 
3020IF 0-I924H* tHEN •# ih,H 
3030ENOPROC 

3050CNDPftUt 
3060 
3070DEF RROCQ»tinput 
3000EOLAI *«X.«I*q’. 
34490VOU Xl. X.yX 
Sl00««X-i» I 
3I10IF *«X I IHEN *.|00 
3I20IF *«X*9 THEN X* < INI i < >.\/ IO) ♦ t • • lot IF • X-BW THEN mX-70 
3I30IF m%X9 nth fKUr wdiaXi 
3I40IF *«X-13 IHEN VOU 10.I ; X-*i yX-yX»ll IF yX-24 THEN yX-23« IF pX‘ 14368 

HEN pX-pr.*(J0i F’ft(Ji.«cr*»r.<pX) 
3I301F i«»X-127) ANfJ * X 0 OR yX >0) THEN VOU127t kX-mX-1 
3I40IF <6»X<140 AND hX I Q) THEN PRUC«ov«cur«or 
3I70IF kX-I THEN X-/9i yX-yXl» IF yX- 1 THEN yX-0« 

IF pX 12288 THEN pX-pXCH's FROCbcr<pX) 
TIB0IF feaVI. •' ANIf NUi -4»o AND yX-o> THEN <pX*<yX«00)«<X>-32 
3190IF <<«•% 126) OR (MX »)) t)«N 3090 

3070-3190 Routine to accept input and 
aoion ooimoi opmlni 
procedure (first part) 

c PCNProgramCards 
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3200VDU aaX 
3210-<pX« ( »X»U»< i • « XI-*«X 
3220kX-kX-1 
3254IF kX-BO THEN »X-0. yX-yXM. . lagX-IMJE ELSE flagX-FALSE 
324BIF yX-.-4 I HEN yX«23. IF pX 143*8 THEN pX-pX««M»t NUdcrwi (pX) 
3230VOO 3l.KX.yX 
3268IF 4 1 agX THEN F'ROT nor dor *p I <1 *gX-0 
S27WMMOL 

3200-3270 Second pari of input 
acceptance routine 

3290OEF FMt*p#or #k 11 
3300LOCAL alX 
33I0*F«I5, | 
332MEPEAI 
3338*IX-GET 
3340UNIIL (* IX-32 OR *IX-*9 OR alX-IBI) 
3358IF <alX-*V OR *IX-tei I r*«N -FALSE ELSE -TRUE 
33*0 
3370OEF FNinput 
3380COCAL alX.t* 
3390* 1X-GE T 
3400*IX-*IX-4B 
34101F MalX'O OR *IX'9> AND (*IX -SSI AND <*IX >7911 THEN 3390 
34201F «IX— 79 AND LENft«>-0 TKN 3390 
3430IF *1X—35 THEN 3480 
3440IF alX-79 THEN VDU I27l 14-LEFT•(t•,LEN(t»> I 1 I OOTO 3390 
3450VDU alX-48 
34*0t 0-t 9-STR9(a IXI 
3470GOTO 3390 

3290-3350 Function to check that tape 
required for SAVE or LOAD 
feature 

3370-3480 Function for genera) input to 
word processor 

3490 
3500IF ERR—I 7 THEN CLEAR. *X-0. yX-0. pX-1221 
351 RHODE71 REPORT. PRINT" • Una -|ERC| *F*4 
3S20EMD 

3500-3520 Routine for full error trap and 
appropriate reporting 

DOT090 



TEL:(0562)742142 

IN SOFTWARE 

you use an ADMAN SPEECH SYNTHESISER 
It's word power is endless as there is no set 
vocabulary Yet operation is simple. The 64 
elements of English speech are pre pro 
grammed to let you put your own words 
together as soon as you switch on. Just 
imagine program adventure games with 
characters that can actually talk* 

Also for your Vic 20 there are 8K and 
16K RAM PACKS and the ADMAN 3 
PORT EXPANSION MOTHER BOARD 
With proven designs of the highest quality 
they are the best value for money around 

send me information on Adman Vic 20 

tflHSfr 

ELECTRONICS 

The Vic SO 
speaks out! 

Dept. C, Adman Electronics Ltd.. Ripon Way, 
Harrogate. N.Yorks. HG1 2AU. Tel 0621 740972 

PCN JULY 7-JULY 13.19K.1 
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A simulation ot a fruit machine incorporating interesting graphics and random hold features. 

1 CLS I FOR tr*?l TO • STEP -11 PRIN1 AT q.OI FAPfcR 41“ 
“I NEXT qi PRINT AT 10, 101 IN* 21 "FRUI T MACH I Nt" i PRINT £01 1*0 -51 “SI 

NG UP GRAPHICS'-! IN* 2i ROE 25050,0! POKE 2500V, 501 LET Iirtf*. UET 0or>w 
I GO SUB 900© i GO SUB 0»Wt' 

2 BOR OCR 71 PAPER 7| CLS * FOR •-ITS TO B STEP -II PLOT 133,01 NEXT 0 
4 IF 0on*y*-B THEN GO TO 7©00 
5i PRINT AT 21,01 IN* 21“Any k»y to PRINI AT 0,17* IN* 3l BRIGHT I 

IN LINES-IAI 1,171 BR1GHI 01 Mqr qr qr **3O0p" IA T 2,17|"»t 0t 0t“tAT 3. 1 /l "qr qr 

1,171-cd cd" I AT 9,1/1 *< 
12,1 7* “gh gblAl 13,I7|-l 

11AT 10.l7l"kl kl"«AT I7,i: 
1-NIN L1NES- 

[N*EY0-““ THEN GO TO 6 

10 LE 
20 LEI 
30 LEi 
40 PRINI 

ICO IF b 
110 IF b 
120 IF b 
130 IF b 

10,I7| *qh gh ghlAT ll,l7|Ma 
“ 1AT 14,1/t-kl k1 k 1 "« AT 15,1 
.»0p-lAT 10, 171-op op op"!AT I 

r3l PRINT AT 12,01 IN* 11 "Mon^y" 1 me 

rat 0 THEN LET d- INI <RND«10>i IF d-1 THEN GO SUB 5000 
1—INI <RNO«100»♦INT <RND«1©> 
••INI »RND*100 >♦INT (RND»10> 
* IN I tkNl»»l«»> ♦ INI C RNl> • 101 

AT 4,01" -l IF 0^-0 AND 0 15 THEN GO SUB S 
irst-«lr»t*li IF « -15 AND 0v2S THEN GO SUB 000 

*-50 AND 0<70 THEN GO SUB 700 
170 THEN GO SUB B00 
>25 AND 0-50 THEN GO SUB 900 

I AND b<13 THEN GO SUB 1000 
•15 AND b 25 THEN GO SUB 1100 
-30 AND b 70 THEN GO SUB 1200 

* 70 THEN GO SUB 130*’ 
•23 AND b 50 THEN GO SUB 1400 

Sinclair Spectrum 
Spectrum Basic 
Requirement 48K 

Author L Martin 
Where t is printed, type #' 

Initialise screen and variables, 
perform set up ol user defined 
graphics, perform instruction 
routine 

Set up screen and win lines 

Input routine 
Display money line 

Random hold feature 
Select random symbol number 

PCNProgramCards 

Fruit Machine 
0310FM2 4 

Card 2 of 4 



YOUR SEARCH FOR FULLY TESTED 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

FOR THE BBC MICRO IS OVER 

CENTURY 

PCN JULY 7JULY 13. lWO 
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PRINT At 0,61 INK «»"mn-»AT l,6l”o< 
PRINT AT O, 171 IN* II " qr" I AT 1,121 

6O0 PRINT AT 0,121 IK* 3|".b"IAl 1,121 
700 PR INI AT 0,121 IN* 4l"«r"lAl 1,121 
800 PNINI Al 0,121 !*•■ 51-IJ-IAI 1,121 
900 PRINT AT 0.121 IN*. 0|"mn"IAT 1,121 

5000 PRINT AT 4,01 FLASH ll*Mold*IAT 4.61 Mold’ 
5020 I*E*UT “Do you ».nt to hold r9*1 Uhl 
3030 INPUT -Do you Mnt to hold rool 2<hl 
5040 INPUT -Do you wont to hold root 3<hl 
5050 IF r*»-h- AND •»«"h" AND t*«"h” THEN QO SUB 
5053 LET monmy-monmy-3 
5057 IF f#< "h" AND *• “h“ AND t» H" 1**N li«J 
5060 IF r*-*h" AND «• "h" AND t* "h* THEN LET 
ET c-INT <RND<10OI<1NI <RND<I0>I GO TO 40 
3070 IF ••-■h” AND r* -"h“ AND t»<>"h“ THEN LEI 
ET c< 1NT <RND<IOOI<INT <RND<IO)l GO TO 40 
5080 IF t*-*h” AND •* Hh* AND r* “h" THEN LET 
El b-INT <RND<100I<INT <RND<10II SO TO 40 
5090 IF r•■***•• AND ••<“h" AND t* "h‘ THEN LET < 

TO 40 
6000 IF r*--h" AND tAND *• "h* THEN LET b> 

TO 4 

1400-1900 Second and final pari of 
symbol display section 

6010 IF r*o-h” AND s»--h 
TO 40 

6020 GO TO 4 
7000 CLS l FOR m-45 TO -45 STEP ll 
I FLASH 1|-YOU ARE BRQFE''" 
7010 PRINT "Any k*y to play again" 
7020 PRINT “Or • to atop" 
703O IF INKEva-"- THEN OO TO 7030 
7040 IF IMKCYt-"*" THEN STOP 
7050 RUN 

11 NT <Rf4t>«100> ♦ INI 

THEN LET 

BEEP .01,a* NEH 

-r- 

PCNProgramCards 
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Routine performed to display 
instructions 

Routine performed to load 
user defined graphics symbols 

Data statements for the 20 
graphics symbols used — 
loaded by 9000-9030 

9070 DATA 196,196,36,20,8.240.0,0 
9080 DATA 0,31,31,31,63,64,64,64 
9090 DATA 0,248.248.248,232,2,2,2 
9100 DATA 64,64,64,63,31,31,63,0 
9110 DATA 2,2,2.232,248,24B,248,0 
9120 DATA 233,160,191,168,173,170,171,170 
9130 DATA 235,3,233,21,243,83,213,83 
9140 DATA 170,171,170,175,168.191,160.235 
9130 DATA 83,213,83,243,21,253,3,233 
9160 DATA 0,233.235,63,31,13,7,3 
9170 DATA 0.254,234.232,248,240,224,192 
9180 DATA 1,3,7,13,31,63.127.0 
9190 DATA 128,192,224,240.248,232,234.0 
920O DATA 0.233.0.113,82,82,113,113 
9210 DATA 0,253,0,222,82,82,222,222 
9220 DATA 122,74,74.74,122,0,233,0 
9230, DATA 84.82.82.82,82,0,235,0 
9240 RETURN 
9250 REN «FRUIT NACH1NE« 

8000 FOR .-1 TO I5l LET f-RND<IO<l: 
GHT II 1*61 21 "FRUIT MACHINE“ 
BOIO PRINT ' ' “Thlm program ciaulitn • Irul 
ymtool. 4bd random hold*. Thm win lino mr« 
8020 PRINT ••-U.m mny kmy to roll mnd <d».n 
•I you wt»h to hold." 
8030 PRINT •'“You hmv. M.OO '• B..t oT In 
8040 PRINT COI“Any k.y to contlnu." 
8030 IF IN*.EY*-"- THEN BO TO BO30 
8060 FOR 0-1 TO lOi LET l-RND<IO<ll BEEP O. 
9000 RESTORE l FOR T-USR "<" TO USR "t"<7 
9010 READ . 
9020 POKE «,m 
9030 NEXT ♦ 
9040 DATA 0,13.16,40,36,33,35,35 
9030 DATA 0,240,8,20,36,196,196,196 
9060 DATA 33,33,36,40,16.13,0.0 

BEEP 0.03,41 CLS I I PRINT AT 0,51 BR1 

1 .1 LLS l RETURN 
9000-9030 

9040-9230 

9240 Back to main program 



(or are thinking of buying one) 
you can avoid the crush. Just clip 
the coupon below and send ith 
with your business card and a 
cheque for £2.00 (normal price 
£3 at the door!). We’ll send you a 
special “Fast Lane” ticket. And 
you won’t have to play the wait¬ 
ing game. 

THE FAST LANE 
Plese send me one “Fast Lane" ticket to the 
6th PCW Show. 
I enclose my business card and a cheque 
for £2.00 made payable to the “Personal 
Computer World Show”. 

NAME. 
ADDRESS. 

Send to Amanda Stephens 
PCW Show. 11 Manchester Square 
London W1 M 5AB 

DON’T JUSTSTAND THERE... 

USE THE FAST LANE 
28th September-2nd October Barbican Centre, City of London 
The PCW Show is Britain’s most 
popular micro event. Hardly sur¬ 
prising, with over 200 exhibitors 
showing an exciting range of 
micros, software and peripherals 
— for business and commerce, 
education, science, industry and 
the home. 

But if you use a micro at work 



CLUBNET 
( luhnct kefps you in touch with the microcosm or personal 
computer enthusiasts throughout the I K. It is divided into two 
sections — clubs and user groups. 

We publish a list of these two groups on alternate weeks. This 
week it is the turn of user groups, which are listed alphabetically by 
machine and special interest. 

Kach issue will also focus on the activities of an indis idualclubor 

group with a fly-on-the-wall report. This week we feature the 
Harrow Computer (.roup. 

If your association has something special on the agenda or if 
you've just started a new one. contact us at Clubnet, Personal 
Computer Sews, VNU, 62 Oxford Street. London VVIA 2HS. 

The user groups listing Ls based on that of the Association of 
Computer Clubs. 

Micro Harrovians 
The topic on the Harrow Computer 
Group's agenda was to have been Pet 
databases, but the speaker scheduled to 
talk didn't show up. 

But that didn't stop group members 
from trading knowledge and establishing 
contacts at one of its regular group's 
fortnightly meeting, held at the Harrow 
College of Higher Education. 

About 25 people turn up on average for 
the meetings, according to club chairman 
Basil Butcher. He says it's hard to say how 
many active members the group has in 
total, because it's been rather a while since 
the membership list was updated. 

The group has between XX) and 400 
members all told. Mr Butcher estimates, 
adding that many people on the list may no 
longer be active in the computer field. 

It seems that its membership is in¬ 
creasingly made up of hobbyists, as 
opposed to those with a professional 
interest in computers. 

•Most of the experts are being chased 
away by the influx of kids,' Mr Butcher 
says. 

Some of the old hands- have dis¬ 

appeared. but the hard core who keep the 
club running are still here.' he says. 

Mr Butcher estimates that five per cent 
of the group's members are computer 
professionals. 15 per cent are involved in 
one or another facet of the electronics 
industry, while the rest are hobbyists. 

The group, founded in 1978. is con¬ 
nected with a variety of sub-groups and 
other computer clubs in the London area. 
Because the group has no one machine as 
its focus members interested in specific 
computers meet on the Wednesdays when 

the main club doesn't meet. 
Membership in the group is free, and 

among the services it provides is a lending 
library. 

Steve McClure 

Name Harrow Computer Group Venue During 
the school year at room W24 of the Harrow- 
College of Higher Eduction, hut this summer 
at the YWCA, rear room. Shcepcotc Road. 
Harrow Meetings F irst and third Wednesdays 
with sub groups meeting on alternate 
Wednesdays Contact Ravil Butcher. 01-950 
7068. 

AVON 
__ oCompulcrCluf 
the Pavilion.Southend Road. Fillon. 
Bristol.everyolhcrTucsdav Subs: £1 
Contact Darryl Collins. h(l Mac kic Rd. 
Fillon. Bristol BS127N A. tel: 0272 
792982 

magazine. subs: £7.50. t 'onlact Valerie 
Boy de-Shaw. Nailsea851337 
Wort*C omputer Club Meets al 
Woodsprings Inn Functions Rooms on 
alternate Mondaysat 7-10 30pm(annual 
subs: £ IS). Contact H Bennett. 0934 
514902 or FFeeney.0934K33122. 

IcurComputciCluh 
Meets at CBSConsullants. Watery 
Lane.Smallllcalh.Birmingham fo.on 
the first and third Wednesday of each 
month at 7pm(annual subs D 20 adults, 
£ I 50juniors). Contact Dr M Batlivs. 
125 Bcmficld Road. Sheldon. 
Birmingham B263UU. tel: 021 -743 
7197. 

Bedford Amateur Computer Club Meets 
at Star Rowing Club. Bedford. on the 
first and third Tuesday of each month at 
Hpm (annual subs: O). Contact Row an 
Bird. 74 High Street. Great Barford. 
BedsMK44 3LB.tel 0234-870763 
ChUtamt omputcrCluh McctsatFive 
Bells. Eaton Brav. Near Dunstable. 
Leighton Buzzard on second and fourth 
Monday of each month (annual subs: £2 
senior members. £ I under-14s). Contact 
Steve Betts. 42 Wallace Road. Eaton 
Bray. Bedfordshire OL’62DF,tcl: 
0525-220922. 
Luton Cottage omputcrClub.Contact 
John Rodger.Icl:0582 3411 
Luton Computer Club Contact J P 
Fletcher, IT row bridge Gardens. Luton. 
Beds LU2 7J Y. tel: 0SC-450687 

lanthaanpntead ( omputcrCluh Meets a 
Easlhampstcad Part School. 
Easthampstcad Park Mansions. 
Bracknell. on the first Wednesday in 
month at 8pm, Contact Brian Poulton. 

_ putcr Club. Meets at 
Ouarrcndon Youth (Tub every Friday at 
7.30pm(annualsuhs:£5). Members also 
meet at Mandsvillc Counts Secondary 
School the first Thursday of each month 
at 7pm. Contact Ken Knight. 22 Mount 
Street. Aylesbury. tel: 11296- 5181 
CMffoni Microcomputer Club Mectsat 
the Garden Centre. School lame. 
Chalfonl St Giles, on the first 
Wednesday of each month (annual subs: 
f 4 for su months). Contact Mrs W 
Tibbittsat Ellwood. Dcanway .Chalfont 
St Giles Buckinghamshire. tel: 024-07 
4906 
IrerComputcr Club. Contact PA Sealal 
I Ormonde Flats.Church Road. Ivcr 
Heath, tel: 0753-652792 
InrCompulcr Society mcctsat 
Hunlsmoor room. Ivcr Village Halloo 
the second and fourth Thu rsda v every 
monlhat 7.30. Contact John Hatch. 141 
Leas Drive .Ivcr Bucks. SUJ9RP. 

CammMgaMicrocomputer( lub.meets 
on the third Wednesday of each month 
Contact Derek Trippai 3Spurgeons 
Avenue. Walcrbcach. tel 0223-315662 
HavarMB Microcomputer Club, mcctsat 
St Marys'Church Hall. Camps Road. 
Havcrfiill. on the second, third and 

fourth Wednesday ofcach month at 7.30 
to 10 30pm (annualsubs: £3adult £ I 
OAPand students: meetings 25p). 
Contact Andrew Holliman, at STrinily 
Close. Balsham. Cambridge CB16DW. 
Id: 022029-583 
Pvtcrbormigti IY i sonal Computer Club 
meets at C rustic Id Electronics Social 
Club, fortnightly on Mondays. Contact 
Andrew Pike.tel:073.3.44.342after5pm 

AltrinchamC omputcrCluh McctsatN. 
CcstrianGrammar School, Durham 
Road.Altrincham.fortnightly Contact 
Martin Hicklingal39Barrington Road. 
Altrincham. Cheshire W A141H2. tel 
061-9414547 
■nmdComputcrCluh Mcctsat St 
Wcrburgh Community Centre on 
alternate Wednesdays at 7 to 10pm. 
Contact M r R Simpson at 4 The Coots. 
Stockwood. Cheshire 
CtadrireComputci ( lub ( onlact W 
Collins at 37Garden Lane. Chester. 
Cheshire 
CtmmCompuicr Users Club meets at 
Buffaloes Club. Earl St reel. Crewe. 
Cheshire. on the third Thursday of each 

hat 8pm. Contact Bram Knight on 
623375. 
mChapd MicroC lub meets at 

Liesurc Centre. I lolmes Chapel at 7.30 
to9.30pmon the first and third Tuesday 
of each month (annual subs: £5 adults 
£2 50children. OAPand students. Or 
weekly subs: 3t)padults. 20pchildrcn). 
Contact Margaret Baker.at I Helton 
Close. Crewe. Cheshire. 
tel: 0477 34238 
IQndarPaa* ('<minuter Club meets at 
Bcw Mills School every Monday. sub: £2 
per quarter. £ I members under ! I. 
Contact John Ears. New Mills 43870 
NewMMsA District PCC meets at New 
Mills School, fori night Ivon Fridaysat 7 

0270623 

to9 3tlpm.meetings35p. Contact MrG 
M Flanagan at 11 Sundown Close. New 
Mills. Stockport. Cheshire SKI2 3DII. 
tel: 0663-44051 
NorMmad Computer Cluh meets 
fortnightly. meetings 25p Contact John 
Lightloot at 13 Aston Drive, Frodsham. 
Warnngton. Cheshire WA67PU. tel: 
072831519. 

meetings Annualsuhs £l.mectmgs30p 
(vision 50p) Contact Tom Wyatt at 29 
Summer Lane. Hatton. Runcom 
Cheshire WA75PG.lel: Runcorn 
77545. 
BBd-CfcaaMra Computer (lub meets at 
Winsford Library on the second Friday 
every month at 7.30pm contact Simon 
Sadler. Winsford 533.39 

CLEVELAND 
Cfovatand Mlero Cluh meets on I lie 
second and third Tuesday of each monl h. 
under 18s on second of the month. over 
21son third Tuesday of the month 
Contact J Tclford at 13 Weston 
C rcsccnt. Norton 
Stockton Amateur Computer Club meets 
at YMCA. Stockton. each alternate 
week at 7-9pm. Suhs; adults£4. families 
£6. juniors £2. meetings 30p. First week: 
programmer sevening. second week 
workshop games evening Contact Peter 
Cheshire.60Croft Road. Faglcscliffc. 
St ockton-on-Tcc%.Cleveland TSI6 
ODY. 

CORNWALL 
CamfokBldfo Amateur Club 
Computing Section Contact Bob 
Reason at 24 Mitchell Road. Camhomc. 
Cornwall. 
Cornwall Art a PA ICC mcctsat the 
Penzance Micro Centre every Friday. 
Contacts Zenith, tel Haylc 754845 
StAaistndComputcr Cluh and Computer 
Town meets at ECIP Labs, Pcnpcw an 
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CLUBNET 
at Merchant Taylor't School. Crosby.on 
second Thursday every month Contact 
Mr FShaw, 14 Albans Avenue. 
Ecdcston Park. Prevent. tel 051 -426 
S39C 
Saath—rtComputer (luh mectv weekly 
Contact Ian Bnvtonc. 28 Weld Road. 
Southport. Merseyside PR82DL, tel: 
0704-6452/ 1524 

meets at Birkenhiead Technical Col , 
every Monday Contact J Phillips. 14 
Helton Clone. Birkenhead. Merseyside 
L439HP. 

Suakury Computer Club meets at St 
Benedicts Hall. Napier Road. Ashford. 
on the last Tuesdav of every mont h at 
8pm Contact Simon Taylor. 8 Pnory 
Close.Sunhury-on Thames,Middlesex. 
Contact Simon Clark. 83 Walling Street. 
Towcesler. Norlhants NW12 7 AG 

AaJriMd C ompule r Ouh meets at Carxic 
Junior School. St Mary's Road. Sutton in 
Ashficldon the first and third Thursday 
every month Annualsuhe 13 Ciintact 
Derick Dames, cjo Cuttings Avenue. 
Sutton in Ashficld. Notts 
[aatnaadlo— MicroCompulcrClub 
meetsat Devonshire Dnvc Junior 
School every Wednesday at 5 45pm 
Annual subs: £5 .50adults. £2 75 juniors. 
£4 50OAP* ContaetTedRvan. 15 
Oucens Square. Eastwood.Nottingham 
-IB/ 

Club meets 
NQIMBJ 

at Castle Gate Centre. Nottingham. 
every Monday at 7 Vlpm Subs: full. 
£6 56; students. £3 25; family .£9 75. 
Contact Mr F. Harvey. 68 Rosclcigh 
Avenue. Nottingham NG36FH.tel- 
Nottingham60N49l 
WartaapComputcrCiroun Newdub. 
first mectmg/unc 14 in Worksop library 
lecture room. Contact Mr Andrews. 
Worksop 487327 

NORFOCK 
AagRat ompule riser Group Contact 
Jan RcjjI. l28Tcmplcmcrc.Sprowton 
Road. Norwich tel 0603- 296*2 
Eaattagfant omputer l Iser'sGroup 
meets at CromcCommunity Centre. 
Telegraph Lane. Norwich. Contact Gill 
Rijn. 88St Benedicts. Norwich 
Sant* North ants < ompuler Group meets 
at Anchor House. Moat lane. 
Toweester. on Wednesdays at 7 30pm 

OXFORDSHIRE 
Aasaciaboaaf Computer Chibs. Xnnual 
subs: £5.£2 Sounder ISsandOAPs 
C ontact Rupert Steele. St John's 
College . Oxford OX I 3JP 
Microaoc meetsat Clarendon lab. Parks 
Road. Oxford, every week during term 
Contact Rupert Steele. St John's 
College. Oxford 0X1.3JP 
Oxford IV rv.n.d Computet Club Annual 
subs: £8 Contact len Phelps. Southport 
Cottage. Sutton Courtenay. Nr 
Abingdon.OxonOXI44AL' 
Mgawayi omnunng ( lub meets at Swan 
Hotel. East llslcv. on t he second Tueday 
every month Contact Mike Magnes. 
Beavers. South Street. Hluburs. Didcot. 
OxonOXIlOJU. 

SHROPSHIRE 
LndNwABIaWct Microcomputer Club 
meets at Diocesan Education Centre. 
Lower Galdcford. Ludlow. on the 
second Monday of every month at 
7.30pm Annual subs£7 50family.£5 
adult.£2 50student 
Shrpanhwy M K. ro Club meets at 
Shrewsbury Shirchall once a month 
Beginners' Basic course and many 
machines on display Contact MrV Ives. 
6Bramlcy Close. Severn Meadows. 
Shrewsbury SYI 2TP 
TxWard Computer dub meets at Telford 
ITF.C on every Monday 6-9pm Annual 
subs: £3.50. £l 50unemployed. Contact 
JohnMurphv. lOBnchmore. 
Brook side. Telford TF3 ITF. tel: 0952- 
595959 

SharpM2S0C lub.contact Tim Powell. 
Computer Centre, Ycovil College. 
Yeovil. Somerset 
VamRComputcrClub Contact DG 
Carrington. 2 Romsey Road. Yeovil. 
Somerset BA21 5XN 

Alsager Comprehensive School. Stoke- 
on-Trent . Staffs. fort nightly on 
Tuesday Contact RexCharlesworthon 
09363-77270 
Dm*—HarCtmuNmCluhofSorih 
Staffs meets on the third Wednesday 
every month Annual subs £3 ContactJ 
Roll. IhHill Street. Hednesford. 
Staffordshire WS12 5DS 
KL Birmingham Branch Micro Club, c/o 
WBA Eedestone, 26Browns Lane. 
Tamworth. Staffs 
Tama VHbji Computer dub. contact Tim 
Marshall. 32 Milton Avenue. I-cyfieIds. 
Tamworlh. Staffordshire B798JG 

SUFFOLK 
MMh Microcomputc r Club meets 
monthly Annualsubs£5 Contact Mr S 
Pratt.coMicrotek. l5LowcrBrook 
Street. I pswich .Suffolk 

Thursday of every month Contact P 
Palmer, ft Code Close. Ashlead. Surrey 
ThamesVaGayt nmpui. r Cluhmectsm 
Griffin Pub. Caversham Annual subs 
£l.50p a meeting Contact Phil Warn. 
Reading 594874 
ThameeVaGay Amateur Computer Cluh 
meets at Griffon. Caversham. on the firs 
Tuesdav every month Contact Brian 
Ouarm.25 Roundway. Cambcrley. 
Surrey GUIS INR.tel: Camberlcy 
22186 
EaaG Micro Club, contact Dave Dc Silva 
3lbKingston Road. Ewell. Surrey KTI9 
ast 
Farahamt ompule r Club. meets at 
Farnham 6th Form C ollege. Morley 
Road. Farnham. Surrey on the second 
Wednesday every month Annual subs 
£2 Contact Adam Sharp. 14Thom 
Road. Bounds!one. Fain ham. Surrey 
WmHaiwg Computer Club meets at 
Paddock Room. Green Man Public 
I louse. Burnham. Guildford. the first 
Thurvdavofeverv month Annual subs 
£5 Contact Chris Karnev on 11483 
68121 
ITNCamputar Club meets on Fridays 
Contact A Bond. 54 Farnham Road. 
Guildford. Surrey GU25PE. 
tel:048S62035 
Tl Home Group, annual subs £12. 
Contact P Dicks. 157 Bishopsford Road 
Morden. Surrey 
CHS Laadan me c 1 s on Sundays 4-10pm 
Contact PGoldman.POBox llXta. 
Surbiton. Surrey KT5 8H Y 
SuWaaUkrary Computer Club meets at 
Central Library. St Nicholas Way. 
Sutton. Surrey’, on the first Frida's of 
every mont h at 6pm and second and thin 
Tuesday of every month Annual subs 
£6. £40APs. £2 family Contact Dave 
Wilkins onO!-6423l(fc 

SM69RA. subs: £20. Contact Adrian 
Miles, tel: 01-6471713, 
BaaariaUanetlandaaComputc. Clubs 
contact Len Stuart. 89 May fair A venue. 
Worcester Park. Surrey KT4 7SJ 
WarfMag * BMrtd M k t «s om pu 1 c t CI u h 
meets at Rose Wilmot Youth Centre. 
Littlchampton Road. Worlhing.on 
alternate Sundays I lam-1 pm Annual 
subs £4 adults. £2 students. £5 family 
Contact B Thomas. 11 Gannon Road. 
Worthing.W Sussex. BNI12DT.tcl 
090336785 
GfcGaaad Computer Club meets at 
RichmondCommunitv Centre. Sheen 
Road, on the second Monday _Jay of every 
month at 8pm Contact Bob Forster. 18a 
The Barons St Margarets.Twickenham. 

:x.td:01-892l873. 

ContactPChemman.7Talbol Road. 
Littlchampton. West Sussex DN17 7BL 

TYNE* WEAR 
Newcastle spaa Tyne Personal Computer 
Society meetsat Room D103. Newcastle 
Polytechnic on the first T uesdav of every 
month Anual subs£6 C ontact Pete 
Scargill, 21 Percy Park.Tynemouth, tel: 
0632-573905 

Cl—lit Computer Society meetsat 
Cannock Computer Systems. Old 
Penkridge Road. Cannock. fortnightly 
Annual subs £3 adults. £1 students 
Contact Terry Sale. 20 Redwood Dnvc. 
Chase Terrace. Walsall WS7 8AS 
MMaalCompuler (Tub meets at Park 
Hall Community School on the second 
andfourthMondayeverymonlhh 45- 
9 45pm Annual subs£5 adults. £3.50 
students Contact Alison Hunt. 58 
Princes Avenue. Walsall. W Midlands. 
WSI2DH.tcl 0922 23875 
National Wastmimtar r 1 -' n 111 omputei 
Society ('ontact P Moore 021 -2366176. 
it 382 

annual subs: 
full membership £25 Europe. small users 
servicellOEuropc ContactMrxJudith. 
tel Wolverhampton 28521 
WMIMaa* Amateur Computet Club 
meets at Enfield School. Love Lane. 
Stourbridge. on the second and fourth 
Tuesday every month. Annual subs£4. 
£3 full-time students Contact John 
Traces. lOOBooihClose.BrierleyHill. 
Kings wingf ord. W Mid lands, tel: 0384- 
70097. 

WILTSHIRE 
OlMixkimixiritai. proposed new 
dub. Contact Matthew Jones. Pinhilts. 
CalneSNIHH.Y 

Computer Ouh 
meets at Old Pheasant Inn. New Street 
Worcester. on the second Monday every 
month at 8pm Contact DStanton. 55 
Yauxhall Street. Rainbow hill. 

ontact 

WanISumaxMciacaa—Nwt lub meetsat 
Room RO6. Robinson Road Annexe. 
Crawley. on the first and third Monday 
every month Annual subs: £6adults.£3 
students ContactJ Clarke. 31 Hyde 
HeathCourt. Pound Hill. Crawley. W 
Sussex, tel: 1093-88421)7 

Contact Jeff Hayden. 2 Hillary Close. 
East Gnnstead. WSussex RHI93XO 
MinlHaNxNx. new club proposed ...... 
Contact G Diannage. 16 Malvern Street Davis. 62 Tudor Street. Thumscoe East. 

■rComputcr Club, meets at 

Hove. Sussex BN3?YR 
Aran Microcomputer Club meet at Wick 
Amenity Centre. Wick Farm Road. 
I mlehamnlon. W Sussex. on the first 
Monday of every month at 8pm. and 
third Sunday of every month at 6pm 

___,_ompuler User 
Group meets at C o- Op Social Club. 
Pogmorc. Barnsley. on the last Tuesdav 
every month at 7 Vlpm Annual subs £ I 
C ontact James Bnilson.1 
Hall Road. Barnsley. 
6NF, tel: 0226-41753 
Doacastsr Amateur Computet! 
meets in YMC A. Wood Street. 
first Wednesday every month C om 
John Wilkinson. 316 Bawtry Road. 
Doncaster.S. Yorkshire, 
tel: 0302-868379 
Grainluad C Grammar School Computer 
Club. Contact Bnan Smith. Cireenhead 
Road. Keighley. W est Yorks BD2t) 
hEB.teHff35-628y 

Monday Contact C hris Townsend. 76(1 
4 Manchester Road. Unlhwaile. 
Huddersfield, tel: 0484-657299 
laadi KNerue—1—tar UsersCiroupmeets 
at 8 Regent Street. Chapel Allcrlon. 
fortnight Ivon Thursday at 6pm Contact 
DavidParsons. 22 Victoria Walk. 
Horsforth LS18 4PL 
PragamP—r.conlacl R Simpson. 5 
Wcmslcv Road. Leeds Ls7 2BX. tel 
0532-683186. 
PamdM* DMrict ( ompuler Cluhmeets 
at 26 Mill Hey. Hawoi. 
Saturday and Sunday 
Bryant. 26 Mill Hcv. I 
Yorkshire, tel: 0535-43007 
SMpiayCaBagxl ompule r (iroup meets 
on Tuesdavs Contact Paul Channell. 
tel: 0274-5^5731 
South YeriuMre Personal C ompuler 
Group meetsat General Lecture 
Theatre. St Georges Building. Mappin 
Street. Sheffield .on second Wednesday 
every month at 7 30pm Annual suhs: £4 
Contact Paul Sanderson. 8 Vernon 
Road. Tetley. Sheffield S17 3QE 
Thurwscae*Distrirt M1 cro UscrsTluh 
meetsat Thumscoe Comprehensive 
School. Physics Lab. Clayton Lane. 
Thumscoe. every Wednesday ai 7 341pm 
dunngschool term Contact Mi James 

VaxfcCompuler Club meets at the 
Enterprise C Tubeverv Monday at 8pm 
Contact K Thomas. Green Lea. Ripon 
Road. Harrogate, North Yorkshire 
HGI 2BY.teI:0904- .38239 
SCOTLAND 
BMnptaa ( ompuler Cluh meets at Cwa 
Ben ’. Sachekourt Avenue. Bishoplon 
Renfrewshire. on Sunday once a month 
(next meeting May 22at 2.30pm). 
Contact Alasdair Law. lODunglass 
Road. Bishoplon. Renfrewshire PA7 
5EF. 
Edtohatgb Hornet ompolingfluhmcets 
at Claremont Hold. Edinburgh, onthe 
2nd. 3rd and 4th Wednesday of the 
month, produces bi-monthly newsletter 
Contact I Robert son. 031 -4412361. 
SmMM AmatcurC ompuler Society. 
contact Mike Anthony. 46Mnecdun 
Park Gardens. Edinburgh E H177JR. 
Cantrai Tratlaad C ompuler Club meets at 
Falkirk College of Technology. 
Grangemouth Road. Falkirk .on the first 
and third Thursday every month. 
Contact James Lvon, 78 Slamanna n 
Road. Falkirk FK l 5NF 
FVaC ompuler Users Club meets 
fortnightly Annualsubs adults.£5. 
under 18a. £3 Contact Murray Simpson. 
31 Tom Steward Lane. St Andrews. Fife. 
Scotland KYI6KYB 
Grampian Amateur Computer Society 
meets at 35 Thistle tame. Aberdeen. on 
the second and fourth Monday every 
monthat7 -Iflpm Annualsubs:£12.£5 
student . £2 5(1 junior Contact Alan 
Morrison. 21 Beech Road. Wcsthill. 
Skene. Aberdeenshire AB36WR 
KanampC ompuler Club meets wccklv 
ConWetSStubbs. 15The Glebe. 
Kemnas. Inverurie. Aberdeenshire 
hwwniai Personal C omputing Club 
meets every second Tuesday at 7 30pm 
Subs: adults £5. juniors £2 50. Contact 
Gyl Mackenzie. 38 Ardconncl Street. 
Inverness IV2 3EX. tel (M6.V220922 
Perth * District A male ur Conumter 
Society meets at IIunters I odge Motel. 
Bankfont. on the third Tuesday of every 
month al7 3(lpm Annual subs L' 
Contact Alastair McPherson. 154 
Oakbank Road, Perth PI 11 I HA 
Shys and Lachabh ( omputei Vxrietv 
proposed new duh ('ontact C Mansell. 
25 Breacais Isol. Isle of Skye IV42 80A 
Strathclyde1 ompuler (luh meets at 
Wolfson Centre. KI6Rottenrow. 
Glasgow. on I he I hud Wednesdav of 
every month Contact B Duffy. 24 
Lomand Drive. Condonat. 
Cumbernauld G48NW 
WALES 
» mpali Computer Cluh meets at 
Abergele Cl Officesevcrv Thursday at 
7 30-I0pm. Annualsubs £5adulls.’ 
£2.50juniors Conlad W Jones. 77 
Millhank Road. Rhyl. Clwyd. North 
Wales 
Cahxynt ompuler club meets at the 
Circe ns I lotcl. Colwyn Bay. at 7pm. 
Contact D Bevan. c/o Abergele Road. 
( olwyn Bay t lwv<11 I 297PA. 
•Idu6.innu.ilvubs: L30*■ vat Conlad 
Mike Hayes, tel 0222-371732 
GumrtAmaleut Computer Club meets at 
St Marv's Institute. Stow Hill.every 
Thursday at 7.30pm Annualsubs 
£3 50 Contact Rolhery Harris. 16 
Alanbrook Avenue. Newport. Gwent. 
Wales NPT6OJ 
Bauctud AmaieurCompulcr Club meets 
fortnightly on Saturdays at Penened 
l ibrary Subs adults.f5.0AP'sand 
students. £3 50 Contact Philip 
Williams. 38BrvnRhcdyn. Pencocd. 
Bridgend.Mid-CiUmorganCF346TI . 
tel:0656860307 
tadgpMlComjvutcr Club meetsat The 
Scltlemenl. Roackhill Road. 
Pontypool. Gwent. on every Fndav 
(ontact Graham Loveridge. on 
Pontypool 2827 

Computer (lub meets on the last Fndav 
every month Conlacl Paul Griffiths. I 
Prcscclli Road. Pcnlan. Swansea S A5 
8AF 

Waul Yorkshire Microcomputer Group 
meets on Tuesdays . Conlad Phillip 
Clark. c/o Suite 2iM. Crown House. 
Armies Road. UedsLSI22ES.Iel 
0532-632532. 

■augur <'ompuler (luh (NI re land) New 
club Conlad Derek Blanc.ooOueen's 
University. Belfast. Northern Ireland. 

Curb Amateur Compuler Cluh. Talks 
and demonstrations Hardware, 
programming and games Contact T 
Monartv. Tiger Bav. Rochestown. 
Douglas. Cork. Eire. 
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NOTE TO EXHIBITORS 
1982: 47,543 reasons to be at 

the 5th PCW Show 

1983: 20 chances to be at the 6th 
Six months before the doors open on the 6th PCW Show, Britain’s number 
one micro event, only 20 stands* are available for allocation. Need we say 

more...? 

To discuss stand availability today, phone Timothy Collins on 01-486 1951. 
For exhibitor list and further information write to Montbuild Ltd, 11 

Manchester Square, W1M 5Ab, Telex 24591. 

* correct at 20.4.83 

BARBICAN CENTRE, CITY OF LONDON 
28 September — 2 October 1983 



DATABASES 
This six-page guide lists as many of the micros on the market for under 
£12.000 as possible In Databases you’ll find all the specifications for the 
machines, add-ons and software necessary to make your buying decisions 

PCN keeps you up to date in three-week cycles, starting with hardware, 
then penpherals and finally software 

PRICE Specifications listed for each machine indicate what you get for the 
basic pnce quoted, which Includes VAT. 
PROCESSOR TYPE a microprocessor is the heart of the computer The Z80 
and 6502 are popular 8-bit chips. The 8088 and 68000 are common 16-bit 
chips If a machine has an 8-bit and a 16-bit processor we have listed the 
16-bit only. Cust means custom-built. 
SPEED IN MHz Speed of the clock used to drive the microprocessor, 
measured in MegaHertz (million cycles per second). 
STANDARD RAM Amount of mam memory used on the system The 
capacity is expressed in kilobytes 
MAX RAM normally at extra coat Amount of memory to which the system 
can be expanded 
MAX CHARACTERS columns x lines The number of characters that can 
be displayed across the screen and the number of lines down. 

METHOD (at extra cost) This indicates the way the computer displays 
information M on its own means that a monitor is included in the basic price 
Tv indicates that you ean plug the computer into a television set (M + ) 
indicates that the monitor costs extra LCD = Liquid crystal display 
COLOUR CAPABILITY teds you whether the machine can give colour at the 
basic pnce quoted 
MAX DOT RESOLUTION gives the maximum number of points across the 
screen by the number of points down the screen that are available for 
graphics 
KEYBOARD This tells you the type of keyboard that comes with the 
machine W = word processing. C - calculator and T - touch-sensitive 
No OF FUNCTION KEYS refers to the number of keys that can be used for 
different jobs by different programs 
NUMERIC PAD indicates whether the machine has a separate calculator- 
style group of number keys to enter data quickly. 
INTERFACES BUILT-IN shows the number of standard connections built 
into the machine 
CASSETTE FACILITY gives a yes or no as to whether or not the machine 
can use a cassette to store data 

CAPACITY PER DISK AND DISK SIZE tells you how many disk drives come 
with the machine, and the amount of data in kilobytes (K) or megabytes (Mb) 
that can be stored on each drive There are two sizes for disks. 5%' or 8", and 
they can be floppy (F) or hard (H) 
OPERATING SYSTEM gives the program that looks after the general 
running of a computer 
LANGUAGES INC is a column which lists the programming languages that 
come with the machine at the basic price. 
OTHER LANGUAGES AVAILABLE indicates whether or not other 
programming languages are available for the machine. 
DISTRIBUTOR To find which company distributes the machine refer to the 
distnbutor table from the code listed in this column The table is at the end of 
the listings, and gives the distributor s name and telephone number. 

All details given are the latest available. We ask distributors to let us know as 
soon as machine specifications change so Databa&cs can be kept nght up to 
date This guide has been meticulously researched and the information 
collected from individual distributors listed 

PRICE GUIDE 
Sinclair ZX81 
Casio PB100 
TRS-80 PC4 
Sharp PC1251 

Sharp MZ80A £549 
Commodore 4016 £632 
Research Machine 480Z £650 

Cas»FX702P 
Jupiter Ace 
Sinclair Spectrum 
Comx35 
Tandy TRS-80 Pocket 2 
Atari 400 
TI-984A 
Commodore VIC 20 
Sharp PC 1500 
Acorn Atom 
Colour Genie 
SordM5 
Dragon 32 
CamputersLyn* 
Tandy TRS-80 Colour 
New Brain A 
Multitech MPSII 
BBC Micro Model A 

£120 
£130 
£150 
£150 
£170 
£170 
£174 
£194 
£190 
£200 

£299 
£299 
£300 
£327 
£330 
£345 
£389 
£399 
£431 
£454 
£472 
£549 

Commodore 500 
HP7SC 
Sharp MZ80B 
Apple lie 
Commodore8032 
Commodore710 

£883 
£900 
£972 

£1.129 
£1.144 

_ £1.144 
Fujitsu FM8 £1.150 
Sanyo MBC1000 £1.195 
Positron900 £1.259 
Tandy TRS-80 Model III £1.299 
Commodore8096 £1.374 
Pasca640 £1.437 
NECPC8000 £1.454 
Innne Business Systems £1489 
TelevideoTS-800 Series £1.495 
HP86A £1.541 
Osborne I Cl.sai 
Signet 10025 £1.599 
API Signet 
Zenith289-81 

SordM23 
Kayproll 
Transtec BC2 
Kenilworth 83G 
Transam Truscan 
“ 10X10 

£1.9 
£1.94 

is 108 

£1.610 
£1.668 

_JV C1J83 
CommodoreSpr Pet9000£1.719 
Gemini Galaxy 2 £1.719 
British Micro Mmi 803 £1.720 
Microsolution Brit Genius £1.840 
Globe 101 £1.850 
Game III £1.897 
Toshiba T-100 £1.900 

£1.953 
_ cuts 
Epson QX10 £1.995 
lOSDatamachine £1.995 
Tandy TRS-80 Model II £1999 
Ken4worth83N - 
Caltext Micro 
LSIM3 _ 
Haywood9000Composite £2.064 
Hawk Model 110 £2,070 
Positron9000 £2.134 
Research Machines 380Z £2.147 
SuperbramJR £2.150 
Future Computers FX-20 £2.156 
Comarl Communicator £2 .180 
Adler AtphatromcP2 £2.197 
Country Com tersC3000 £2.242 
Kermtron K2000E £2 242 
Rair Black Box320S - 
Sanyo MBC 2000 
TostxbaT-200 
TMK332 
Bonsai SM 3000 
CAL PC 
North Star Horizon 
Sanyo MBC 1250 
CasuMmiC2 
SeedSy 
Sharp F 
HP 85 
HPSenes 100.120 

SordM23P 
Tl Prof Computer 
IBM PC 
Xerox 820 Model II 

>d3000 Haywood 3C 
LSM4 

d System I 
rpPC3201 

£2.012 
£2.019 
£2 064 

£2.242 
£2.242 
£2 242 
£2.242 
£2 294 
£2.294 
£2 294 
£2.294 
£2.300 
£2.300 
£2.300 
£2.360 
£2.362 

Canon CX-1 
Adler AJphatromcP2U 
10 Tech Iona 
HP87XM 
Quantum2000 
Canon AS100 
CP1100 
Seed System 19 
Enterprise 1000 
Fact! 6520 
Olympia Boss Model A 
BmamMMN 
Adler Alphatronic P3 
Eagle II 
Alma rc 801 
DEC Rainbow 100 
ICL PC Model 10 
MitlbankSXlO 
Olivetti M20D 
Sinus I 

North StarAdvantage 
Apple III 
Sanyo MBC 4050 
Bonsai SM 4000 
LogicaVTS Vitesse 
Decision-1 Computer Ol 
DMSFox 

£2 369 
£2.386 
£2.392 
£2.415 
£2.439 
£2.472 
£2.500 
£2.524 
£2.539 
£2.571 
£2.587 
£2.633 
£2.639 
£2.600 
£2.645 
£2.645 
£2.645 
£2.657 
£2.696 
£2.702 
£2.706 
£2.714 
£2.754 
£2.754 
£2.754 
£2.754 
£2.754 
£2.766 
£2.780 
£2.817 
£2.842 
£2.863 
£2.869 
£2.875 

Eagle III 
Zenith Z89-81 
Monroe EC 8800 
PM ps P3500 
TanbergECiO 

Cromemco System 
DECPC32S 
Direct 1000 
Equator 
Cien io Table-Tops 925 
ITT3030 
Monroe OC 8810 
HP Senes 200Model 16A 
Ciler Series 1 
Bum— 
Torch 
SordM223 
KontronRSISO 
Colombia PC 1600-1 
Digicol 
OEMC •MOnon 

Clemo Pronto 
Panasonic J D800M 
Kemitron K3000 
DEC PC 350 

£2.950 
£2.978 
£2.990 
£3.000 
£3.000 
£3.003 
£3.025 
£3.080 
£3.093 
£3.099 
£3.105 
£3.105 
£3.162 
£3.211 
£3.214 
£3.214 
£3.214 
£3.277 
£3.306 
£3.392 
£3.392 
£3.392 
£3.400 
£3.450 
£3.450 
£3.560 
£3.576 

? £3.674 
£3.714 
£3 795 
£3.795 
£3.795 
£3 795 
£3.850 

Vector 4 £3.852 
Sage II £4.019 
Eagle IV £4.190 
C-1010 £4.197 
Tandy TRS-80 Model 16 £4.199 
HytechH4500 £4.310 
BMC OKI 1F800. Model 20£4 360 
ADS 42 £4 500 
T etevideo T S-8QZH £4 533 
Country Com ters Cl000 £4.542 
Corvus Concept £4,887 
ICL PC Model 31 £4.939 
Cromemco System 3 £5,170 
MicroFrve 1000 £5.175 
Fortune 32 16 System 2 £5.204 
Zeus 4 £5.400 
HawkModel2110 £5.405 
Molecular M200 £5,462 
Altos80015 £5.663 

Tl System 200-250 
Compucorp675 
West 150 

£6695 
£6.780 
£6.846 
£6 969 
£7.003 
£7.250 
£7.607 
£8.205 
£9.550 
£9.631 
£9.775 

£10.350 

Durango I 
Triton 4 

F85 £5,744 
£5.744 
£5,750 

Tritonc 
Mann Chip M9900 _ 
SW Tech Products SO* £5.750 
BASF 7100 £5.805 
Compustar £5.837 
SordM243 £5.842 
Archives IV £5.905 
Sage IV £5.962 
ICL PC Model 32 £6.037 
FlairBusnessComputer £6.037 
Digital Microsystems 4 £6.210 
Superstar £6.296 
Raba 8000 £6.327 
Eagle 1600 £6.497 

ABBREVIATIONS 
Ap APL 
As: Assembly 
Ba Basic 
Co: Cobol 
Cm: Comal 
Fr Forth 
Fn: Fortran 
Pa Pascal 
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HARDWARE 
Acorn Alom £174 6502 1 2K 40K 32x16 Tv(M •) • 256x192 W 1 • Cassette BaAs A1 Hobbyist micro 
Adds Muftrviston £3.795 8085A 5 64K 256K 80*25 M 640 * 240 w 28] 1 i 1 x350K5'/«F CP M2 2. Muon Ba A2 Multi user system 
Adler Alphatromc P2 £2.197 808SA 3 48K 64K 80*24 M w 6 • 2 i T 2* 160K5’ *F CP M Ba T1 Good software chotoe 
Adter Alphatronic P2U £2.524 SOBS A 3 64K 80*24 M w 6 • 2 i 3 2 * 320K5V«F CP M Ba T1 £327 buys extra storage 
Adler Alphatromc P3 £2.696 eOSSA 3 64K 80*24 M w 6 • 2 i 3 2x790K5V«F CP M T1 16 bit option-promised 
ADS 42 £4,500 8085A 4 32K 40*8 M 40*8 w • 3 3 • 1*82K5’ *F Holland Automation Ba A3 Intelligent cash register 

£3,400 6088 4 256K 80x25 M 640 * 250 w 10 1 i T 2x320K5V«F MS-DOS BaAs A9 16-bit portable micro 
Almarc 801 £2.706 280 4 64 K 512K 80*25 (M») • w 2 77 2x800K5'/4F CP M A4 8-brt range goes to 20Mb 
Almarc 1601 £3.445 8086 8 128K 1Mb 80*25 <M*) • w ii 2x800K5’/«F CPM86 A4 Pseudo 16-bits go to 20Mb 
Aquarius £90 Z80A 4 4K 52K 40*24 TV • 320*192 c T • Cassette Ba M7 Competition tor Uncle Sir Clive 
Altos 000 15 £5.663 280 4 192K 206K 80*24 M w 7T • T 1 *450K5'«F MPM LI Multi user business machine 
Altos 856-10 £9,631 8086 10 512K 1Mb 80*24 M w 16 • T 2x500K5'4F Xenix Xenix LI The 16-M verson 
APL Signer £1.610 280A 4 64K 80*25 Tv(M • )• • 2x188X5’ 4F APL. CP M Ap Ml •APL terminal recommended 
Apple II £776 6502 1 48K 128K 40*24 Tv(M-r) • 256*192 w T T CP M. DOS 3 3, UCSD-P Ba A8 Plenty ol software and extras 
Apple lie £972 6502 64K 128K 80*24 M* • w 1 DOS Ba A8 Not an Apple II! 
Apple III £2.780 6502 2 128K 256K 80*24 (M+) • 560*192 w ~ 4 1x140K5’/4F SOS. DOS A8 Will emulate Apple II 

..^LJgg £9.775 68000 8 1Mb 120*30 M 792 * 360 w • 2 T 3 2*860K5’4F baa A8 Learning lime 30 mins 
Archives I £3,003 280 4 64K 80*25 M • 240*100 23 • 2 T T 5 2*386K5’.F CPM SI Standard CP M • graphics 
Archives IV £5.905 280 4 512K 80*25 M • 240*100 w 23 • 1 i 3^ 1x10Mb5V<H+1 x 7445 ’if CP M. MP M Si Hard disk version 
Alan 400 £150 6502B 1 79 18X 40x24 Tv • 320*192 T 3 7 Cassette Ba AS Games computer, Basic extra 
Alan 800 £300 6602 1 8 48K 40*24 Tv<M + ) • 320*192 w 3 7 T • Cassette Ba A5 Versatile, good graphics 
Barcellos AMT 100 £3.450 Z80A 4 64 K 256K 80*24 TvM w 8 T T 2 2 * 500K8F CPM BaCo B1 Up to lour users 
BASF 7100 £5.805 280A | 4 64K 80*24 M w 26 • i i 3*163X5' iF BOS Ba Cl Hard disc promised 
Basis 108 £1,683 6602 1 64K 126K 80*24 TvM T 820*168 w 15 i i • C12 Apple bus 280. 80 columns 
BBC Micro Model A £299 6502 18 16K 32K 40*30 Tv(M + ) • 320 * 256 w 10 T • MOS BaAs A1 Upgradable to Model B 
BBC Moo Model B £399 6602 2 32K 80*30 Tv(M + ) • 640 * 256 w JO T" T • MOS BaAs A1 Versatile and expandable 
BMC OKI if 800. Model 20 £4,360 Z80B 5 64K 2S6K 80*25 M 640 * 200 w 15 • ~T • 2x340X5V.F CPM Ba El Built-in printer 
Bonsai SM 3000 £2,294 280 2 64K 80*24 M 80*24 w 14 • ~ii T 2x 350X5’/.F CPM B2 CP M business machine 
Bonsai SM 4000 £2,842 8088 6 128K 256K 80*24 M w 77 • i i CPM. MP M. MS-DOS B2 Z80 for 8 bit software 
Bntanma Baby £2.657 8086 6 14 64K 80*25 Tv(M + ) 80*25 w ii • 2 i 2x500X5 .F CPM AsBaCo B3 Cobol language included 
British Micro Mim. 803 £1,720 280A 4 64K 80*25 (M*) 512*256 w 77 • ~i~| i T 2*400X5%F OSM B4 This is CP M compatible 
C-1010 £4,197 8602 1 64K 128K 80*24 TvM 256*192 w 12 • i i i T • 1 x 1405' *F + 1 x 10MbH CPM. DOS. UCSD-P Ba C2 Apple II compatible 
CAL PC £2.294 8088 5 128K 256K 80*25 TvM • 256 * 512 w • 2 i i 5 2*400X5’4F CPM Ba C3 Also 280B Processor 
Caltext Micro £2.019 280A 4 64K 256K 80*24 TvM 36 • 1 L 3 2*400X5'iF CPM C3 Range of software included 
Camputers Lynx £225 ZBOA 4 48K 192K 40x24 Tv(M + ) • 248*256 w 1 T Cassetle Ba C5 Unusual — promise ol CP M 
Canon AS100 £2,633 8068 4 128K 512K 80*25 M • 640*400 v/ 7? i T 2 * 640X5'*F C4 Choice ol CP M86 or MS-DOS 
Canon CX-1 £2,500 6809 4 128K 256K 80*24 M 80*25 w ii ~T i T T 2 x 320X5' *F MCX BaAs C4 Pascal Fortran as extras 
Casio FX 702P Cost 2K 20x1 LCD c T Cassetle Ba C6 Pocket computer 
Casio PB100 £50 Cust 0 7K 1 7K 60x1 LCO c T • Cassetle s C6 Business pocket computer 
Casu Mini C2 £2.300 ZBOA 4 64K (M-r) T T T 2* 1MD8F 

— 
C7 ’Choose your own terminal 

Crier Senes 1 £3,214 280 4 128K 320K 132*32 TvM w 40 • 3 i 2 * 800X5’4F CPM C17 Other models available 
Clonk) Pronto £3,795 Z80A 4 64K 1Mb Tv(M + ) 2 2 7i 2 * 600K8F CPM L 5~ C8 •Choice of terminal 
Clenlo Table-Top 925 £3,105 ZBOA 4 64K 128K 80*25 M w 77 • 2 2 2x600X8F CPM C8 Watch out for the weight 
Columbia PC1600-1 £3,392 8088 477 128K 1Mb 80*24 M • 640x 200 w To • 2 1 T 2 * 320X5' iF CPM. MS-DOS Ba- 11 An IBM lookalike 
Commodore VIC 20 | £170 6602 1 1 5K 32K 22x23 Tv(M + ) • 176*158 w 8 T i T Kernel | Ba C9 Very popular home micro 



Commodore 64 £345 6510 1 64K 40x25 Tv(M + ) • 320*200 W 6 3 • Kernal Ba C9 Good value tor money 
6509 1 128K 896K 40*25 Tv(M-) • 320 * 200 w 10 • 1 1 3 1 • Kemal Ba C9 Available by summer? 

Commodore 4016 £632 6502 1 16K 32K 40x25 TvM w • i 1 3 • Cassene. PETOOS Ba C9 The original PET 
Commodore 710 £1.144 6509 2 128K 096K 80x25 TvM w 10 • 1 i 2 1 • Kernal Ba C9 Might be a long wart 
Commodore 8032 £1.129 6502 1 32K 96K 80*25 TvM w • i 1 • Cassette. PETDOS Ba C9 The 80-column PET 
Commodore 8096 £1.374 6502 1 96K 80*25 TvM w • i 1 • Cassette. PETDOS Ba C9 Fully expanded PET 
Commodore Super Pel 9000 £1.719 6502 2 96K 80*25 TvM w • 1 i 1 2 • Cassette. PETDOS Ba C9 Top ot the range 
Compucorp 675 £6.780 Z80 4 64K 256K 80*20 M w 20 • 1 4 2x655K5’*F Compucorp CIO Unusual 0 S 

£5.837 ZBOA 4 64K 80*25 M w • 2 1 x 10MbBH * 1 x 350K5’ if CP M Ba no Networking system 
Coman Communicator CP100 £2.180 Z80 4 64K 512K 80*24 M w • 2 1 10 2 * 390K5’ *F CP M CIS Business CP M micro Com* 35 £120 1802 35K 67K 40*24 Tv • c • Cassette Ba C14 Built-in joystick 

£454 9995 12 64K 1Mb 40*24 Tv(M» | • 256*192 w 12 • 1 • BaAs M2 Mainly sold as £340 kit 
Corvus Concept £4.887 68000 6 256K 1Mb 120*60 M 720 * 560 w 10 • 2 1 4 Merkn Pa K1 A4 shaped screen 
Country Computers C1000 £4.542 6502 1 64K 128K 80*24 M 280- 192 w 12 • 1 3 1 * 10Mb5' <H» 1 * 140K5' <F DOS. CP M Ba C16 Runs all Apple software 
Country Computers C3000 £2.242 Z80A 4 64K 256K 1 1 1*SMb5’.H-1*500K5’.F CP M C16 "Terminal own choice 

£2.639 0086 6 128K 1Mb (M +)• 2 1 7 2* 390K5' «F CPM86 C13 Choose your own terminal 
Cromemco System 1 £3.025 Z80 4 64K 80*24 (M + ) • 450 * 735 w 20 • 1 8 2x 390K5’iF COOS. Crom C13 Designed lor business 
Cromemco System 2 £3,560 Z80 4 64K 80*25 (M») w 20 • 1 21 2 * 390K5'*F CDOS. Crom C13 j Large business machine 
Cromemco System 3 £5,170 Z80 4 64K 80*25 IM * ) w 20 • 21 2*1 2Mb8F CDOS. Crom — C13 | Top end Cromec 
DAI PC £684 8080 2 48K 60*24 Tv(M-) • 255*335 w 1 • Cassene Ba D9 [ Optional maths chip 
Datac Micro Controller £431 Z80 2 16K 40*24 Tv(M ♦) 80*60 w 1 1 1 • Ba 01 Mainly used in labs 
DEC Rainbow 100 8088 N A 64K 192K 132*24 M • 960*240 w 20 • 2 3 2x400K5’«F CP M D2 Competitor tor IBM PC 
DEC PC 325 £3.080 P0P11 23 N A 256K 132*24 M • 960 * 240 w 20 • 2 1 2* 400K5’ iF POS D2 Mmi in micro clothing 
DEC PC 350 £3.850 P0P11 23 N A 256K 132*24 M • 960 * 240 w 20 • 2 4 2*400K5.F POS D2 Mini in micro clothing 
Decision-1 Computer MDC-011 £2.869 Z80A 4 64K 192K (M+)* 3 1 1 2 * 400K5’ «F CPM Ba 12 'Buy your own terminal 
Decision-1 Computer MDC-012 £3.674 Z80A 4 64K 192K (M ♦)’ 3 1 1 1 ■ 400K5’ iF * " ■ 5Mb5' <H CP M Ba !2 ‘You choose the terminal 
Diablo 3000 
Digico Prince 
Digital Microsystems DMS-3 

£7.250 
£3.392 

0065 
Z80A 

3 
4 

32K 
64K 

64K 80*24 

80*25 
M 
M 

w 
w 

4 
50 

• 
• 2 

4 
7 

2 ■ 1 8Mb8F 
2*400K5’*F 

DACL 
CPM 

Ba 
| 

l B5 
D3 

Unusual 0 S 
Unusual keyboard 

Digital Microsystems DMS-4 
Direct 1000 
DMS Fox 

£6.210 
£3.093 
£2.875 

Z80A 

Z80 
ZBOA 

4 

4 

128K 
64K 

’.Mb 
80*25 

(Mk)* 
M 132*28 w 2 

2*512K8F 
2x300K5'*F 

CPM 
MPM 
CPM — -- 

D4 
D4 

D5 

"Choice ol terminal 
•Depends on terminal chosen 
Standard CP M machine 

Dragon 32 £200 6809E 1 32K 64 K 32*16 Tv(M>) • 256*192 w , 4 t • 
CP M 

Cassette Ba 
D4 
D6 

Portable machine 
Tandy cotour lookalike 

Durango F85 £5.744 8085A 5 64K 196K 80*84 Tv(M +) w • 4 1 12 2x1Mb5’*F Star Basic BaCo C3 Built in printer 
Eagle II £2.702 ZBOA 4 64K 80*24 M 80*24 w • 2 1 i 2x500K5V«F CPM Ba M3 Includes WP SS software 
Eagle ill £2.950 ZBOA 4 64K 80*24 M 80*24 w • 1 2xlMb5'iF CPM Ba M3 Includes WP SS software 
Eagle IV £4.190 ZBOA 4 64K 60*24 M w • 2 1 i 1-IMbS’ «F*1*12 5Mb5’«F CPM Ba M3 Includes WPSS software 
Eagle 1600 £6.497 8086 8 128K 512K 80*25 M • 720 * 362 w 24 • 2 1 1 8 1*1Mb5’ if + 1x12 5Mb5" ih MS-DOS. CP M 86 M3 High speed IBM copy 
Enterprise 1000 £2.645 8 64K M w 10 • 2 2 2 * 358K5' <F Enterprise D7 Micro Nova 16-bit 

£472 6301 1 16K 32K 20*4 LCD 120*32 w 13 • 2 2 • Cassene Ba E2 Powerful portable 
Epson QX10 £1.995 Z80 4 192K 256K 80x25 M 640*400 w 18 • 1 1 5 2 * 320K5' iF CPM Ba E2 Expansion required lor Vaktocs 
Equator £6.842 Z80A 4 64K 448K 80*24 M 255 * 560 w 14 • 7 1 1 8 1 *5Mb5' <F • 1*750K5’ *F CP M MP M. Turbo DOS E3 Two bigger models available 
Facit 6520 

Fortune 32 16 System 2 
£2.645 
£5.204 

Z80 
6 

64K 
256K 

128K 
1Mb 

80x24 
80x24 

M 
M • 

80x24 w 8 • 2 
20 

2 * 320K5' *F CP M. Facit DOS Ba FI Concurrent printing 

Fujitsu FM8 £1.150 6809 64K 80*25 (M.) • 640*200 w 10 • 1 T 4 • Flex Ba S2 
Genuine 16-bit 
Good tor business graphics 

Future Computers FX-20 £2.156 8088 8 128K 1Mb 80*25 M 800 * 400 w 20 • 2 2 2 x 800K5’4F CP M 86. MS-DOS El Stall on a promise 
Genie 1 £330 ZOO 1.7 16K 48K 64x16 Tv(M •) 128*48 w 1 1 • Cassette Ba L2 Compatible with TRS 80 1 
Genie II zoo 1.7 16K 48K 64x16 Tv(M -) 128*48 w 4 • 1 i • Cassette Ba L2 Speeded-up Genie 1 
Genie III £1.897 ZBOA 32 64 K 80*24 M 160*72 w 8 • 1 i 1 3 2x 700K5V«F New DOS Ba L2 CP M costs exlra 
Colour Genie £194 ZOO 22 16K 32K 40x24 Tv(M») • 160*96 w 8 1 i 2 1 • Cassene Ba L2 Home games machine 
Gemini Galaxy 2 £1.719 zoo 4 64K 512K 80*25 M 160*75 w 10 • 1 i 1 5 • 2x400K5’.F CPM G1 Low cost British system 
Globe 101 £1.850 8085 3 64K 80*24 M w 20 • 3 2x325K5’/«F CPM G4 Wordstar plus Mail Merge irtc. 
Hawk Model 110 £2.070 Z80A 4 64K 256K (M + )* • 2 i 3 2* 390K5’ *F CP M. MP M2 L6 •Choose your terminal 
Hawk Model 2110 £5.405 ZBOA 4 64K 256K (M + )* • 2 i 3 1x390K5'iF4lx21MbH CP M. MP M2 L6 ‘Choose your terminal 
Haywood 9000 Composite £2.064 Z80A 

* 64K 192K 80x25 M 64*255 w 34 • 2 8 2x320K5’/4F CPM As Designed tor network 
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1 HARDWARE 
Haywood Hinet Cl 0.982 280 4 64K 128K 80x24 M w 34 • _3_ i 1*11 Mb8H CP M □ HI Large network machine 
HP75C C883 Cost NA 16K 24K 32xl (M«) c IJ i 4 • 1 3K card reader HP Ba H2 Calculator computer 
HP 85 C2.360 Cost NA 16K 32K 32x20 M 255*191 w 8 • ~T ~4~ 4 • Cassette Ba if H2 Engineers machine 
HP86A Cl .541 Cust NA 64K 512K 80x24 M 544 * 240 w 1 z 2 4 HP Ba H2 CP M optional 
HP 87XM C2.571 Cost N A 128K 640K 80*24 M 544 * 240 w 14 • ~T i 3 T HP DOS Ba H2 Special technical uses 
HP Series 100, 120 C2.362 Z80A 368 64K 80*24 M 80*24 w 8 • 2 1 CPM Ba H2 Top end HP business system 
HP Senes 200 Model 16A C3.212 68000 8 128K 750K 80*25 M w 5 1 T T HP • H2 Genuine 16-bit 
Hytech H4500 C4.310 280 4 64K 208K 80*25 M 80*25 w 26 • 1 3 2*403K5’/4F CPM Ba H3 Standard CPM micro 
IBM PC C2.392 8088 47 64K 576K 80*25 <M*) • 640*200 w 10 • T 5 1*360K5’/4F MS-DOS Ba • 19 Slow but reliable 
ICL PC Model 10 C2.754 8085 3 64K 256K 80*24 Tv(M + ) w 11 • T 8 2*700K5’4F CPM Ba 7§" 14 Repackaged Rair Black Box 
ICL PC Model 31 C4.939 8085 3 128K 256K 80*24 <M») 80*24 w 11 • 4 8 1 *250K5' xF+l *5MbH CP M. MP M Ba 14 Multi user Black box 
CL PC Model 32 C6.037 8085 3 256K 80*24 <M + ) 80*24 w 11 • 8 8 1x250K5'/4F+1*5MbH CPM.MPM Ba • M Top of CL range 
IDS Data machine Cl ,995 280 4 64K 1Mb Tv(M-) 2 IS 2X400K5V.F CPM Ba 18 •Depends on terminal 
IO Tech Iona C2,539 280 4 69K 960K 80*24 M • 160*75 w 12 • 1 T • 2*400K5’4F CPM • 15 Good colour versatility 
Ifvme Business Systems Cl 489 280 4 64K 80*25 M w • 2 2x400K5V.F CPM 16 Inexpensive CP M machine 
ITT 3030 C3.105 ZBOA 4 64K 256K 80*24 Tv(M -) 80*24 w 8 • 1 T T 2*280K5/4F CPM. BOS • 17 Top end business system 
Jupiter Ace C90 280 3 25 3K 51K 32*24 Tv(M + ) 64*46 c • —1 T T Fr J1 Native Forth machine 
Kalamazoo 1050 C3.450 8085 6 64K 80*24 Tv(M + ) 80*24 To T 2*2S0K5'/«F Kalamazoo K3 Only Kaboi language 
KayproM Cl 949 280 4 64K 80*24 M viT • i ~r —1 2 x 200K5'/4F CPM Ba • C15 A portable business machine 
Kemitron K2000E C2.242 Z80 4 64K 80*24 (M +) 80*24 w 2 i 77 1*300K5V.F CPM K4 Scientific Keyboard 
Kemilron K3000 C3.795 280 4 64K 256K 80*24 (M*) 80*24 w • 2 14 2* 1Mb8F CP M.MPM K4 For scientific use 
Kenilworth 83G Cl .953 ZBOA 4 64K 80*25 TvM 160*75 w IF • 1 T 5 2* 350K5'4F CPM K5 British portable 
Kenilworth 83N C2.012 280 4 64K 80*25 TvM 160*75 vT 10 • 1 i 5 2 * 350K5’/4F CPM Ba K5 Includes Basic 
Kontron RSI 80 C3.306 280 4 64K 128K 80*25 M 256 * 512 w i! • T i J 2x 303K5’/4F Kontron Ba K6 OS CPM based 
LSI M3 C2.064 280 25 64K 80*24 M 80*24 w 31 • i 2*200K5’/4F CPM • L3 Big. British and CP M 
LSI M4 C2.472 8088 5 128K 256K 80*24 M 160*72 w 21 • T ~i| T 2x400K5’/4F CPM86.CPM80 L3 Z80 for 8-txt software 
Logica VTS Vitesse C2.863 8086 5 64K 256K 80*24 M 640 * 288 w 12 • i i T 2* iMbS' *F CP M. MS-DOS Ba • L4 High-res colour graphics 
Mann Chip M9900 C5.750 9900 3 64K 1 6Mb 24*80 M 24*80 w 8 • 71 2* 1 2Mb8F MOS. MDEX Ba ~if M2 Genuine 16-bit 
Micro Five 1000 C5.175 8088 8 128K 512K 25*80 TvM 512*512 w 20 • 10 d 2 2 * 1Mb5V«F + 2*6 3Mb5' <H • F2 ‘Choose your own O S 
Micro Five 3000 CIO 350 8086 5 128K 1Mb 25*80 TvM 512*512 w 20 • 5 2. • 1 * 10Mb8F F2 ‘Choose your own 0 S 
Microdecision Ct.144 280 4 64K 80*24 (M + ) 2 

_ 
1x200K5V.F CPM Ba. Pilot 12 "Terminal extra 

Microsolution Brrttsh Genius Cl.840 280 4 64K 80*24 TvM 80*24 w IT • 1 i 2x I6OK5V4F CPM f M4 Genius by nature? 
Microtan 65 C389 6502 1 8K 48K 25*64 (TvM + ) • 1 

a • Tanbug Ba M8 Expandable in many ways 
MiMbank SX10 C2.754 ZBOA 4 65K 256K 80*25 M 80*25 w To" • T T 2x350K5’/4F CPM As • M5 Scientific applications 
Molecular M200 £5.462 280 4 64K 320K (M+r 2 

_ 
i 71 1 * 10Mb8H »1 * 500K8F CPM BaAs G2 •Terminal required 

Monroe EC8800 £2.990 ZBOA 3 128K 40*24 M 240 * 240 vT 32 • 3 3 1x320K5’.F Monroe Ba Pi Pilot F3 Onty 40-character screen 
Monroe OC8810 C3.162 ZBOA 3 128K 80*24 M 80*24 w 32 • 3^ 2 T 1x320K5’/4F Monroe BaPa F3 Bigger model available 
Multitech MPFII £269 6502 1.2 64K 40*24 Tv(M + ) • 280*192 c T] 1 i Cassette Ba S8 Apple soft compatible 
Naecom 2 £327 ZBOA 4 2K 64K 16*46 Tv(M-r) 48*96 w "T 4 • NAS. SYS BaAs L5 Old reliable 
Nascom 3 C549 280 4 48K 16*48 Tv(M + ) 48*96 vT i T • NAS. SYS BaAs L5 Fully expanded Nascom 
NEC PC8000 Cl .454 280 4 32K 64K 80*25 M • 160*100 w" 2 z 2x300K5’/4F CPM. NEC. DOS Ba N1 Superb colour graphics 
New Brain A C269 ZBOA 4 32K 512K 80*30 Tv(M + ) 640 * 220 c 2 z T • Cassette Ba G3 A lot of promise 
North Star Advantage £2.766 280 4 64K 80*24 M 640 * 240 w 7s 1 6 2*360K5'/.F CPM T9 16-bit option 
North Star Horizon £2 294 Z80 4 64K 512K 2 z T 9 2*360K5’/4F North Star DOS Ba T9 "Choose your own terminal 
OEM Orion £3.392 8086 8 128K 896K 80*25 TvM z 800*400 w 77 • 21 z _ 6 z 2x500K5'/4F CPM 86 BaCo 05 •Full communications machine 
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HARDWARE 
Televideo TS-800 Senes El 495 Z80A 1 4 1 64K 80x24 M 80x24 □EGB ■ i CP M _ C11 Standard CP M machine 

Tetevideo TS 1602-C £3.714 8088 ' 5 128K 256K 80*24 M 576x424 □eogo ■ i 2 * 256K5' »F CPM-86 *. C11 Graphics, but no colour 

Tl Professional Computer £2 386 8088 5 84K 256K 80x25 M □EGB □ 1 * 320K5' *F J*. T5 Choice ot operating systems 

Texas Instruments TI-99 4A £150 9900 3.5 16K 52K 32x24 Tv(M*) 256*192 □■■■ ■ T DOS Ba T5 This has sprite graphics 

Tl System 206-250 £6,695 9900 4 64K 80x24 M 80*24 □EGO ■ 1x5Mb5' .H UCSD-P.PX10 • T5 Bigger version available 

TMK332 £2.242 8085A 5 64K 80x24 M _ 190*96 □E3GB 
□EGD 
□□CD 

D _ L _ _ 2 x 320K5’.F 
2 x 400K5' «F 

CP M Ba I PS 
T6 

•650210 processor 
CP M comestible 

Toshiba T-100 £1 900 Z80A 4 64K 96K 80x25 TvM : 640*200 D T — T 2 ■ 256K5' «F CP M Ba s Pro test March 18 

ToshOaT-200 £2.242 8085 26 64K 80x24 —jT~ 80*24 □EGD T 2x 256K5' *F CP M Ba I 04 Standard CP M machine 

Transam Truscan £1 983 Z80A 4 64K 80x24 TvM 640 * 288 □IGB i T T 2x 190K5’ »F CP M T7 S-100 machine 

Transtec BC2 £1.949 Z80A 4 64K 256K 80*24 M 80*24 OISGB i 8 2 x 386K5’ <F CP M • 1 T8 Fully definable characters 

Triton 4 £5.744 Z80A 4 64K 160K 80x24 M ODGD i T 2*1 2Mb8F MPSL-BOS Til Upgradable to Winchester disk 

Vector 4 £3.852 8068 5 128K 2S6K 80x24 M • 640 * 312 OEGD ~T T T 2x 630K5' *F CP M. CP M 86 | Ba A4 8-brt end pseudo 16-04 

Victor 9000 £2.754 8068 5 128K 896K 80x25 M 800 * 400 ODGD i 4 2 x 600K5’4F CP M 86 MS-DOS Ba D8 Same as Sinus 1 

Weal 150 £6 846 68000 6 256K 1 5MD 60x25 M 400 * 300 □□■Q i 1 2*616K5F MCS Ba S10 Upgradable to 32 user system 

Wilkes VD8110 £4.025 8086 5 128K 896K 80x24 M • 960 * 624 i 6 2*1 2MD8F CP M 86 Ba W2 Standard CP M machine 

Xerox 820 Model II £2.415 Z80A 4 64K _ 80x24 M _ 1024*512 □■GO 
OEGB 
□■GO 

2 _ - 2 2x 160K5' iF CP M 
CP M. MS-DOS Z Basic 

— l 
R4 

1 Z1 
Powerful graphics 
Graphics includes turtle Zenith 120*22 

Zenith Z89-81 £1 668 Z80 25 48K 64K 80-24 M — "T — — — 1 x100K5' «F CP M Ba > 1 Z1 Elderly CP M machine 

Zeus 4 £5.400 Z80 4 64K 320K 80x25 (M->) 80*25 ICZIKDGKE _ _ _ _ _ 1 x 6Vb5' *H »1x 250K5' *F CP M Muse As 5 I M5 I Designed as multi-user 

DISTRIBUTORS 
A1 Acorn Computers Cambridge 245200 A2 Adds (UK) Lid. 01-9491272 A3 Ads Lid. 01-947 4881 A4 AJmarc 
52657 A5 Atari International (UK), Slough 33344 A6 Anglotech Computers Slough 74201 A7 ACT. 021-454 8! 
Computers, Hemei Hempstead 60244 A9 Anderson Jacobson Ltd. Slough 25172 
B1 Barcellos Ltd. Leicester 541574 B2 Bonsai 01-580 0902 B3 Britannia Computer Ltd. Dudley 233433 B4 British Micro. Warlord 
48222 B5 Business Corr^Juters Ltd. 01 -207 3344 B8 British Olivetti. 01 -785 6666 B7 Bromley Computer Consultancy. 01 -697 8933 
Cl Computer Phenpherals Ltd. 01 -278 7837 C2 Country Computers Ltd. Redditch 29626 C3 Computer Ancillanes. Egham 36455 
C4 Canon (UK) Ltd. 01 -680 7700 C5 Campulers Lynx. Cambridge 315063 C8 Casio. 01 -450 9131 C7 Casu Electronics Ltd. 
Uxbridge 72511 C9 Clenlo Computing Systems. 01-670 4202 C9 Commodore Business Machines. Slough 79292 CIO Compucorp. 
01 -9070198 Cl 1 Cott Computer Systems. 01 -577 2686 Cl2Community Computers Petersfieid 87567 Cl3Comart. Huntingdon 
215005 C14 Computers For All. Basildon 418414 C15CK Computer Plymouth 780311 C16 Country Computers, Redditch 29826 
C17 Crier Melksham 706361 
D1 Datac 061-941 2361 D2 Dec Ltd Basingstoke 50200 D3 D*gico Letchwoith 78172 D4 Digital Microsystems Reading 343885 
D5 Direct (UK), Warnngton 814072 08 Dragon Data Ltd. Kentig H.ll 744700 D7 Data General 01-572 7455 08 DRG. 
Weston-Super-Mare 415398 D9 Data Applications. Cirencester 61828 
El Encoler Systems. 01-686 9687 E2 Epson (UK), 01-902 8892 E3 Equinox. 01-739 2387 
FI Fecit Addo Ltd, Medway 401721 F2 Five Technology. Lichfield 57701 F3 FI Cord, 061-445 7716 F4 Flight Electronics. 
Southampton 27721 
01 Gemini Micros Amersham 28321 02 Gecas. 01-629 3758 03 Grundy Business Systems. 01-943 1901 04 Globe Business 
Machines. Weston-Super-Mare 83522 
'' ‘ -taywood E lectronc Asoc Ltd. 01 -428 0111 H2 Hewlett Packard. Bracknell 63100 H3 Hytech Microsystems. Oxford 726644 
.. ~arus Computer Systems. 01 -485 557412 Interam Computer Systems 01-875 532513 IBR Microcomputers. Reading 66411114 
ICL. Slough 311111S 10 Technology. 01 -248 487618 Irvine Business Systems Ltd. Irvine 7500017 ITT Consumer Products 
Basildon 304018 Interactive Data Systems Milton Keynes 31399719 IBM UK Product Sales Ltd. 01-578 4399110 Intertec Data 
Systems. 01-8401589 

J1 Jupiter Cantab Cambridge 313479 
K1 Keen Computers. Nottingham 412777 K2 KGB Micros. Slough 38581 K3 Kalamazoo Business Systems. 021-476 2191 K4 
Kemitron, Chester 21817 KS Kenilworth Computers. Kenilworth 512127 K8 Kontron Computers. St Albans 66222 
LI Logitek Starxfish 426644 L2 Lowe Electronics, Matlock 4995 L3 LSI Computers Ltd. Woking 23411 L4 Logica VTS. 01 -637 
5171 L5 Lucas Logic Kenilworth 59412 L8 Leicester Micro Systems Leicester 551869 
Ml Micro APL Ltd. 01 -834 2687 M2 Microprocessor Engineering Southampton 775482 M3 Mediatech. 01-903 4372 M4 
Microsolution. Cfwppmg Norton 3256 M5 Millbank Computer 01-891 4691 M6 Micro Networks Ltd, 01 -602 7405 M7 Mattel. 01 -900 
0311 MSMicrotanie Computer Systems. 01-693 1137 

01 Olympia Boss Systems. 01 -262 6788 02 One Products International. Ascot 27686 03 Osborne Computer Milton Keynes 
615274 04 Office International Sunbury-on-Thames 85666 05 OEM, 01-407 3191 
PI Panasonic Business Equipment (UK), Slough 75841 P2 Pronto Electronic Systems 01 -554 6222 P3 Phillips Business Systems. 
Colchester 575115 P4 Positron Computer Ltd. Newton-le-Willows 29741 PS PHL. 021-745 3033 
01 Quantum Computer Systems. Leeds 458877 
R1 Ran Ltd. 01 -836 6921 R2 Racai Reading 782158 R3 Research Machines Ltd. Oxford 249866 R4 Rank Xerox, Uxbndge 51137 
SI Salmon Electronics. Darlington 721368 S2 Stirling Microsystems 01-486 7671 S3 Seed Brownhilts 378151 S4 Sharp 
Electronics. 061-205 2333 S5Sinclair Research Camberley 681666 S8 Sord 01-930 4214 S7 SWTP Peterborough 234433 S8 
Sirtel UK Ltd, Peterborough 236010 S9 Shelton Instruments. 01-278 6272 S10 Software Sciences Ltd Farnborough 544321 
T1 Triumph Adler. 01-2501717 T2 Thames Systems Thame 5471 T3 Tandberg Leeds 774844 T4 Tandy Company, Walsall 
648181 T5 Texas Instruments. Bedford 67466 T6 Torch Computers. Cambridge 841000 T7 Transam Microsystems 01-405 5240 
T8 Transtec, Bristol 277462 T9 TRW Datacorn International Ltd. Windsor 59183 T10 TDI. Bristol 742796 T11 Tnvector Commerce, 
Biggleswade 82222 
WlWestrex Ltd. 01 -578 0957 W2 W.lkes Computers. Bnslol 277399 
21 Zenith Data Systems. Gloucester 29451 



published by VNU called 'Personal Computer 
Games' which will help you do just that. 
No matter what micro you own, ’Personal 
Computer Games' will tell you everything you've 
ever needed to know about the games you can 

play with your micro. 
And the wherewithal of playing them. 

Make sure you don't miss out. Shoot on down to 
your newsagent, or use the coupon below to order 
your copy. Now! 
And start winning, winning, winning. 

ots of micro magazines 

I pretend to take computer 

A■ " games seriously. 
V W But seriously, as a person 

/ B a with the perspicacity to read 
_ a this magazine, you know better 

I Yet you still want to play games 
: m with your micro, rather than let 

your micro play games with you. 
So that's why from July 

onwards, you can buy a special magazine 

G I enclose my cheque made payable to Personal Computer World 
for £1.35 (P&P inclusive) 

[~1 I enclose my postal order payable to 
Personal Computer World for£l .35 

G Please debit my American Express/Access/Barclaycard 
(delete where not applicable) 

Signed 

Please send this order, with your remittance to: Personal 
Computer World, Circulation Dept., Freepost 38. London 
W1E 6QZ. 



PCN Billboard 
IM^. Hove printout of Apple program 
made lor TV. I own BBC B. hence 
problem Never been published. Tel: 
John. 0202 296253 (Bournemouth) 
Mori VC*, Space Invaders. Asteroids. 
Defenders. Pitfalls. Missile Command. 
Vanguard. Star Raiders. Bcrscck. 
Adventure. Superman. Haunted 
House. Super Breakout. Outlaw. Com¬ 
bat. cover. 1140 Tel: 0703 H6977S. 
Atari 41Nmoo software Centipede. Mis¬ 
sile Command. £20 each. Preppic £15. 
SSAE for detaih to Y P Cheung. 15 
Albert Road. Retford. Notts DN226JD 
BBC Of* vs anted. also software w anted to 
ctchange.buy Vic-20 software also 
wanted for BBC software Tel: Martin 
on 0924404921 (after 6 30pm please. 
Sharp MZ80K (48K). plus Dot matns, 
printer and interface unit. As new ♦ 
£1()0ssoftware. Bargain bus al£500ono. 
Tel: 01-891 3413 (evenings) 
Atari VCS plus 22 cartridges including 
Pac-man. Defender. Kaboom. Aster¬ 
oids. Missile Command. Space Invad¬ 
ers. Cost ovcr£500. will accept £150. Tel: 
01-969 5255 (before 6pm) 
Casio PB-300 Personal. Basic incredible, 
portable, built-in printer, cassette inter¬ 
face possible. Business, games, scientific 
applications Offer includes manual, 
charger. S.A.E. for info £89. Terran. 
I7A Regents Park Road. London NWI. 
Hewlett Packard HP-41 CV programm¬ 
able calculator with card reader and 
printer, excellent condition, might sell 
separately. £2110ono lor all equipment 
Tel Pill 2029 (after 7pm) 
BBC B I 2 ♦ DFS + Shugart disk drive 4 
Word wise word processor + API00A 
graphics printer 4 over £100 software. 
Worth £1.2(1). accept £850 ono. Tel: 
Kevin. St Albans 7SI24I (evenings) 
Pet 32K I2in screen cassette player, 
toolkit type chip. 44 programs inc 
Arcades Pctchcss 18. months' old. 
immaculate condition Reasonable 
offers Tel: 0332 556503 
Atari 400 48K. four months' old. includ¬ 
ing Recorder. Basic cartridge, manuals 
and over 40 program listings Must sell. 
£200ono Tel: Dundee (0382) 76554 
ZXB1 IbK complete with manual and 
books. 25 taped programs from 3D 
Monster Marc to World Cup. all for £65 
Tel Silvcrsionc (0327) 857596. 
TRS-80 with new monitor, cassette, 
sound, hi-res. hooks, manuah Very 
large software collection. Value 
£1.0004. Accept £390 Without soft¬ 
ware £340 Tel: Long Eaton (06076) 
68602 
ZXS1 ink games to swop Excellent 
games, i.e 3D Monster Maze, 3D 
Defender etc Tel: Garshin 61468. 
SeMunha A I’111) printer. Centronics in¬ 
terface with cable, onlv six months' old. 
little used. £175. BBC Rocket Raid and 
Arcade Action. £6 each. Td: Broad- 
stone (0202) 69X015 
Vtc-20 Super Expander cartridge. books, 
magazines, cassette software Excellent 
conditnm. boxed, as new. quick sale. 
£100 ono. Tel: Adam on 01-727 3606 
Sharp M/.S0K 48K. excellent condition, 
much software including Pacman. E log¬ 
ger and Pascal Forth and several Basics. 
ROM listing and manuals. Zen Assemb¬ 
ler with compatible disassembler. £320 
ono Tel Cheltenham (0242) 23091 
TIWMA for sale inc Parsec Soccer. 
Invaders. Yanlzcc manuals, leads, three 
months’ old. Accept £130. Tel: 041-883 
1522 (weekends or after 6pm). 
ZXB1 IbK Maplin keyboard, manual, 
leads, power pack, modified keyboard 
port. 80 gamvs Full working order 
Worth £180. asking £120ono. Tel: 0632 
852455. 
Wanted. IbK ZX8I RAMpack in reason¬ 
able condition. £10 ono Tel: Crawley 
(0293)514201 (anytime). 
Sharp MZ-80K. one year old. excellent 
condition Software including Bask. 
Toolkit. Chess. Munchics and Scramb¬ 
ler extra orogramming manual All for 
£3(1). Tel: Rowe. 0285 4194 

Lynx l.sK. £185. boxed, as new Also 
books, manual and software etc. Tel: 
01-3994321 
BBC Micro games: Snapper Planetoid. 
Rocket Raid. Meteors Arcadians. 
Monsters, all for £20. Send to E P S 
Mackcnna. Paridac House. Fishers 
Wood. Sunningdalc. Ascot. Berks SL5 
0JF 
Atari 4<><i'’H00 for sale. E M T Jumbo Jet 
Pilot, six weeks' old. £25 Tel: 0443 
225009 (after 5.15pm Mon-Fri). 
Bargain offer! Alan 400 (16K) with 
Basic, manuals, joysticks, recorder and 
Miner 2049'cr. Preppic. Baja Buggies 
guaranteed. £160. Tel: Hexham 604294 
Sharp MZ-80K 48K. 18 months old. 
includes books, user notes, joystick and 
Epson printer card. £240 ono. Tel: 
Milton Keynes (0908) 677508 
Sharp MZ-80K software to value of 
£4(114 Includes Wordpro. Cak . Data¬ 
base. Forth. Sargon. Draughts. Bridge. 
Othelki. The Valley etc £75 ono. Tel: 
0908 677508. 

Vk » software. Sargon 2.£I5; Vical.fS; 
Krazy Kong. £4. Arcadia. £3; Space 
Storm. £2.50; Andes Attack. £4; or the 
lot £30. Tel: 031-556 5233 (evenings). 
Korg Monopoly. £450: Powertrain 
Vocoder. £190: or part exchange for 
Apple computer with disk dnvc Stuart. 
59 Saint Mildred Road. London SEI2. 
Tel: 01-253 4399. ex 3828. 
Oragoa 32, complete with |oysltcks. 
cartridge, games cassettes, original box 
and as new. £155. This also includes kits 
of books Mr S Kwan. 25 Milton Road. 
Gravesend. Kent Tel (M74 64608 
Atari machine code copier with five 
games. £5: or will swop for Atan books. 
Also Caverns by Titan. £4. Tel: Hartle¬ 
pool 78064 
Philips G7tl!l Vidcopac console plus 
Satellite Attack and Skiing for only £50. 
boxed, five months' old. 7 Elmbournc 
Drive. Belvedere. Kent. Tel: Erilh 
40403 
Acorn Atom, hilly expanded, lots of 
software, complete with original pack¬ 
ing. manual, leads. PSV. program 
books, magazines etc Bargain for £118. 
Tel: Omar now! 01-472 3507 
Vie 20 4 cassette deck 4 3K RAMpack 4 
£90 software including carl ridges + 
Super Expander + )ovstick 4 hook. 
Worth £250. will veil £2tl). Tel: York¬ 
shire. Bradford 587480. 
BBC B I 2 OS. as new. plus new 
compatible cassette recorder. hooks and 
Acornsoft games: seen in Southgate. 
North London. £415 Tel: 01-882 4444 
(daytime). 01-368 2756 (evenings). 
Atari 40B 48K 4 recorder, joysticks. 
Basic and manuals, games. Defender. 

•Galaxian. Gorf. Shamuv. Caverns of 
Mars.Centipede.Star Raiders. Pacman. 
Apple Panic. Missile Command. Space- 
Invaders - blank cassettes, programme 
magazines All boxed, all under guaran¬ 
tee . everything less than six months old. 
can deliver anywhere. £650 new. will 
accept £450ono Tel: 041 -647 3770 after 

UK101HK RAM. eased. 30CV600 BAUD. 
Vi Maz. sound, joysticks, simple output 
port, number pad. many games. Forth. 
£1(1) ono. Contact M Leslie. Welwvn 
GafdM tity 35949 
Appte B plus with two disk drives, printer, 
reference guides, mint condition, un¬ 
wanted competition prize £1.8(1) ono. 
27 Blenheim Park Road. South 
Croydon. Surrey 01-6865471 evenings. 
Acan AP-100A printer. £238 ono. inc 
paper, friction feed, dustcovcr. connec¬ 
tions 4 manual. Twowccksold. working 
perfectly. Tel: Mcdway5l777aflcr6pm 
(P.S. includes scrccndumpI 
Atari computer cartridges. Defender. 
Wizard of War. Jumho Jet pilot. Cen¬ 
tipede. K-Razy Shoot-out. MissilcC'om- 
mand. Asteroids £14 each. Tel: (0253) 
403994 
ZXS1 plus I6K RAMpack. plus manual, 
leads, plus Ouicksilsa Scramble All 
boxed, excellent condition. Accept £40 
for quick sale. No offers. Tel: Neil. 0224 
820940 

TaMgte Model 33. complete with floor 
stand, papertape punch and reader. 
Excellent condition. £49 Tel: llcmcl 
Hempstead (0442) 67918 alter 6pm 
LYNX48Kboxed.5monthvold Excellent 
condition Reason lor sale upgrading to 
Apple Accept £150 for quick vale No 
offers Tel 0224-820940(Neill. 
Wanted Epson MX80FT/3 pnnlcr in 
good condition with Centronics inter¬ 
face Tel: Hcmcl Hempstead (0442) 
67918 after 6pm. 
Commodore 64, biand new. manual. TV 
and powvi leads, in box. two weeks old. 
unwanted gift. £250 ono. Contact Phil, 
tel: 0732 844339 (evenings) Larkftetd 
near Maidstone. Kent 
Spectrum software for sale Arcadia. 
Spectres. Scramble. Planetoids. Inheri¬ 
tance. GB-Ltd. Timegale and many 
more. All £2.75 each Mike Russell. It) 
Gwaslod Terrace. Abcrtilk-rv. Gwent 
BBC Model B plus 15 MHz K(,U 
monitor, both under guarranly. lots o( 
software and books. £551). Gcnuinc 
rcason (or sale Contact Slcse 0925 
50485 
Orie printer cable £15. suit any printer 
with Centronics interface. Tel: 0222 
568924 after 6pm 
Vie 20, C2N. 4«K. Rat race. Jelly 
Monsters. Boss. Vie Rescaled. Joystick. 
Arcadia. Frantic. Sell £3411 or swop for 
BBC B Tel: St Helens (0744) 52354 
evenings 
Stuff M/.-8IIA plus manual and many 
programs including Pac-man. Chess. 
Fender Eight months old. £400. Tel: 
Nantwxh (0270) 78(1(84 evenings 
Atari 4(118111 software. 10 games. £12 
each or £20 for two. Tel: 0732 863815 
after 4pm 
Atari game cassettes, all originals with 
instructions. 16 + 32K. Cost £350. £125 
otto. Tel: Bloadstone 69130b. 
4SK One for sate + £230 id software, as 
new in box ♦ 2 cassette leads Tel: 
Orpington 33369 Will base to collect. 
£150. 

The overwhelming response to PCN’s Billboard 
service is causing delay in publication of some 
advertisements. To solve this growing backlog 
and to cover some of the publication costs we 
are now charging £1.50 for each ad. Every form 
received at PCN’s offices, 62 Oxford Street, 
London W1A 2HG, must be accompanied by a 
postal order or cheque for £1.50 made payable 
to VNU Business Publications. 

HCcompatible printer. Star DP8480dnf 
matrix. 80 col, 80 cps, hi-rcs screen 
dumps. Centronics, tractor/friction 
feed, excellent value. Deliver in Kent. 
£225 ono Canterbury 7506(1) 
Exchaaga Atari video computer system, 
under guarantee, plus seven cartridges 
for ZX81-16K and ZX-prtntet or Spec¬ 
trum. Robinson. 21 Summcrhckl Road. 
Luton. Beds. LU1 IUH 
SI00 bus card frame and ease, mother 
hoard takes 12 edge connectors, six 
fitted, ease size 420mm x 290mm x 
195mm. £55 including postage. Tel: 
(021) 357 7621 evenings. 
Spectrum software: Meteor Shower. 
Spectral Invaders. Space Intruders 
Books: Cambridge Colour Collection. 
Over The Spectrum. £15 altogether 
Clive Newton. 371 Llantarnum Road. 
Cwmbran. Gwent. 
PM I6K Basie 4 cassette deck plus 
manuals, magazines, software etc. £100 
Philip Samsworlh. 32 Highbridge Road, 
Aylesbury. Bucks Tel: Aylesbury 86310 
buyer collects. 
TRSS0 I6K Model I. still in box 
Excellent condition with software Sell 
for£195 Tel:021 4498699atcr5pm Ask 
for Abid. 
ZXS1 complete with television, cassette 
recorder, manual and tape. £60ono. Tel: 
Winchester 883306 
168 081 software for sale or swop, 
including Flight Simulation. Gulp, 
Scramble. Black Crystal. Asteroids and 
Castle Adventure Tel: Blyth (Notts) 
791. 
S«B or vwopexcellent Spectrum software 
(16K48KI Must sell Casio FX502P 
personal computer with manuals. cassct- 
te interface etc.. £40 ono Td: 01-531 
2892. 
4SK Lynx three weeks old. not even 
opened. Full year's guarantee, all leads, 
manuals. PSU software, unwanted gilt, 
unused. £200 no offers. Tel: Waltham 
Cross 28173 (Clive). 
0ric-l 48K. new Rom. Six weeks old. 
owner needs cash, free Zodiac adven¬ 
ture. original packing. £145 ono. Tel: 
01-669 6487 esenings 
288 Vic20 extra 3K. includes easselte 
player, joysticks and over £70 worth of 
software including Defender. Space 
Invaders. ROM cartridge and Chess. 
Cost oser £430 accept £250. Tel: 01-954 
5005 (Stanmorc Middx). 
Atari 400 with Basic cartridge, program 
recorder, two joysticks, three manuals. 
Star Raiders. Missile Command and 
Pacman cartridges Worth oser £400. 
accept £250. J Trainor. 1 Park Drive. 
Littlcovcr. Derby 
Spectrum and ZX8I I buy all your 
unwanted original software tapes Send 
list with prices to: Will Denissen, 
Alpcnlaan 105, 5022 LH. TUburg. 
Holland. 
BBC disk manual wanted in good condi¬ 
tion. Tel: Cambridge (0223) 245799. 
Ann Atom I2K. I2K floating point 
ROM. various software and book s. leads 
and power pack. £110 ono. Tel: 01-644 
7351 evenings 
Me 2# Advcnturcland cartridge, sell or 
swop for another Vic adventure car¬ 
tridge game. £20. Tel: Guildford 571878 

32M ZX81 with DK Trunks professional 
keyboard, also £50 of software and 
hooks. £10 of magazines and compact- 
able tape recorder, mint condition, a 
gift. £1110 ono. Tel: Wrexham 758842 
after 5pm 
Software lor Vic 20. cartridges. £10. 
Original cassettes. £3 All leading soft¬ 
ware houses, sale due to change of 
machine Tel: 0772 323148 (Preston. 
Lancs). 
Me 2B software. Bomb Against Time. At 
The Races. Bingo. Higher or Lower. 
Noughts and Crosses, all five games. 
£2.50 Gary Cochrane. Montana. Silk- 
sworth Lane. Sunderland SR31 PD Tel: 
(0783)227774._ 
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Advwitura Barnes. Scoll Adams. Voodoo 
Castle and Advcntureland plus Omega 
Race, exchange for other Scott Adams 
games Tel: Kirkcaldy (0592) 68181 ext. 
159 daytime only (Saywcll). 
TV0D/4A with cassette leads, magazines 
and games tape, total cost £170, three 
months old. sell for £135. Tel: Leicester 
(0533)707351 
Philips ( 701X1 TV game, four cartridges, 
alto can be simple computer. £60ono. or 
swop for a ZX speaker. Tel: Hastings 
428318 4-9pm 
Software for BBC B and Vic 20. Viemen. 
£3. Myriad Hopper both £5. Acorntoft 
Chest Planetoid, both £5. Vic joystick, 
brand new, £4. Tel: 01-460 3171 
2X111 bK video inverter plus £ 100 worth 
cassettes, books, programs, still under 
guarantee. Total cost over £160, will 
accept £90 ono Tel: Southend (0702) 
617608 after 6pm 
£ichange complete Super-8 cine kit. 
camera, projector, editor, splicer. + 
films. + cash for computer, any make 
considered. Contact me at: 31 Burdon 
Closes Newton Aycliffc. Co. Durham 
DL5 4ES 
Pirates Cose adventure cartridge for Vic 
20, good condition. £15 ono. Tel: 
Hiichin 8116% after 6pm. 
ZX81 plus I6K RAM. ZX printer. Kavdc 
keyboard, leads, manual etc., hardly 
used, all in Al condition, only £70. Tel: 
Ingrebourne 70937. 
ZXS1 plus I6K RAM pack, little used. 
£60 worth of software, all boxed, total 
value £ 140. will sell for £70. Tel: 0564 826 
781 after 6pm. 
Wanted: 48K Computers Lynx, needs to 
be in excellent condition, swill pay up to 
£175. collect in Leeds area Tel: 
Dewsbury 466179 after 6pm 
Aeon Atom I2K RAM and I2K ROM. 
complete with PSU leads. 3 books and 
software, which includes Galaxian Sell 
for£!25. Tel: Cardigan02396l282l after 
4.30pm. 
Simp Atari 400/800 Centipede cartridge 
for Wizard of Wor or Gorf carl ridge Tel: 
04446 41118 after 4pm 
Midair ZX81. and I6K RAM. plus £60 
worth of software. some educational. all 
boxed, total value £140. accept £70. Tel: 
0564 826 781 after 6pm 
Acorn Atom 12K + 12K + VIA. Acorn 
PSU. leads, manuals, original box. vgc. 
software. Atom Forth. Protector. Star 
Trek. 42 column soft VDU £140 + 
carriage Tel: Richard (0536) 519667 

Philips G7000 Video Computer Console 
with four cartridges, very good condi¬ 
tion, £95 the lot or swop for a Spectrum 
I6K Appleton. 5 Throstle Drive. Mid¬ 
dleton. Leeds LSI04JW 
ZX Spectrum software, veil or swop 
Penatrator. Galaxians. Football Mana¬ 
ger. Chess. Arcadia. Ground Attack, 
four adventure games £3 each. Tel: 
Rossendalc. Lancs 216238 
BSC B 1 2 ROM. Apple II. monitor 
joysticks and software under guarantee 
£400 ono B Whatclcv Tel: 0742 
397136, Sheffield 
VIC 20 cassette unit, software beginning 
Basic Part One. books, everything in 
immaculate condition, sell for £135 ono 
or will swop for I6K or 48K Spectrum. 
Tel: Richard. 021-357 9900 
Accra Atom fully expanded. BBC Basic. 
F PROM. Willow Utility ROM. Tool¬ 
box. two Atom books, soft VDU. 
Invaders. Pceko-Computcr cassettes 
£210 ono. Tel: Sheffield (0742) 339003 
after 7pm. 
Vic 20 C2N cassette. Super Expander. 
Programmer's Reference Guide. Vic 
Revealed, heavy duty joystick, much 
software. 80+ magazines, still under 
guarantee £200 ono Tel: Perranporth 
(Cornwall) 3592. 
I you nave any programs for the Vic 20 
aiid would like to swop them. Tel: 
Burgess Hill (Sussex) 5869 weekends or 
evenings after 5pm. 

ZXB1. I6K RAM. Filcsixly keyboard in 
original packaging with software. £60 
ono Tel: 01-2729911. 
Mattel Intclhvision. plus 5 cartridges 
including GoIf.Socccr. Basketball. Box¬ 
ing. Astrosmash. sell for £100ono Tel: 
01-5405600after 5pm. 
Sinclair 2X81, and leads, power pack and 
programs book, plus £60 of software, 
includes: Fun to Learn series. Flight 
Simulation etc. cost £140 accept £70. 
Contact 0564 826 781 after 6pm 
C8 Hem* Base Mg ind I20channel Silver 
Rod Antenna. 5-amp power pack. 20ft 
heavy duty cable £90 ind vgc. need 
money to buy Spectrum. D Kelly. P.O. 
Box 109. Rathcoole. Co. Dubbn. Eire. 
ZX81 | I6K) + Kempston keyboard + 
Zon-Xsound unit and Spectrum board + 
over £20 software, manual, leads etc. 
Cost over £180, accept £127 ono Mint 
condition, offer includes one book. Tel: 
5 Kenton on 01-660 6007 
IK ZX81 with power pack, leads etc for 
£30, I6K Memopak for £20. tape 
recorder with well over £100 worth of 
games for £60. Will sell together for 
£100. Tel: Exeter 71723 
Vk 20 Mission Impossible cartridge. 
Pharoahs Tomb. Space Storm, for swop 
with similar software. Tel: Swindon 
(0793) 615299 (days), or (0793) 823806 

Spectrum software, five tapes, Vu-Calc. 
Plantctoids. Space Raiders. Hungry 
Horace, and Horace Goes Skiing, new 
condition, sell for £20. will split, offers 
(I6K). Tel: Eastergale 2244 
ZXS1 - 16K RAM. sound board I/O 
port, books, software. Monster Maze. 
3D Defender. Gulp etc Will split and 
offers accepted. £115 ono the lot. Tel: 
WalthamCross 30077eves. ask for Gary 
BSC Micro software: Program power 
Swoop £4. BBC soft draw ing package £7 
or the pair for only £10! Original tapes. 
12a The Avenue. Stoke Bishop. Bristol 
BS9IPA. 
T1 99 tA cassette leads, manuals. Ex¬ 
tended Basic. Minimcmory (Assembly 
+ extra RAM) Parsec. Chess. Video 
Graphics, plus games cassette. £350. 
Tel: Rushden 316486 
16KZX81 - ZX printer. £30 Software 
including 3D Defender. 3D Monster 
Maze. Progmerge etc ♦ two hooks, 
mags. value after Sinclair price cut. £ 145. 
sell for £90ono. Tel: (0344)882295 (after 
3.30pm). 
Vk 20 s 8K RAM pack, cassette deck, 
joystick, lots of software including 
Andes Attack. Traxx. Blitz. Amok. 
Asteroids. Invaders, only six months 
old. cost £225 accept £119. Td: Roch- 
dalc 33475. 
SWOP Elvis record collection worth over 
£700 for Atari 800 48K with disk drive or 
similar. Write with details. 34 Wilson 
Terrace. Silksworth. Sunderland. Tyne 
6 Wear 
ATARI 400 16K. stiU under guarantee 
(boxed), programmers kit. cassette 
deck. Pointmastcr joystick, over 60 
games. Sham us. Darts. Caverns of Mars 
etc. Worth over £800. accept £450. Tel: 
Swanky 67367 
Atari VCS + 8 cartridges including 
Asteroids. Space Invaders. Star Raiders 
and Adventure Cost over £250. sell for 
just £170 ono. Tel: 0603 53597 (Norwich) 

ZXS1 with 16K RAM. including manual, 
six games. Munchman. Defender. Bom¬ 
ber . Space Invaders. Asteroids, Monster 
Maze, five months old, £70. Tel: Roys- 
ton 72195 after 6pm. 
InteMvteten system, plus four cartridges 
— Soccer. Lock n' Chase. Tron + 
Demon Attack £99 ono. Also Atari VCS 
+ Combat £50 ono. Tel: 01-980 7058. 

games, still under guarantee, best offer 
over £200. Tel: 01-891 3079 
Tl 99 4A + Parsec cartridge, joysticks, 
cassette kads and software £150 ono. 
Tel: Glcnboig (0236) 874389. 
ZX Spectrum business.home programs. 
Database. Mailist. Home A/C. Com¬ 
mercial A/C. Stock Control, worth £20 
each, will accept £5 each or £25 the lot. K 
Lim. 11 Bramkv Road. North Kensing¬ 
ton. London WI06SZ. s a c. please! 
Atari V( S plus Combat. five months old. 
£70 o.n.o. Tel: Knarr Cross 262. 
QuaBte games wanted for Atari 800. in 
good condition Tel: Knarr Cross 262. 
Atari VCS. nine cartridges including 
Asteroids. Maze Craze. Basic Program¬ 
ming with keyboards worth £270. will 
accept £135. Tel: Bromsgrove (0527) 
73186 evenings. 
Atari VCS and seven cartridges including 
Asteroids. Warlords. Yars Revenge and 
Star Wars etc. original box. bargain 
£135. Tel: Lcalherhcad (0372) 376883 
ZX81 16K plus £100 of software which 
includes Invaders. Pac-man. Defender. 
Asteroids. Scrambk. etc. plus maga¬ 
zines. worth £160 Bargain at £75 o.n.o. 
Tel: Leeds (0532) 691952. 
Wanted Apple II computer system, disk 
drives, monitor and printer. Will collect 
London area. Tel: Mike, 01-582 3261 
Dragna 32 unwanted birthday present, 
two weeks old. under guarantee for one 
year, over £15 of software with over 35 
programs. Bargain £195. Tel: Harlow 
(0279) 30665 after 4pm 
ZX81 I6K with manual and kads plus 
three tapes. Monster Maze. Defender. 
Space Raiders, worth £88.95. sell for £65 
o.n.o Good condition. Tel: 01-402 8551 
evenings, must sell. 
Jayatkhi, lor BBC Micro, brand new. still 
boxed. £10. Tel: Twyford (0734) 345959 
after 6pm. 
B8C software, swop: Castk of Riddles. 
Atlantis. Leapfrog. Monsters. Aster¬ 
oids. etc. Wanted: Painter. Road Run¬ 
ner. Snooker, Missile Base. Starship 
Command, anything considered, origin¬ 
als only Tel: 031-449 3471 after 6pm 
ZX81 I6K as new. boxed. complete with 
manual. £42 o.n.o. Tel: Ncwcastk. 
Staffs (0782) 618400 (Martin) 
Atari 4IX) 16K compktc with Basic 
cartridge and Basic manuals, also Star 
Raiders. Energy Czar. Submarine Com¬ 
mander and two joysticks and tape 
recorder S Shulman. IA Prince Arthur 
Road. London NW36AX. 
168 Spactrwa * ith seven M/code games 
+ five rolls of printer paper + about 15 
Basic programs on tape + magazines 
worth over £ 175. Sell for £ 130o.n o. Tel: 
01-570 7830. ask for Paramjit. Wanted. 
BBC Model B 
ZX01 16K RAM (Sinclair) and program 
book and two cassettes, £25. Tel: 01-693 
8248 after 6pm. 
Atari -UK) plus Atari tape recorder. 16K 
RAM, joysticks, games including Star 
Raiders. Basic cartridge plus manual as 
ncw.only three months old. SShulman. 
1A Prince Arthur Road. London NW3 
6AX. 
I wfB swop Atari VCS including Starmas- 
ter and Chopper Command worth £140 
for Vic20 16K RAM pack in good 
condition. Tel: 01-593 6579 after 4pm 
Mattel I nielli vision console plus Intclli- 
voice (voice synthesis module) one voice 
cartridge, also 13 normal cartridges, five 
months old. worth £460. will accept £350 
o.n.o. Tel: (0324) 562051 (after 5pm. 
weekends) 
Cantronka printer cabk for BBC suit 
Seikosha etc. 36-way ampcnol plug, to 
26-way. £13. Tel: Spilsby (0790) 52120 
(Mr Swanson) after 5pm 

Atari VCS boxed complete plus Othello. 
Casino. Asteroids. Missik Command. 
Bowling. Basketball. Air-Sea Battle. 
Combat, £80. Tcl:01-5773593cvcnmgs. 
Atari VCS cartridges. Slot Racers. Out¬ 
law, £10 each Atari 4UV800 cassette 
North Atlantic Convoy Raider exchange 
for similar cassette Tel: Wilkinson. 
Scunthorpe 845252 
BBC B Acornsoft Meteors. Arcadians. 
Rocket Raid. Philosopher's Quest. Cas¬ 
tle of Riddles. £8 each o n o Bug Bile. 
Dragons Quest. Fruit Machine. Prog¬ 
ram Power. Alien Destroyers. Moon 
Raiders, offers. Tel: (0332) 672897 

ZXS1 I6K. plus keyboard and two 
manuals, including M/code. £60 ono. 
Td: 01-450 9652 evenings 
Vk 20C2N cassette unit with programs, 
joystick. 4 games including Space Invad¬ 
ers. 8K RAM cartridge New from 
Christmas £70, or sold separate Tel: 
Swansea (0792)865345 
Spectrum software original tapes Flight 
Simulation. Chcss£4. Adventure B Inca 
Curse. Space Raiders £3. Tel: (0332) 
559233 after 5pm or weekends, ask for 
John Bell. Also Vic 20 programs 
Atari VCS still with warranty plus 
cartridges Combat, Starmastcr. Missile 
Command. Defender, Raiders of the 
Lost Ark. £130 ono. Tel: 01-731 0435 
after 6pm. 
Shat* MZ80K. 48K RAM. 10 months 
old. hoxed with dust cover. 2 basics. 
Pascal compikr. Assembler plus other 
software, hooks etc, £350. John Harri¬ 
son. Hatfield Colkgc. Durham DHI 
3RO 
Atom Atom. KK ROM. with audio 
computers 64K RAM card. Value, 
without PSU. £204. asking £130. me 
PSU. Tel: 0527 43037. Mike Powell. 2 
Downscll Road. Webheath. Rcdditch. 
Worcs B97 5RT 
latarlaa VC4I1110 plus five carl ridges (cost 
over £21X1). bargain £75. Also Aculab 
floppy tape system for Video Genie. £75. 
Tel: Carlo. 01-732 6456. Pcckham. 
London. 
ZXB1 character hoard, allows redefining 
of 128 characters 4- mother hoard, over 
15 I6K tapes, some for use with hoard 
Bargain at £20. will separate Tel: 01 -291 
3318 after 6.30pm. 
ZX81 IhK all kads. power pack, plus 
battery pack, ten program tapes plus 
hooks, all five months okl. £85 More 
details. West Kmgsdown (Kent) 2039. 

luptter Ace for sak. £60 Tel: Chester¬ 
field 70730 after 6pm 
Wanted ZX8I magazine for less than 
brought price, write to Sara Hill. 26 
Hamilton Road. Wimbledon. SWI9. 
Hurry, hurry, swop magazines on all 
other computers 
Atari VCS with Donkey Kong. Aster¬ 
oids. Air-Sea Battle and Combat, good 
condition but needs adapter, will accept 
£75 ono. Td: 01-920 7149. Crosby, after 

Sharp PC-I5tX> Pocket Computer - three 
pocket computer books for sak. £125 
ono Tel: Oxford (0865) 58152. even¬ 
ings. Unwanted gift. 
Interton VC 4000 ♦ five cartridge. 
Invaders. Hyperspace. Golf. Boxing and 
Cockpit, cxcclknt condition, worth 
£140. bargain at £75. Tel: Ascot 22942. 
(after 3pm) 
BBC software to sell or swop, including 
Acornsoft Program Power. IJK and 
Level 9 Computing Tel: 01-808 8906 
after 6pm 
TBS B016K Lll compktc with manuals, 
kads. large amount software including 
12 adventure games. Software alone is 
worth £100+. total package only £280. 
PJ Buxton. 33 Arglcs Road. Leek. 
Staffs. Tel: Leek 371231 anytime 
For sale. Zenith E camera plus 310mm 
knses plus tripod plus carrying eases, 
worth over £130. will sell for £80 Tel: 
Cook (0405) 60700 or write to 14 Hood 
Grove. 
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Vk2Q 3KKAMcxpamkin.£l7.50o.ii.o. 
Tel: Helton le Mole 264435 
Three pairs of snow skis, one pair with 
earner ami sticks, one pair with boots 
and sticks, will swop for Atari printer or 
sell, offers. Tel: 01-584 1151 
TRS30U Genie panK fast M'C arcade 
game + 2 other M-'C programs. £3.95. C 
Wilson. 5 Durward Drive. Glenrothes. 
Fife KY62LB. Scotland 
11-5* Vic20. C2N cassette. )oystiek. 
Pirates' Cove, adventure cartridge. £ 100 
worth of games including Defender. 
Omidof. Power Oostcr. complete with 
manuals and magazines, four months 
old Tel: Huntingdon 8604X2. 
Spadnm isk, / \ printer. Tcnsai casset¬ 
te. custom carrying case, manuals, 
hooks: software: Vu-call. Flight Simula¬ 
tor, Home Accounts, hosed, as new 
£230 J Wingate. 32 Gaslcin Road. 
London WhHLU. 
Exchange I Ml submarine Commander 
for EMI Soccer or Star Raiders, buying 
any Atari 40M00 software, details to R 
Dunning. 12 Carlton Terrace. Swansea 
SAT6AB Tel: Swansea 43125 anytime 
WANTED, mem her slot.. IhKZXXl postal 
software swopping club: Send SAE with 
list of software you have to Grccnhavcn. 
Clav lane, Whitcgatc. Wingford. 
Cheshire CW7 20F. First ten people 
accepted only. 
Sinciat ZXXI and 16K RAM. plus £M) 
worth of software (some educational) all 
boxed, total value £140. accept £70. Tel: 
0564 826 781 after 6pm 
Atari 800 4sK disk drive Microsoft basic, 
Macro Assm. text editor manuals disk 
tool, lot’s programs, games worthy 
books, total £1.200. will sell for £850 
Tel: 021-449 2840 after 7pm. Taz 
Eptea (RS232) 2K buffer serial interface 
hoard for MX. RXor FX printers, brand 
new. unused. RRP £h9. accept £50 for 
quick sale Complete with instruction 
tnwuialctt Tel (BBS) 00812 
exchange 1978 Skoka coupe, perfect ish 
order, no paperwork, probate, for any 
system for beginner, prefer Min 32K 
with all extras including games: S Smith. 
2A Dagmar Road. Dagenham. Essex. 
We-20computer. IbKcartridge, cassette 
recorder. Super Expander, joystick. Rat 
Race cartridge, introduction to basic 
part 2. £40 software, only £250. Tel: 
(0227 79) 3486 
exchange complete CB system worth 
£200 for Vic 20 printer or disk drive or 
Commodore 64 or any other Vic hard¬ 
ware. Tel: Lclchworth 6854 
Atari 400,800 owner would like to 
exchange games Many games to swop 
Tel: 0453 843828 after 7pm 
C8M3032 desktop computer with cover, 
built-in monitor, green display. 32K 
RAM. 3600 baud cassette, cassette 
decks, toolkit, resident assembler and 
disassembler, many programs. £500 
ono. Tel: Lowestoft 641(44 
Sharp MX80K 48K 4MHz CPU double 
speed cassette reset switch, extended 
Sharp basic. Xlal basic. Zen Assemhcr. 
Disassembler. Probe, games etc. £299or 
swop Epson MX80FT or WHY Tel: 
Guildford (<44X3133536 
Atari Y( S excellent condition. plus three 
cartridges. £70 ZXXI plus IbK and 
software, great value. £40. Also Atan 
400 sound and graphics book. £4. Tel: 
Chesterfield 852822 after 6pm 
ZX81 w anted IK to IbK. or similar micro, 
must be in perfect working order + good 
condition. £20-£35 Also TV. (ZXXI 
compatible). £5-£l0. Maximum £40 
together Tel: Herne Bay (Kent) 3348 
Ncwhrain Model A with Kuma word 
processing tape only two months from 
purchase and under guarantee, as new 
£200 Tel: Staley. Leeds. 0532 869178 
Sharp MZX0K software for sale, various 
business and games programs, all casset¬ 
te varsions including Walkways. Crea¬ 
tures. Stock Control. Inventory, and 
mans, many more. Tel: Runcorn 
(09285)76911 

Technics SLOL1 linear tracking turnt¬ 
able only seven months old. cost £199 
new.voursforonly£l50ono.Tel: Allan 
(0454) 414708. 4.30-6.30pm. Will pay 

UK-2B original cassettes for sale, includ¬ 
ing Space Phrccks. Asteroids. Cosmiad 
and many, many more. £3 to £4 each 
Also Cart ridges at half price Tel:OI-574 
4122 after 5pm 
Spectrum software 16K48K tor sale, 
exchange. Chess Player. Flight Simula¬ 
tion. Pcnclrator. Death Race. T Tower, 
etc. etc. Tel: Wigan (0942)497352.6pm 
to 7pm weekdays 
ZX81 IK with software, manual, leads 
and programs magazines, software in¬ 
cludes Orbital Invaders. Skier. Star 
Destroyer and many more, worth £55. 
sell for £45. Td: 01-501 0359 evenings. 

MC Genetic Engineer 32K (OSIO) + 
notes, demonstrates genetic crossing 
principles (O Level) via construction of 
model plants. £5 50 Tony Fcwell. 91 
Little Bushev l4inc. Bushev. Herts. 
For sale ZXXI machine code hooks. £6 
each. also IImts and Tips for £3. and The 
ZX80 Magic Book for £4 Tel: 
Stonehenge 42324. cveningv'weckcnds 
Tnxaa I I 99 4A. brand new. hardly used, 
in original packaging, joysticks and 
Attack gamcscartndgc included Worth 
£190.sellfor£l20 Tel:01-9492351 after 
7pm 
Atari 4iX) guaranteed and boxed, un¬ 
wanted gift with two joysticks. Basic 
manuals, iccorder and three games. 
Prcpptc. Miner 2049F.R. Ba|a Buggies, 
cost £360. accept £250. Tel: Hexham 
604294 (after 6pm) 
Appia B software. ridiculously low prices, 
games include Chopliftcr. Froggcr. Su¬ 
per Puckman. Sabotage. Chess. Raster 
Blaster. Snake Byte Tel: Luke 01-589 
8801. weekdays 4 8pm and weekends 
Tata-Type, Data Dynamics, model 390. 
includes Punch. Reader, spare paper, 
stand and TTl. interface. £60 ono. Tel: 

Swaps Vic20 Advent urcland or Mission 
Impossible for Pirate Cove or Voodoo 
Castle or The Count Tel: 0924 370494 
Wanted, Vascom disk system or Micropo- 
hs drives (no controller board required I 
or cheap CPM computer-hndge 363 
Kcnmnglon Lane. Vauxhall. London 
SE1I. 

Oric 1 48K. mint, full manual cassette 
lead. £145 Tel: Sheffield 460004 
168, Spectrum with book Arcadia and 
Spectrum tape header reader programs 
and about £20 worth of mags Worth 
£160. offers Tel: 01-267 6201 
Atari VC'S with nine cartridges including 
Star Raiders. Asteroids. Defender. Pac- 
Man, Riddle of Sphinx. Pitfall, extra 
paddles for four players, cost owner 
£350. accept £200 ono. Tel: Bob after 
5pm. (0642) 763171 
Cammodara 64 software. Attack of 
Mutant Camels 16; Renaissance £6; 
Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy £8. all 
original Tel: Gary. 01-435 6500 days. 
01-958 6408 eves 
Wanted — for T1 99/4A. computer 
adventure and pirate module in good 
condition, also any 99’ER magazine 
Tel: Blackpool (0253) 64386 after 6pm 
(weekdays), anytime weekends 
Radalln colour TV game, plus Invaders. 
Codebreaker. Circus. Grand Prix car¬ 
tridges. all in excellent condition. £40 for 
the lot Tel: Holhcach 364061 
VW0 Pirate Cove cartridge. £17 ono 
Physics Revision pack as new £6. also 
Arrow of Death part 1 £5. Tel: Neil 
Rodgers. Sheffield 344427 days. 0742 
698756 eves. 
TRS 90 Mod L2 software, books, sound, 
spare cassettes, unwanted present, 
worth over £270. only four months, a 
bargain at £165 ono Tel: Paul. Scun¬ 
thorpe (0724) 782548 
Atari 800400 Basic cartridge £20. Star 
Raiders. £18. all boxed and in perfect 
condition Tel; 01 -908 0492 after 6pm or 
Sundays, ask for Kenn. 
Vlc20 cartridge to sell including Golf, 
Chess. £15cach Also Star Battle. Alien. 
Mole Attack and many more £11 each 
Also cassettes for sale. Tel 01-574 4122 
after 6pm 
Terdi /NO disk pack wanted, also BBC A 
interface and upgrade kits, and Epson 
MX80 FT III printer Tel: 051-644 6568 
after 6pm. 
48K Spectrum four months old. £9(1 
Over £120 worth of software, just £60 
ZX printer with five rolls paper. £25 Tel: 
0734 783563 after 5pm 
BBC B with colour monitor and cassette, 
alto books and programs All seven 
months old. Offers? Tel: Mansfield 
550372 after 6pm. buyer collects, must 
sell. 

Joysticks for the BBC Micro, brand new. 
still boxed. £10. Tel: Twyford (0734) 
345959 after 6pm 
teteAMetea plus Voice Module, eight 
cartridges, value £2004 will accept £160 
Tel: 01-309 0743. 
Spectrum 16K tapes. Sibcnoft Orritcr, 
Abacus Avenger. £9 to lot. or will swop 
for BBC software Tel: Danny. Welling¬ 
borough (0933) 673261 
Atari 41X) three months old. excellent 
condition. Basic cartridge and various 
cartridges including Star Raiders Simon 
Shulman. la Prince Arthur Road. 
Hampstead. London NW3 6AX. Tel: 
01-435 7336. 
Mattel Intellivision plus three cartridges, 
will swop for a Vic20. Tel: Bolton 61256 
(Lancs) 
Far sate, Z.X8I computer plus I6K 
RAMpack plus Chess and Gulp (Pac- 
man type game), three months old. £40. 
R Bruton Tel: Glos (0452) 730213. 
168 ZX81. professional keyboard, plus 
12m black and white TV. £45 of 
software, all leads, manuals, hooks, 
magazines included, worth £200. bar¬ 
gain (or £125 Tel: Steve. 01-859 2360 
(Eltham SE9). 
Acorn soft. Monsters and Snapper casset¬ 
tes. £6 each or will swop for other BBC 
software E Horn. 25 Ardnahoe Ave¬ 
nue . Tory glen. Glasgow G42 0DH 
Sharp PCI500. powerful pocket compu¬ 
ter. perfect condition, expandable, cost 
£170. selling for £125 or swop for 
Spectrum or similar Tel: Salford 061- 
792 3968. ask for Stefan. 
OCSD p system version IV for Apple, 
complete and unused with registration 
documents, superfluous to require¬ 
ments Offers around £350 (it cost £495). 
Tel: 01-2868151 evening only 
Dragaa 32K computer with hi-rcs, text 
cartridge, all leads, joysticks, games plus 
hooks, cost over £275. accept £175. Tel: 
I Is (CMbe)(OS3) 46?' JtM 6pm and 

Texas T 199(4A IbK boxed, complete 
with leads, manual, also Basic for 
Beginners, cassettes and manual. includ¬ 
ing Budget Management and Personal 
Record Keeping modules. 16 colour 
graphics and sound. £240 ono. Tel: 
Farnhorough (0252) 511248 any time 
VMes Genic with many arcade games, 
£50 of magazines plus OPC computer 
monitor Will sell for £210 ono Tel: 
01-8574501 aflcr 6pm and ask for Dave 
ZXS1 IK four months ok) with leads, 
manual, cassette player and some tapes, 
mags Write or nng Bryan O'Hara. 8 
Know Is s Ave. Ileysham. Lancs Will 
accept £50. Tel: Heysham 52507 

; READERS’ BUY&SELL FORM | 
Billboard is PC Ws micro marketplace Whether you are buying, selling, or swopping secondhand1 

' goods, just flll in the form up toa maximum of 24 words, including your name, addressor full tclephonel 

I number and send it with a cheque or postal order for £1.50 payable to VNU Business Publications. | 
to Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London Wl A 2H(L But remember. this| 

| service is not for commercial advertisements; we will not include ads from companies large or 
■ small. or from anyone carryingon a profit-making business. Also, we cannot guarantee to place ads 

in specific issues — it’s first come, first served. No reprints either unless you send in another form. 
I Please write clearly putting only one word in each box. and remember to include your full address 

and telephone number, even if you don’t want them in the ad. 
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HOWTO GETTHEM 
All available back copies of PCN can be ordered 
from our new Back Issues Service, using the 
coupon printed here. 

For a guide to the subjects covered by Micropaedia 
every week, see our Micropaedia list above. 
Send your orders to: Personal Computer News 
Back Issues Service. 53-55 Frith Street. London 
W1A2HG. 
To make sure of getting all your copies in future, 
why not fill in the tear-out subscription card in this 

ORDER FORM • 

Any one issue is 75p. additional copies 55p, post & packing inclusive Overseas I 
readers please add £1 per copy airmail postage Please allow up to 21 days , 
delivery 

!°™.Postcode.I 
Please send me. issues of PCN. issue no6 | 

.  .• ... I enclose my cbeque/PO . 
made payable to Personal Computer News or please debit my credit card 1 
Visa Access; Amex/Diners I 

Card no.Signature.I 
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MICROSHOP 
Rates: £10 per single column cm. Minimum size 3 cm. Series discount available. Mechanical Data: Column width. 1 column 

57mm. 2 columns 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication. 
Contact: Ian Whorley on 01-323 3211. 

JOYSTICKS from £4.50 each 
DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY 

C4 M par KIT 
READY BUILT «'1ti9»»y 0 socket suit Alar* or Vic 20 tt »5l 
r t W ON L Y win potenl-omptm and S way dm socket lo suit Dragon CS Ml 

THE NEW DELTA 1 
Used lor years try OATAfiASt 
hive M pusheunons to uw me strain on ot your Anraswu 
The DELTA 14 comes «i two owls One ImM mil plug mlo me A d to 
on* analogue spmg return loyslic* plus Itirae txAton timctions 
The second part <s me Of LTA 1481 adaptor Doe when connacls theJS -- an e 4» 3 malm The 

, 9 »ay terra* plug or 15 way mj < plug complete »itn nooOs 

Dm plug Sway 240deg S0» 
}<nyterrvM plug moulded to 1 metreol(cortt*ad DM 
AERIAL SPLITTTR SWITCHES 

(Sants unplugging T V Aenal to connect computer I 

Cneque or PO mtft orter Pnces quotes PtCLUOl VAT 1st CUSS Post m 
VOLTMACE LTD., PARK DRIVE. BALDOCK 

Callers welcome Monday to Friday. 

SHORT-LENGTH 
COMPUTER AUDIO TAPES 

If you have searched without success for 
high quality low cost short-length tapes 
then sit back and relax. 
Premium Grade Agfa R F W Cassettes 
Manufacturers of high quality blank cassei 
les suitable for programming For example, 
with a minimum order of 25. you can 
purchase 25 cassettes of 2 V? minutes each 
side for only £ 10 00 plus postage & packing 
of £1 95p Fill in the coupon and post with 

Tel: 0205 750 595 

All prices are inclusive olVATsI 15% 

Please send me high-quality audio tapes in 
the quantity indicated (t>ck where appbe- 

abt*> 25 cassettes 
(including £1.95 p&p) 

□ aVkmins.Eli 95 
□ 5rmns £12 20 
[ ] 6mms £12 45 □ 7’*mnr £12 60 
U lOmins £13 20 r)12Virimns £13 95 

:prom services 

IX Hardware Specialists 
ZX81 
8K Eprom Board me Eprom 1 or 11 
Eprom 140 routine tool krt 
Eprom II Rapid Save Load 
Eprom ZX Monitor 

£9 95 
£9.95 

Eprom K advance & tool lot £9.95 
RomuiusZBO Disassembler £1.15 
Graphics Board me 4K of Eprom £24.50 
Motherboard—3 slot £15.95 
U SPECTRUM 
Rampack Adaptor £1.15 
Eprom Board £11.89 
23 or 28 way Edge Cards £9.75 
23 or 28 way Edge Connectors £2.9 
IOpOrttkom£14 50 AD cards Irons £22 9 

DA converter £27 00 

EPROM SERVICES 

Apology kx incorrect eddreos m previous eo 

50 cassettes 
(including £2.49 p&p) 

□ 2Vimlns. 
0 5 mins . 
□ 6 mins___ 
□ 7Wmina. 
□ 10 mins 
□ 12’*m«n8 

100 cassettes 
(including £3.50 p&p) 

□ 2tomim. 
r ] 5 mins 
□ Bmins 
□ 7Vimins. 
D 10 mine.. 
□ 12'Amina. 
Including inlay card & side-labels. 

Total Remittance £_ 

£22 75 
£22 95 
£2349 
£23 99 
£24 99 
£26 49 

£43 50 
£44 50 
£45 50 
£46 50 
£48 50 
£53 50 

ADDRESS  

I enclose my cheque PO_ 

Please make cheque PO payable R.F.W. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
STAR DP51080column 
100 CPS printer 
C257. Guaranteed lowest pnee in 

SMITH-C0R0NAT.P.-1 
DAZYWHEEL PRINTER £427 

P&P£8 add 15% VAT TO TOTAL ORDER VALUE 

ROSCOLTD, 
FREEPOST. BIRMINGHAM B201BR 

TEL 021-356-7402 

Speed up the action with 

PICKARD JOYSTICK 
CONTROLLER 

Allows use of any keys, not just cursors — no 
special programming — does not affect other 
add-ons — special price until the end ot June 

Price: £15.55+ £1 50 pAp 
Spectrum ZX81 compatible 

Success Services 
154 High Street. Bloxwich. Walsall, 

West Mids. WS3 3JT 
Tel: (0922) 402403 

ORICUSER 
PROGRAMS — NEWS — VIEWS PC LINK 

FOR PC AND PC LOOK ALIKE USERS 

£10 FOR ONE YEAR S SUBSCRIPTION membership details from 

£1 FOR SAMPLE ISSUE THE MICROSYSTEMS CENTRE 

Cheques or PO payable to 
OR 1C USER 

ENTERPRISE HOUSE 
GORDON ST. 

20 WYNFORD HOUSE. WYNFORD ROAD, 
LONDON N1 LUTON 
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Software 

MICROSHOP 

Hardware 

ORIC 1 
43 K Plus £40 of free software 

SAGASOF1 

y PRICE D 

£139!!" 

BR III land laM 

l ^ 
1 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
GAMES COMPUTERS 

LARGE STOCKS OF 

BBC,DRAGON 
AND SPECTRUM 

We also carry an extensive range of 
software, games, monitors, 

printers and drives. 

“BASICS” 
DECTRADE LTD 
39-41 TRUST BOULEVARD 

WEST BRI0GF0R0 NOTTINGHAM 
TEL 0607 919713 TELEX: 377S79 NETWRR 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER FOR THE LATEST 
+ BEST OSBORNE YET! 

★ 80 Column screen 
it Double Density 
★ Green phosphor screen 

SPECIAL PRICE Cl,195 

CV496 MONITORS 12 m 

CONTACT TPICIA CARROLL Til 02V 51*764 

DLA COMPUTER SERVICES LTD 

105 Mytchett Road. Mytchett. 
Camberley. Surrey. 

Tel. (Farnborough) 0252 516766. 

Software 

ORIC 1 Abun&uun EDITOR 

SPECTRUM 
BACK-UP COPIER 
Fnt otail you had to tack-up program* by making 

tapa-lo-tape cop** Now KEVSOFT present 

■ ■— Software for 
1 J PET SHARP 

TEXAS 

KEY 
Back up your valuable software mvaaimant with ihia 

'OO*. mac hi na coda utility Eaay to use 
Oidar THE K£V to( any ZX Spactrum 

Only £595 
^KIYBOFT, Dept. PCNJ^ 

PM) 
JjM. PSTSMARP 

Llmjlmjlmj. kffa?Cod» Tad 

""" 
£^^^3 "Tr"'8 ^ E"°' 

CcMtoc EtiQuines Wwtcom* 

Tad T,png Tad 

IwCddWiQ Cod. ewsMTiAng Cases 

LYNX OWNERS 
NILUG. The National Independent Lynx User 

Group has now been tormed 
Subscriptions C9 per Send cheque payable 

NILUG 
53. Kmgawood Avenue. Sanderstead. 

South Croydon. CR2 900. 
The first newsletter is now available 

gC^ta-ns-c B.ta«ak!ou,.^ 

we ara on Praatal Mailbox (Enterprise 264559565I 
Tata ordartng datMla in cataiogua 

AH program* C4.00 poet paid 

AQUARIUS SOFTWARE 
to Kannath Road. Basildon. Esaai SS13 2AT 

Talaphona (026B) 559565 (24 hours) 
Praatal mMfeox 0268559565 
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• T199 4A Software. 1 k & imported programs. for large 
illustrated catalogue (over 7t) programs) please send 
50p (refunded on order) lo: Stainless Software. 10. 
A 1st one Road. Stockport. Chcsltirc SK4 5AH. 

• VIC copy games cartridges. eg. Omega Race. Sargon 
Chess, VoodooCastlc. with SOFTSWITCH.Connects 
between cartridge and VIC20, software and instruc¬ 
tions supplied Cheque/PO £ 19.95. General Company. 
P.O Bo* 128, Swindon. SN4 SDL. 

• VIC 20 Omrart want to copy jfoni \ It 31 casscttci’ 
Send £I.S0p for details G Cochrane 'Montana.' 
Silksworth Lane. Sunderland. Tyne and Wear SR3 
IPD. 

• flew brain KRF.E FORMAT DATABASL. 9 mam 
menu options, inc sort, search, change etc. can be 
tailored to your specific needs £6.00, C Hayden .VI 
Osgodhy Cres. Scarhoro. N. Yorks YOII JJR 

• omc-l Charactar Cm rater 4sh nr I f>k menu driven, 
built in shapes, only £3 511 from Darry l Brown 6Carse 
Close. Pcachcroft. Abingdon. Oxon 

• Stwetnim Tslrtr.1 OWI I c letest Swiem 
with "ZXTest". 900 pages, colour. 34-hour clock, 
graphics, sample system, it's all here! £4.95, Ian 
Stewart. 17 Torn Drive. Aha. FKI2 SNO. (details 
sac). 

• Nawtwam Software. Business and serioqs application. 
Fully descriptive price list available on request. 
CORN1X-MICRO 16 Kneesworth Street. Royston. 
Herts. 
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COMMISSION 
AGENTS 

REQUIRED 
FOR A NEW 
RANGE OF 

MICROCOMPUTER 
DURABLES 

★ Excellent commission 
and repeat business 

★ Full support given 

WRITE TO: 

WORKSTATION 
Prospect Mill 
Hindle Street 

Darwen 
Lancs 

BB3OBS 

or Telephone: 0254-775727 

MAKESURE 
YOU ADVERTISE 

IN THE 
APPOINTMENTS 

SECTION OF 

CALL 
IAN WHORLEY TODAY ON 

01-323 3211 

Program 
converters 

we need you urgently to con¬ 
vert listings from Spectrum 
and Commodore 64 BASIC to 
Dragon, Spectrum, Oricy BBC 
and Vic 20 BASIC. These 
conversions are needed for 
listing books that we are 
publishing later on in the year. 

If you are interested please ring 
Jane Green on 323 3211 x365. 

Personal 
Computer 

Books Editor 
Pitman is one of the leading computer book 
publishers m this country and overseas with 
ambitious plans for expansion particularly in 
personal computer book publishing over 

the next few years. 
We are looking for a person probably 
between the ages of 25 and 35 with 
considerable flair, ambition and energy to 
build a personal computer books list from a 
small but highly successful base into a 
significant but descrete publishing enter¬ 

prise. 
Experience and knowledge of the personal 
computer area is vital while experience of 
publishing in this area is desirable but not 

essential. 
This new position carries an attractive salary 
and a benefits package in line with the 

challenge which it offers. 
U you «x* uuetesled please lend details o< experience and career 

Alfred Waller 
Pitman Books Ltd 

128 Long Acre 
London WC2E 9 AN 

.Pitman Hunks■ 
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QUIT 

IBM throws in 
Olympic prize 

The main 
chance... 
It's as unlikely you'll find Ford 
Sierras packed in the executive 
parking lot of British Ley land as 
it is to come across product 
loyalty among British computer 
manufacturers. 

So it seems, for Cambridge- 
based computer companies 
turn to other manufacturers to 
fulfil their office computing 
needs. 

One of them, owned by a 
man of recently elevated status, 
has several Incredibly Big 
Machines in its main reception 
hall with nary a single flat- 
membrane or rubber keyboard 
in sight — perhaps they're all in 
the back of the building being 
used to develop Tinydrives. 

One reason people suggest you 
buy a micro from a large, 
established supplier is that you 
can have confidence in its 
stability. 

Well, they don't come much 
larger or better established than 
IBM. but as you may have 
noticed IBM is having trouble 
meeting the demand for its PC 
and XT models — like a 
two-month delivery delay. 

But IBM. large and well- 
established. is confident it is on 
top of the problem. So confi¬ 
dent it is goingtogive 100 PCs to 
the organisers of the Olympic 

Games next year in Los 
Angeles. 

Largesse like this is not 
uncommon in the computer 
business — the manufacturers 
are prone to make sweeping 
gestures with nothing more in 
mind than a bit of free publicity 
and the opportunity to improve 
the lot of suffering athletes. 

Dunng the supply delay IBM 
has promised to be as fair as it 
can in the matterof deliveries— 
we are all equal in the sight of 
IBM. However, some are more 
equal than others. Try ordering 
100 and see where it gets you. 

ov-t !! 

PCN DATELINES 

Vizawrite righted 
In our round-up of word processing 
packages for ihe Commodore 64 in 
Issue 16. wc failed lo mention the 
spelling checker available to use 
with Vizawrite. And. though, as 
our reviewer pointed out. Viza- 
write's maximum text area is the 
equivalent of 875 40-character 
lines, more can be stored since 
unused parts of lines arc ignored. So 
really it's a free-formal area holidng 
up to 35.000 characters. 

Next week 
• The real 16-bit story: the 
chips in detail 
•Software Pro-Tests: Stock 
control on Epson; Torch- 
mail Plus 
• ZX81 word processing 
• New games reviewed: 
Atari. Apple. Commodore 
64. Spectrum 
• Make sense of fnicro 
insurance 
• Micropaedia Sound, part 

3 
PLUS the regulars, more spe¬ 
cials and latest news in PC N 
Monitor 

PCN Datelines keeps you in touch with up-coming events. Make PCN Datelines should send the information at least one month 
sure you enter them in your diary. before the event. Write to PCN Datelines. Personal Computer 

Organisers who would like details of coming events included in News, 62 Oxford Street. London WIA 2I1G. 

I UK EVENTS 
Event Dates Venae Organ issrs 
Micro Trade 83 July 6-8 Barbican Centre. London Timothy Collins. Montbuild Ltd. 01-486 1951 
IBM Users Conference & July 12-14 Wembley Conference Centre Online Conferences Ltd. 
Exhibition 09274 28211 
Computers in Personnel July 12-14 Royal Lancaster Hotel. Peter Mirrington Exhibitions. 

London 0277 232030 
Kth ZX Microfair August 20 Alexandra Palace. London Mike Johnstone. 01-801 9172 
Acorn User Exhibition August 25-18 Cunard International Hotel. Computer Marketplace Ltd. 

London 01-9301612 
Computer Open Day September 1 Draganora Hotel. Leeds Tony Kaminiski. Couchmcad Communications 

Ltd. 01-778 1102 
Home Entertainment Show Sep 17-25 Olympia. London Montbuild Ltd. 01-486 1951 
Computer Open Day Exhibition September 22 Central Hotel. Glasgow Couchmead Communications Ltd. 01-778 1102 
Microcomputers in Business Sep 27-29 Warwick University. Coventry Peter Bubb. 01-892 4422 
Personal Computer World Show Sep 29-Oct 2 Barbican Centre. London Montbuild Ltd. 01-486 1951 
Computer Fair Oct 2 The Sir Frederic Osborn School. R Brown 

Welwyn Garden City Welwyn Garden City 23367 

I OVERSEAS ) 
Event 
International Micro Computer 

Dates 
Aug 2-5 

Vsaaa 
Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia Conference & Exhibition Management Services 

Exhibition SDN BHD. 9-A Jalan SS24 8 Taman Megah. 
Pctaling Java, Selangor 

National Computer Business & Aug 16-19 Auckland. New Zealand Trade & Industrial Exhibitions. 12 Heather 
Office Systems Street. Parnell. PO Box 9682. Auckland 
Personal Computers & Office Sep 5-8 Amsterdam. The Netherlands RAI Gehouw BV. Europaplein 2.1078 GZ. 
Automation Systems Exhibition Amsterdam 
Australian Computer Exhibition Sep 13-16 Melbourne. Australia Riddell Exhibition Promotions PTY Ltd. 

166 Albert Road. South Melbourne. Vic 3205 
International Peripheral Equipment 
& Software Exposition 

Sep 13-15 Moscone Centre. Anaheim. USA Cahners Exposition Group SA. 0483 38085 
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MINEDOUT 
On Bcraan Feature*: 
THcky Mines. Damsels in 
distress. Mine detection 
indicator. 7 levels of 
minefield. Safe area, 

b difficulty 
Scoring. High score 
feature Full instructions 
Controls: Up-Oown-Left- 
Right 
Special Features: Bill 
the Warm. Bugs [mines 
with legs) 
Action Replay 
Authors I. & C. Andrew 

ATARI AOO/BOO 
MAGIC WINDOW 
Define characters on 
8x8 grid Save to tape 
Load from tape Freely 
merges character sets 
into existing programs 
Hex & Dec O/Ps 
Character manipulation 
Mirror, rotate, invert, 
left, right, up. dawn., hold, 
wipe, cancel 
Redefine whole 
character set Also 
works in colour mode 
Excellent examples 
supplied 
16K RAM or more 
Author M. Walker 

computers 
introduce 3 new programs for the BBC 
Computer, plus a version of their popular 
"MINED-OUT" game for the Dragon and 
also a character generating program 
for the Atari -400/B00 
"MAGIC WINDOW" 

BBC GAMES 
MUSIC PROCESSOR 
Exploits your BBC music potential to its limits 
Features: Full push button 
operation, over 30 
separate functions for 
recording, mixing, editing and 
sound effects etc A channels. 
5 octaves. 100.000 envelopes easily 
selected Over 2000 note storage 
capacity Ready made music files 
included 
Author Andy Williams 
For model A or B 

PROTECTOR 
Features: Ftads. monsters who kill on 
contact, mine laying UFO's, monsters 
increase in size as game progresses, 
new pods every 1000 pts . 
hyperspace function. Full colour hi res 
graphics, sound Joystick control 
For the model B with 16K + Joystick. 
Author Andy Green 

Please send order to 
Quickailva Limited, 
Palmariton Park House 
13, Palmerston Road, 
Southampton. 

Please send me the games as ticked 
Total cheque/PO enclosed 
payable to Ouicksilva sm 

Cheat tea 

E595U 

BBC GAMES 
Music Processor 
Protector 
Wizard 

□ RAGON GAME 
Mmed-Out 

ATARI AOO/BOO 
Magic Window 
WARNING These program* are sold accord 
mg to OUICKSILVA Ltd »term* ol trade and 
conditions ol sale Copies ol which are 

C8 95 □ 


